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Abstract
Natural gas is currently an important and popular fossil fuel and will likely continue
to be in the future. In addition, natural gas can be considered as a source of
hydrocarbons for petrochemical industries. Despite the fact that natural gas is mostly
considered a “clean” fuel compared to other fossil fuels, the natural gas found in
reservoir deposits is not necessarily “clean” and free of impurities. Natural gas consists
primarily of methane, but it also contains considerable amounts of light and heavier
hydrocarbons as well as contaminating compounds of CO2, N2, H2S, and other
impurities. These impurities are undesirable compounds and cause several technical
problems such as corrosion and environment pollution. However, many natural gas
streams in different areas contain huge quantities of H2S and CO2.
This thesis discusses many aspects of natural gas processing namely sour gases
separation, CO2 sequestration for EOR, and natural gas regasification after
liquefaction.
Many natural gas streams in different areas contain huge quantities of H2S and CO2.
Many technologies can be used to purify natural gas from acid gases. These
technologies include amine absorption, the adsorption process, cryogenic processes,
and membranes. In this thesis, two technologies of sour gases removal processes have
been simulated using HYSYS and the results have been extensively discussed. On the
other hand, increases in CO2 emissions represent a formidable problem given the
increases in energy demand and high levels of industry-dependent fossil fuel
consumption. Various strategies such as the capture and storage of CO2 in geological
formations can be adopted to minimise the CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. For
this purpose, an experimental study of effect the porosity in real rock in underground
reservoir on CO2 injection has been conducted to examine the suitability of a particular
reservoir in WA for CO2 reinjection by studying the wettability properties of
CO2/brine/Sandstone. Finally, an innovative finned vaporizer with invasive defrosting
method has been tested experimentally in a pilot-scale forced-draft AAV unit through
vaporizing liquid nitrogen (LN2) at certain operating pressures. Different operating
conditions, including operating capacity, natural/forced convections and air relative
humidity, have been tested in the system. Defrosting was performed by using a hot
MEG-water solution cycle.
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1. Chapter one. Introduction to the Research
1.1.

Background

The rapidly increasing in energy demands and to reduce the greenhouse gases (GHG) impact on the
environment, researchers have put major efforts for a potential alternative energy source. As for the
fundamental criteria of desirable energy alternatives, the capability of providing adequate quantity
of energy with high quality, economic viability and environmental friendly are the major
considerations. Renewable energy potential such as the solar energy and the wind energy are unable
to meet the total global demand of energy at the present stage. They need long time to be further
researched. Consequently, the only supply of energy that is able to fulfil the aforementioned
requirements and to satisfy the total global demand of energy at the present stage is natural gas. In
addition to its principal significance as a fuel, natural gas can also be the source of hydrocarbons for
the petrochemical industries as raw material. Although natural gas is considered as a clean fossil
fuel in comparison to other fossil fuels such as crude oil and coal, however, natural gas recovered
from well heads normally contains corrosive and contaminant sour gases. These gases are
commonly known as Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S). The sour gases in the
stream of natural gas cannot be only harmful to the environment, but could also reduce the heating
value of natural gas products and must therefore be removed. Originally, sour gases treatment has
been done by Claus process. Many sour gases removal methods have been previously addressed
such as chemical absorption by amine, physical absorption and membrane treatment. All these
conventional treatment methods are driven by many limitations and the energy consumption can be
considered as the main challenge facing such techniques especially when the removed CO2 needs
further processing before undergoing sequestration. An alternative technique has been introduced
in sour gases removal which is the low temperature distillation separation represented by Ryan
Holmes process [1]. The extractive distillation process of Ryan Holmes emphasises on producing
Methane and avoiding the CO2 freezing simultaneously. In addition, Ryan Holmes process also
addresses the Azeotropic nature of separation of a mixture of CO2 and Ethane. When sour gases
removal process is completed, further processes needs to be completed for both sweet and sour gases
stream. For transportation and storage of natural gas purposes, sweet natural gas stream needs to be
cooled down to -161 °C in a liquefaction process. Liquefaction processes is a process to transform
1

natural gas (NG) into a liquefied natural gas (LNG) to reduce the volume about 600 times making
the resource easier to store and transport through marine shipments to the consuming natural gas
countries . The major use for LNG today is for power generation resulting from the growing power
demand especially in the Southeast Asian region. The imported LNG needs to be regasified through
a vaporization process to transform LNG from liquid to gaseous state to produce natural gas to
supply sale gas in pipelines for power plant generation. Nemours methods of regasification and the
selection of the optimum process depends on many factors such as site location, climate conditions,
and throughput capacities [2]. Traditionally, three types of vaporizers have been used in the
regasification terminals, Open Rack Vaporizer (ORV), Submerged Combustion Vaporizer (SCV)
and Intermediate Fluid Vaporizer (IFV). In addition to these vaporizers, other type of vaporizers
represented by Direct Air Vaporizer and Ambient Air Vaporizer (AAV) have been recently used in
small regasification terminals. The AAV can be considered as a low fuel consumption and a low
operating cost terminals due to the low grade heat recovery from AAV to regasify LNG. In addition,
AAV is environmentally friendly due to the lower air emissions resulting from reducing the fuel
used to vaporize LNG [3].
The stream of sour gases that has been removed from the stream of natural gas needs to be treated
before proceeding to further stages. Recently, CO2 emission to the atmosphere has been classified
as the main cause of climate change. These changes are continuously increasing due to increasing
the energy demands. Geological storage of CO2 (GCS), also known as carbon sequestration, is a
crucial strategy to reduce the increasing CO2 emission to the atmosphere [4]. CO2 geological
storage, is a process where CO2 emitted from different sources such as power plants generation or
CO2 separated from streams of natural gas is separated from the other component (e.g. H2S) to meet
the CO2 sequestration standard, compressed, and finally reinjected underground. CO2 can also be
used for the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) to make the injection process more economical. The
primary problem with geological carbon storage is that CO2 density is lower than the formation
brine and flows upward to the surface. However, many mechanisms can prevent CO2 flowing
upward and leaking to the surface. These mechanisms represented by structural trapping, residual
trapping, dissolution trapping and minerals trapping (Al-Yaseri et al. 2016). The nature of reservoir
storage also plays an important role in CO2 injection underground to ensure the stored CO2 remains
in the reservoir. Wettability of the rock has a significant impact on the CO2 trapping mechanism.

2

1.2.

Aims and Objectives of the Research

Three objectives were targeted in this research and as listed below:
1. Employing Ryan Holmes process for sour gas removed from a stream of natural gas and
discover the economical and processing advantages as this process offers a clean and efficient
separation method compared with many other conventional processes. In this concept, a
simulation study was conducted to improve and reach the optimum conditions of sour gas
separation using Ryan Holmes process as a base case, also adopting different process
configurations and using different solvents to prevent CO2 freezing and Azeotrope nature of
CO2.
2.

Removed CO2 from such processes needs to be reinjected to the underground to control the
environment emissions and address climate changes. Injection of CO2 to the underground
either for storage or to enhance oil recovery can be considered as an effective procedure to
reduce CO2 in the atmosphere. Conduct an experimental study of effect the porosity in the
real rock in underground reservoir on CO2 injection and examine the suitability of a particular
reservoir in WA for CO2 reinjection by studying the wettability properties of
CO2/brine/Sandstone.

3. It has been noted that the worldwide consumption of LNG has increased significantly as a
result of increasing the energy demands. LNG is considered as a clean fuel and it is an
efficient alternative fuel source. LNG regasification is an essential procedure before it can
be used as a sale gas or in power generation plants. In this part of the research, a pilot plant
has been designed, constructed and operated in order to test the efficiency of a modified
ambient air vaporizer located in Technology Park at Curtin University facilities and fully
funded by Woodside Energy Company in Australia. The main big challenge of this pilot
plant was to operate the vaporizer continuously and circulate the defrosting process during
the LNG operation.
1.3.

Significance of the Research

Due to the numerous methods of natural gas treatment processes, choosing the process relies on
many factors such as feed stock flowrate, compositions of sour gases, location, economic aspect and
government regulations. These factors have a huge influence on selection of the process. These
numerous methods have been well illustrated in the literature. However, when the feed stock
contains high concentration of CO2 and H2S (depending on the amount of sour gases in natural gas),
3

many challenges remain and difficulties appear. Recruitment of Ryan-Holmes process for removing
different concentration of sour gases to produce a sweet natural gas stream is considered to be
valuable for natural gas treatment development. In addition, adopting MEG instead of amine to
remove sour gases from natural gas in a conventional absorption process and investigate the
advantages of using MEG in terms of sour gases recovery, energy consumption and dehydration
(H2O removal) of natural gas.
On the other hand, CO2 produced from the natural gas treatment process needs to be reinjected to
the underground as a safety procedure for environment protection purposes. Measuring the contact
angle of Sandstone rock taken from a certain reservoir in Western Australia can help to predict the
suitability of injection CO2 in this reservoir. Experimental study of the effect of temperature,
pressure, and salinity on the contact angle of CO2/ Brine has been discussed in this research.
Furthermore, vaporization is one of the most important processes in LNG terminal operation.
Basically there are three main types of LNG vaporizers ORV, SCV, IFV and AAV (Ambient Air
Vaporizer) has granted attention in the recent years and can be considered as a greenest technology
in LNG regasification. In order to explore the feasibility of continuous operation of LNG
regasification, a pilot plant of AAV with innovative continuous operation adopting a defrosting duct
in the middle of the vaporizer has been designed, installed and operated.

1.4.

Thesis Chapter Outline

This research consists of three topics as mentioned in research objectives. This thesis contains
published and unpublished work.
The content of this thesis is presented in a hybrid format. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 contents are referred
to journal articles that have been published in the Journal of Separation Science and Technology,
Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering and Journal of Colloid and Interface Science

respectively. The presentation of the content is partially adjusted to be consistent with the research
flow and thesis style
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Chapter one:
Introduction. This chapter provides a brief overview of the three topics including the significance
and the objectives of this research.
Chapter two
Literature review. This chapter presents the literature review of sour gas separation technology and
emphasise on low temperature distillation separation, also presents an overview of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) regasification techniques and presents the advantages and disadvantages for each
process. Lastly, part of chapter two, presents an overview of the CO2 sequestration and the effect
the wettability on geological storage of CO2.
Chapter Three through to chapter eight detail the theoretical and the experimental work of the above
three objectives.
Chapter Three
"Efficient separation scheme for binary mixture of CO2 and H2S using aromatic components." Separation
Science and Technology 53, no. 2 (2018): 312-319.

This chapter consists an efficient separation scheme for binary mixture of CO2 and H2S using
aromatic components. Different solvents (ethylbenzene, o-xylene, m-xylene, and toluene) and
operating conditions (temperature, pressure, and reflux ratio) for separating CO2 from H2S at
different concentrations have been simulated through distillation using Aspen HYSYS software.
This Chapter is an exact copy of the journal paper referred to above.
Chapter Four
"Natural gas sweetening using low temperature distillation: simulation and configuration." Separation Science
and Technology 55, no. 8 (2020): 1569-1576.

In chapter 4, a theoretical simulation results of sour gas removal from stream of natural gas using
low temperature distillation is optimized.
This Chapter is an exact copy of the journal paper referred to above.
Chapter Five
"Simulation study of sweetening and dehydration of natural gas stream using MEG solution." The Canadian
Journal of Chemical Engineering 96, no. 9 (2018): 2000-2006.

5

This chapter contains the results of simulation of the gas sweetening process by using the Aspen
HYSYS V.7.3 program. Moreover, in this simulation work, MEG (Mono Ethylene Glycol) was
selected as an absorbent for the gas sweetening process: it achieved high acid gas removal and
reduced the water content from a stream of natural gas.
This Chapter is an exact copy of the journal paper referred to above.

Chapter Six
"Carbon dioxide/brine wettability of porous sandstone versus solid quartz: An experimental and theoretical
investigation." Journal of colloid and interface science 524 (2018): 188-194.

Chapter 6 discusses an experimental study of wettability of CO2/Brine in Sandstone rock to explore
the suitability of injection the CO2 produces from the natural gas treatment process in a certain
reservoir in Western Australia.
This Chapter is an exact copy of the journal paper referred to above.

Chapter Seven
In Chapter 7, an innovative ambient air vaporizer of a pilot scale was designed, constructed and
operated at Curtin University by applying an intrusive defrosting process which could remove frost
effectively and ensure a continuous regasification process. Results of a pilot plant of AAV (Ambient
Air Vaporizer) have been discussed.
Chapter Eight:
Conclusions and recommendations. This chapter concludes the overall findings based on the results
presented from Chapters 3 to 7. Further, recommendations for future studies have been proposed
based on the new knowledge gaps found.
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2. Chapter two: Literature review
2.1.

Natural gas processing and sour gases removal

2.1.1. An Overview
Natural igas ineeds ihave ibeen igrowing iover ithe ipast itwo idecades idue ito ithe irapidly iincrease iin
demand iof iindustrial iand idomestic iutilization. iNatural igas iis ithe imost iefficient iand icleanest ifossil

i

fuel idue ito ilow iatoms iratio iof iH/C. iIn iaddition, inatural igas icannot ibe iused ionly ias ia iprimary ifuel ibut

i

also ias ia isource iof ihydrocarbons ifor ipetrochemical iand iindustrial ichemicals i[5]. iAs ia ifuel, inatural

i

gas iis iexpected ito irapidly igrow idue ito ithe iability iof iproviding ia isustainable ienergy ineeded ifor

i

industry idevelopment iand ireducing ithe igreenhouse igas iemission. iIncreasing iCarbone iDioxide

i

emission iproduced ifrom icombustion iof ifossil ifuel isuch ias icoal iand ipetroleum iproducts ihave

i

encouraged iresearchers ito idevelop ia iclean iand isustainable ifuel ithat ihas iless iimpact ion ithe

i

environment. iThus inatural igas ican ibe iconsidered ias ian ialternative isource iof ifuel iwhich imeets ithe

i

requirements iof iresidential, iindustrial iand itransportation ispecifications. iTable i1 ishows ithe iCarbone

i

Dioxide iproduced ifrom icoal iand ipetroleum iproduct iwhich iis ihigher ithan ithe iamount iproduced ifrom

i

natural igas iby1.5-1.8 itimes i[5]. iNatural igas ican ibe ifound iin ilarge ivolume iin icrude ioil iwells ieither

i

onshore ior ioffshore ias ian iassociated igas, igas iwells ior icondensate igas. iNatural igas imainly icontains

i

i

more ithan i70% iof iMethane iin iaddition ito iother ihydrocarbons isuch ias iEthane, iPropane, iButane iand

heavy ihydrocarbon i(C5-C10). iHowever, inatural igas idoesn’t icome iin ia ipure iform iof ihydrocarbon, iit

i

also iconsists ivarious icontaminants isuch ias iwater, iNitrogen, iMercury, iHelium, iand isour igas isuch ias

i

Carbone iDioxide iand iHydrogen iSulfide. iCO2 iis iconsidered ias ia imajor igreenhouse igas ithat icause

i

emission iand ilower ithe iefficiency iof itransportation, iproduction iand istorage iof inatural igas i[5, i6].

i

Over ithe iworld, inatural igas icomposition isubstantially ivaries ibased ion ithe ilocation iwhere iit ihas ibeen

i

taken. iTable i2 ishows isome itypical igas icompositions. iOnce inatural igas ihas ibeen iextracted ifrom ithe

i

well iit iis itransported ithrough ia ipipeline ito ia iprocessing ifacility iwhere ithe icontaminants iare iremoved

i

in imultiple ipurification iprocesses ito iproduce iLNG, isales igas, inatural igas iliquids iand iother iproducts.

i

The iinlet istream iof inatural igas ifrom ithe iwell iis ia icombination iof iboth ithe igaseous iand iliquid iphases.

i

Various iequipment isuch ias ia islug icatchers, ihigh ipressure iseparators iand ia icompressors iare iinvolved

i

in the processing of the inlet stream. The slug catcher is found to ascertain the liquid slurry is

i

removed and the gas stream then compressed via compressors and directed for further treatment
[6].
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Table 2-1. Pounds of air pollutants produces per billion Btu of energy [3].
Source: Energy Information Administration (1998)

Contaminant

Natural gas*

Coal**

Crude oil***

Carbone Dioxide

17,000

164,000

208,000

Carbone Monoxide

40

33

208

Nitrogen Oxides

92

448

457

Sulfur Oxide

0.6

1122

2591

particulates

7.0

84

2477

Formaldehyde

0.75

0.22

0.221

Mercury

0.00

0.0007

0.016

* Natural gas burned in uncontrolled residential gas burners.
** Oil is # 6 fuel oil at 6.287 million Btu per barrel and 1.03% sulfur with
postcombustion removal of pollutants.
*** Bituminous coal at 12,027 Btu per pound and 1.64% sulfur with no
postcombustion removal of pollutants.
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Table 2-2. Typical Natural gas composition (mole %)
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines (1972) and Jones et al. (1999).
Canada

Western

Southern

Colorado

Kansas

Vietnam

Tunisia

New

Texas

Mexico

Helium

0.0

0.0

0.45

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.8

Nitrogen

3.2

26.10

14.65

0.21

16.903

0.68

25.6

Carbon

1.7

42.66

0.0

0.06

13.588

0.82

0.0

3.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.092

0.0

0.0

Methane

77.1

29.98

72.89

70.85

63.901

96.91

65.8

Ethane

6.6

0.55

6.27

13.41

3.349

1.33

3.8

Propane

3.1

0.28

3.74

7.5

0.960

0.19

1.7

Butane

2.0

0.21

1.38

4.02

0.544

0.05

0.8

Pentane and

3.0

0.25

0.62

2.64

0.630

0.02

0.5

Dioxide
Hydrogen
Sulfide

heavier

2.1.2. Natural gas processing
Natural gas is used as a fuel or as a petrochemical feedstock. Therefore, there are three basic reasons
for processing raw natural gas which are listed below:
1. Purification and/or removal of materials, valuable or not, that inhibit the use of the gas as an
industrial or residential fuel.
2. Separation the components that have greater value as petrochemical feedstocks, stand alone
fuels (e.g., propane), or industrial gases (e.g., ethane, helium).
3. Liquefaction. Decreasing the gas volume for storage or transportation.
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Based ion ithe isituation, iprocess imay ibe iclassified ias ia ipurification, iseparation ior iliquefaction. iFor
instant, iremoving ismall iamount iof iH2S ior iventing ito ithe iatmosphere, ithis iis ipurification iprocess. iBut

i

if ia ilarge iamount iof iH2S iis iremoved iand ithen iconverted ito ia isulfur ielement ithen ithe iprocess iis

i

separation. i i i

i

2.1.2.1.

Mercury iremoval

Presence iof imercury iin inatural igas ican icause itwo imajor iproblems: icorrosion iof ialuminium iand
environment ipollution. iMercury ihas ito ibe iremoved ifrom inatural igas ito iprevent icorrosion iin

i

aluminium iequipment iand iavoid idownstream ipoisoning i[7]. iThe iremoval iprocess ifor imercury ifrom

i

natural igas ican ibe iclassified iinto itwo iprocesses: iNon-regenerative iand iRegenerative iprocesses. i

i

From ia ihealth iperspective, imercury ican icause ia iserious idamage ito ithe ibrain iand ikidneys. iDisposal

i

of ithe iresidue imust ibe iin ia isanitary ilined ilandfill. i iExisting ithermal itreatment iprocesses ican itreat iup

i

to i150 itonnes iof iwaste iper iday iwith iover i99.9% irecovery iof ielemental imercury iat ian iestimated icost

i

of i$125 ito i$225 iper iton iof imaterial, isuch ias imercury iscavenger icatalyst ior icontaminated isoil i[5, i7]. i

i

2.1.2.2.

Acid igas isweetening iand iremoval iof icontaminant i

Natural igas iusually iconsists iof ilarge iamounts iof iacid igases isuch ias iCO2 iand iH2S. iIn iaddition ito iacid
gases, inatural igas imay icontain iother icontaminants isuch ias icarbonyl isulphide i i(COS), iMercaptans

i

(R-SH) iand icarbon idisulfide i(CS2). iAcid igases ican icause ian iextensive idamage ito inatural igas

i

pipelines iand iequipment iif inot iproperly iremoved. iThe icombustion iof isulfur icompounds iproduce

i

serious iair ipollutants iand ieventually iproduces iacid irain iwhen icombined iwith iwater. iIn iaddition,

i

these isulfur icompounds iare icorrosive ito imetals iand iequipment ithat ihandle iand itransport inatural igas.

i

Furthermore, iCarbon iDioxide iis inon-flammable igas iand ilarge iquantities iare iundesirable iin inatural

i

gas i[6]. iTherefore, iremoving isour igases iis ia imajor iconcern iin inatural igas iprocessing. iSpecifications

i

for ithe iallowable iconcentrations iof iCO2 iand iH2S iis iusually ispecified iby iregulators iinfluenced iby

i

safety iand iproduct ivalues. iA inumber iof imethods iof iacid igas iremoval ifrom istream iof inatural igas

i

have ibeen iexplored iand imany iare icommercially iperformed idaily. iThese iprocesses iinclude ichemical

i

absorption, iphysical iabsorption, iadsorption, icryogenic idistillation iand imembrane itechnology

i

among iothers. iThe ichemical iabsorption iprocesses iconsist iof iamine icontacting ithrough ithe iuse iof

i

chemical ireagents, iMEA, iDGA, iDEA, iMDEA iand iother iamine imixtures i[5]. iAdsorption iis ia

i

physical-chemical iphenomenon iin iwhich ithe igas iis iconcentrated ion ithe isurface iof ia isolid ito iremove

i

impurities. iSelecting isweetening iprocess iis isubjected ito imany ifactors isuch ias ithe iconcentration iof

i
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sour gases in the natural gas, the allowable acid gases in the final products, economic factors and

i

many other factors. Figure 1 describes the more important processes in natural gas sweetening.

2.1.2.3.

Dehydration

Natural gas usually has water content in a liquid or vapour phase from the source or as a result of
sweetening process using chemical solvent (Amine Solution). Removing water content from stream
of natural gas is necessary for many reasons:
1. Water can combine with natural gas to form solid gas hydrate that causes plugging in
pipeline and valve fittings.
2. Water may condense in the pipeline causing erosion, corrosion and slug flow.
3. Water vapour causes decrease natural gas heating value.
4. Water can cause a serious damage in liquefaction process of natural gas as liquefaction
freezes water molecules into solid particles which can have disastrous consequences [5, 6].

The isweetened igas istream ifollows ithe iprocessing ichain ito ithe idehydration iunit iwith ithe iaim ito
reduce ithe ilevel iof i𝐻2𝑂 ito ia icertain ilevel. iWater icontent iin inatural igas ican ibe iremoved iby iseveral

i

i

methods. iGlycol idehydration, isolid idesiccant idehydration, iand icooling ithe igas iwhich iare iconsidered

to ibe ithe imost icommon imethods. iThe ifirst itwo imethods iutilize imass itransfer iof ithe iwater imolecule

i

into ia iliquid isolvent i(glycol isolution) ior ia icrystalline istructure i(dry idesiccant). iThe ithird imethod

i

employs icooling ibelow ithe iinitial idew ipoint, iby iexpansion iand/or irefrigeration, ito icondense ithe

i

water imolecule ito ithe iliquid iphase iwith ithe isubsequent iinjection iof ian iinhibitor ito iprevent ihydrate

i

formation.

i

Several iother idehydration itechnologies isuch ias imembranes, ivortex itube iand isupersonic iprocesses
are iless icommonly iused. i

i

2.1.2.4.

Nitrogen iRemoval

Nitrogen irejection iunit i(NRU) iis iused ito iremove initrogen ifrom iLNG ito iinsure: i
1. Producing ihigh iquality istream iof inatural igas.
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2. Removing initrogen ifrom iLNG iso ithat ithe initrogen ican ibe iused ifor ienhanced ioil irecovery
(EOR) ioperation.

i

3. iSeparating ihelium ifrom initrogen iin ia ihelium irecovery ioperation. i
There iare ithree icommon imethods ifor iremoval iof initrogen ifrom iLNG:
1. Cryogenic idistillation.
2. Pressure iswing iadsorption.
3. Membrane iseparation.

2.1.2.5.

Liquefaction.

Liquefied inatural igas i(LNG) ihas ibecome ihelpful isince ithe itransportation iof inatural igas iover ilong
distances ithrough ipipelines iis ieconomically inot ifeasible. iLNG iis iliquefied iMethane ithat ihas ibeen

i

cooled idown ito i-161°C iwhere ithe istate iof ithe igas ihas ichanged ifrom igas iphase ito iliquid iphase. iThis

i

phase ichange iwill ireduce ithe ivolume iof iLNG iby ia ifactor iof i600 iwhich iinsures ireliable ieconomical

i

transportation iand istorage. iAll icontaminants ishould ibe iremoved iprior ito iliquefaction iprocess ito

i

avoid iany iissues iin idownstream iprocesses. iIn iaddition, iwater icontent ialso ineed ito ibe iremoved

i

before iliquefaction iprocess ito iprevent iice iformation iand ipossible iblockage iin ithe icold isection. i

i

2.1.3. Gas isweetening iprocesses
There iare iseveral iprocesses ifor inatural igas isweetening. iBecause ithe ipresence iof iCO2 iand iH2S iin ithe
raw igas ito ibe iprocessed iand ithe iallowable iacid igas ilevels iin ithe ifinal iproduct ivary isubstantially, ino

i

single iprocess iis imarkedly isuperior iin iall icircumstances, iand, iconsequently, imany iprocesses iare

i

presently iin iuse. iFigure 2-1 iillustrates ithe imore iimportant iprocesses iand iare igrouped i i iinto ithe

i

generally iaccepted icategories.

i
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Figure 2-1. Natural gas sweetening Processes

2.1.3.1.

Liquid Phase Treatment Processes

Liquid-phase iabsorption iprocesses iare iclassified iinto ithree icategories: ichemical isolvents, iphysical
solvents, iand ihybrid isolvents ithat icontain iboth iamines iand ia iphysical isolvents.

i

In ichemical isolvent iprocesses, iabsorption iof ithe iacid igases iis iachieved imainly iby iuse iof
alkanolamines ior ialkaline isalts iof ivarious iweak iacids isuch ias isodium iand ipotassium isalts iof

i

Carbonate i[8]. i

i

Chemical iabsorption iprocesses ichemically iabsorb ithe iH2S, iCO2, iand ito isome iextent iCOS. iOrganic
sulfur icomponents ido inot ichemically ireact iwith ithe isolvent. iChemical isolvents iare ispecifically

i

suitable iwhen icontaminants iat irelatively ilow ipartial ipressure ihave ito ibe iremoved ito ivery ilow

i

concentrations.

i

In iphysical isolvent iprocesses, iwhich iuse iorganic isolvents, ino ichemical ireaction ioccurs, iand iacid
gas/organic isulfur icomponents iremoval idepending ientirely ion ithe iphysical iabsorption. iPhysical

i

solvents itend ito ibe ifavoured iover ichemical isolvents iwhen ithe ipartial ipressure iof ithe icontaminants iis

i

high, ithe itreated igas ispecification iis imoderate, iand ilarge igas ivolumes ihave ito ibe ipurified i[8]. iUnlike

i

chemical isolvents, iphysical isolvents iare inoncorrosive, irequiring ionly icarbon isteel imaterial

i
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equipment. iIn iaddition, iphysical isolvents ican iusually ibe istripped iof iimpurities iby ireducing ithe

i

pressure iwithout ithe iaddition iof iheat i[6, i9]. i

i

2.1.3.2.

Amine iProcesses

i

Chemical iabsorption iinvolves icontacting ithe isour igas iwith ia isolvent isuch ias ian ialkanolamine iin ia
contacting itower ion ithe ibasis iof ia idifference iin idensity ibetween ithe iliquid iand ithe igas i[5, i6].

i

Different iamines ican ibe iselected idepending ion ithe icomposition iand ioperating iconditions iof ithe ifeed

i

gas ito imeet ithe iproduct igas ispecification. i

i

The isour igas iflows iinto ithe ilower ipart iof ithe iabsorber ior icontactor. iSolvent irich iwater iwith ino itrace
of isour igas iis ipumped iinto ithe iabsorber inear ithe itop. iAs ithe isolution iof ilean isolvent iflows idown

i

from itray ito itray, iit iis iin iclose icontact iwith ithe isour igas ias iit iflows iupward ithrough ithe iliquid ion ieach

i

tray. iWhen ithe igas ireaches ithe itop iof ithe ivessel, ithe iconcentrations iof i𝐻2𝑆 iand i𝐶𝑂2 iare ireduced ito ia

i

very iminimal iand iacceptable ilevel. iThe isolvent irich istream ithat ihas inow iincorporated ithe isour igas iis

i

circulated ithrough ito ia iregeneration itower iwhere ithe isolvent iis istripped ifrom ithe isour igas iand

i

directed iback itowards ithe iabsorber icolumn ito ibe icontacted iwith ia ifresh istream iof isour igas. iA itypical

i

schematic iof ithe ichemical iabsorption iprocess iis ishown iin iFigure 2-2 ibelow. i

i

Limitation:
The ilimitations iof iabsorption iprocess iare ibriefly idescribed ias ifollows. iThe isolvent iused iin
absorption iprocess isuch ias iamines iand iBenfield isolution icause icorrosion iof ithe iunits i[10]. iWhen ithe

i

solvent ireacts iwith isome icorrosion iinhibitors, iit iwill icause ierosion iof ithe iunit, ihigh itendency ifor

i

foaming iand isolid isuspension ithus ireduce iCO2 isolvent iloading iand irequire iinjection iof iantifoaming

i

agents ito ireduce ithe isurface itension iof ithe isolvent iand ito iensure ibetter icontact ibetween ithe isolvent

i

and ithe iCO2, ithe iregenerated isolution ileaving ithe istripper iis iat iits isaturated itemperature iand

i

partially ivaporize iat ithe ipump isuction, iresulting iin ivibration iand i iexcessive iwear iof ithe ipump

i

impellers. iMoreover, isince iall iof ithe isolvents icannot ibe irecycled iback ito ithe iabsorber icolumn, ithe

i

disposal iof i i ithe isolvents icauses ienvironmental ihazards iand ithus igives ithe icommon idisadvantages iof

i

using ithe iabsorption iprocess.

i
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Figure 2-2 Amine Gas sweetening process

2.1.3.3.

Adsorption Process

In igas iseparation iapplication, ithe iprocess iof iadsorption iis idescribed ias ithe iadhesion ior iretention iof
selective icomponents iof ifeed igas istream ibrought iinto icontact ito ithe isurface iof icertain isolid

i

adsorbent ias ithe iresult iof ithe iforce iof ifield iat ithe isurface. iAs ithe isurface iof ian iadsorbing imaterial

i

i

may iexhibit idifferent iaffinities ifor ithe ivarious icomponents iof ia ifluid, iit ioffers ia istraightforward

i

means iof ipurification i(removal iof iundesirable icomponents ifrom ia ifluid imixture) ias iwell ias ia

potentially iuseful imethod iof ibulk iseparation i(separation iof ia imixture iinto itwo ior imore istreams iof

i

enhanced ivalue)[12]. i

i

The iprimary irequirement ifor ian ieconomic iadsorption iseparation iprocess iis ian iadsorbent iwith
sufficient iselectivity, icapacity iand iservice ilife. iAdsorption iselectivity imay idepend ieither ion ithe

i

difference iin iutilization iof ithe iadsorption iequilibrium ior, iless icommonly, ion ia idifference iin ikinetics.

i

The imain iadvantage iof iphysical iadsorption imethods iis iits ilow ienergy irequirement ifor ithe

i

regeneration iof ithe isorbent imaterial iwith ishort iperiod iof itime iassociated iwith ithe ichange iin ipressure

i

[13].

i

The iwidely iused iadsorption iprocesses iinclude imetal ioxides i(metal iorganic iframe iworks), imolecular
sieves i(zeolites, iactivated icarbon) iand ipromoted ihydrotalcites ibased iprocesses. iZeolite isystems ican

i

produce inearly ipure istreams iof iCO2, ibut iare ihigh ienergy iexpensive idue ito ithe irequirements iof

i

vacuum ipumps iand idehumidification iequipment. iAs imost ieffective iadsorbent, ithe iuse iof

i
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hydrotalcites iat ihigh itemperatures i(177-327°C) iis iwidely iused ifor iadsorption iof iCO2 iin icombustion

i

or igasification ichambers. iHowever, imore istudies iare istill irequired ito idecrease ithe ipressure

i

difference irequirement iand ienhance ithe icapacity iof icurrent iadsorbents i[14]. i

i

Once isaturation iof ithe iadsorbent iis ireached, iregeneration iis icarried iout iby ieither iapplying iheat ior iby
lowering ipressure i(concentration). iBased ion iregeneration imethods, iadsorption iprocess iis imost

i

commonly idivided iinto itemperature iswing iadsorption i(TSA), ipressure iswing iadsorption i(PSA) iand

i

displacement idesorption.

i

Limitation: i
The idisadvantages iand ithe ilimitations iof iadsorption iprocess iare isummarized ibelow: i
TSA


Thermal iaging iof iadsorbent i



Inefficiency iin ienergy iusage idue ito iheat iloss



Unstable ifor irapid icycling i

PSA


Very ilow ipressure imay ibe irequired



More iexpensive i



Desorbate irecover iat ilow ipurity i

Displacement idesorption


Product iseparation iand irecovery ineeded

2.1.3.4.

Membrane itechnology i

Membrane isystems, iwhich iconsist iof isemipermeable ielements i(polymeric imembranes), iseparate
gases iby iselective ipermeation iof ithe igas iconstituents iin icontact iwith ithe imembrane. iThe igases

i

dissolve iin ithe imembrane imaterial iand imove iacross ithe imembrane ibarrier iunder i iimposed ipartial

i

pressure igradient, iwhich iis iestablished iby ifeeding ihigh-pressure igas ito ione iside iof ithe imembrane

i

while imaintaining ithe ipermeate iside iat imuch ilower ipressure i[15]. iMembranes itechnology ifor ithe

i

purpose iof igas iseparation iusually ifall iinto ithree idistinct icategories idefined iby ithe imaterials iof

i

production iwhich iinclude ipolymeric, iinorganic iand imixed imatrix imembranes. iMembrane

i

technologies ican ialso ibe isegregated iby ithe imechanism ithrough iwhich igas iis itransported ithrough ithe

i
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i

membrane, ifor iexample, isorption–diffusion, isolution idiffusion iand imolecular isieving. iMembranes

are iused iwidely ifor ithe iremoval iof iCO2 ifrom inatural igas. iThese isystems ican ihandle ihigher iCO2

i

concentration i(around i85%) icompared ito iamine isystems iat ihigh ipressures iin ithe irange iof i200 ipsia ito

i

1,200 ipsia.

i

The iimportant icriteria ifor iselecting imembrane imaterials ifor igas iseparation iare ibased ion ithe
following ikey ifactors i(a) iintrinsic imembrane ipermselectivity i(b) iability iof ithe imembrane imaterial ito

i

resist iswelling iinduced iplasticization i(chemical iresistance, iwhich iis iquite irare ibut imostly ifulfilled

i

by iinorganic imembranes) iand i(c) iability ito iprocess ithe imembrane imaterial iinto ia iuseful iasymmetric

i

i

morphology iwith igood imechanical istrength iunder iadverse ithermal iand ifeed imixture iconditions

Membranes igenerally iare inot ieffective ifor ithe iremoval iof iH2S iand iother isulfur ispecies ibecause iof
the ivery ilow ioutlet iconcentrations irequired. i iMembrane isystems ihave imajor iadvantages, ias ia

i

smaller ifootprint iis ineeded. iThese isystems iare icleaner, ineed ilow imaintenance, ihave ilower icapital

i

and ioperating icosts, irequire ilower ienergy, iand iare ienvironmentally ifriendly.

i

Limitation iand ichallenges i
The iapplication iof imembranes itoday ifor iCO2 iseparation iin inatural igas iprocessing iis imainly iused ifor
i

moderate-volume igas istreams. iFor ilarge-volume igas istreams, imembrane iseparation itoday icannot

yet icompete iwith ithe istandard iamine iabsorption ias ithe iflux iand iselectivity iof ithe imembranes iare itoo

i

low ifor iprocessing ilarge igas ivolumes.

i

Membranes iare iused iin isituations iwhere ithe iproduced igas icontains ihigh ilevels iof iCO2.
However, ia ikey isensitivity iwith ithese icurrent imembranes iis ithat ithey imust ibe iprotected ifrom ithe
heavier iC5+ ihydrocarbons ipresent iin iwet inatural igas istreams. iExposure ito ithese icompounds

i

immediately idegrades iperformance iand ican icause iirreversible idamage ito ithe imembranes. iThus, iin

i

order ito ifully iexploit ithe iuse iof imembranes iin inatural igas ipurification, idevelopment iof imore

i

selective, ihigher-flux iand icost ieffective inew imembranes iare istill iof icritical iconcerns. iAnd ihence, ithe

i

outcome iwill imake imembrane iprocesses imuch imore icompetitive iwith iother itechnologies isuch ias

i

amine iabsorption ifor ilarge iscale isystems i[15]. i

i
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2.1.3.5.

Cryogenic iTechnologies i

Cryogenic iCO2 iremoval itechnology iis inot inew ito ithe ioil iand igas iindustry i([16]. iProduced
hydrocarbons imust ibe isweetened ifrom isuch iimpurities ias iCarbon iDioxide, iHydrogen iSulphide,

i

oxides iof iNitrogen iand iothers. iThe ioriginal i21 iflue imixture iproduced ifrom ia ireservoir, iespecially iin

i

the icase iof itertiary ioil irecovery, imay icontain iover i40 imol% iCO2 i[17]. iThe iabove imentioned iacid

i

gases ilower ithe iheating ivalue iof ithe igas imixture iand imust itherefore ibe iremoved ifrom ithe istream iof

i

i

mainly iMethane iand iother ihydrocarbon igases iprior ito icommercial iuse ias ia ifuel. iOn ithe iother ihand,

trapped iacid igases iare imarketable ithemselves iand iare irequired ito ibe iof ihigh ipurity ifor isuch

i

implementations ias iin ithe ifood iindustry, ifor iexample. iCryogenic idistillation iis iconsidered ias ione iof

i

the imost isuccessful imethods ifor iseparation iof iCH4-CO2 imixtures iwith icontent iof iCarbon iDioxide

i

varying ibetween i5 iand i95 imol%. iHowever, ioperating itemperatures ibelow i-60 i°C ioften ilead ito isolid

i

CO2 iformation iand iconsequently iplugging iof ithe itower iand ithe iflow ilines. iEggeman iet.al. i[18] ihave

i

claimed ithat ithis iis ia imajor iobstacle iin ithe ilight ihydrocarbon/CO2 iseparation iprocess idue ito ithe

i

unreliable iprediction iof iCO2 ifreeze iout itemperatures imade iby iseveral iconventional isimulation

i

programs. iOperating iat ipressures ihigher ithan i40 ito i50 ibar iwill iresult iin ihigher iprocess itemperatures,

i

but ithis imay ialso iresult iin ithe iformation iof iinseparable isupercritical iCH4-CO2 ifluids. iTherefore ithe

i

operating iconditions iare ilimited iwithin ia irelatively inarrow irange ibetween ithe icritical istate iof ithe

i

feed imixture iand ifreezing iconditions iof iCarbon iDioxide. iBesides, iif iperformed ias ia isingle

i

distillation icolumn, ithis iwill iresult iin ithe iproduction iof ia iMethane istream icontaining iup ito i10 ito i15%

i

CO2 iwhile ithe isales igas ispecification iof iabout i2 ito i4% iis iusually idesired ifor ipipeline igas

i

specification. iHelium iand iNatural iGas iliquids irecovery iprocesses irequire iless ithan i1% iCarbon

i

Dioxide icontent; iultra-pure iproduct irequire iless ithan i100 ippm iCO2 ias ispecified ifor iuse iin iNatural

i

Gas iliquefaction iplants iand iNitrogen irejection iprocess i[19].

i

2.1.3.5.1. iRyan iHolmes iProcess
In iorder ito iimprove ithe iefficiency iand ieffectiveness iof iseparation, iRyan iand iHolmes iproposed ithe
injection iof iheavier ihydrocarbons iinto ithe idistillation icolumn. iThese iadditives iare isaid ito ishift ithe

i

CO2 ifreezing ipoint, itherefore iallowing ifor ibetter iseparation iat ilower itemperatures iand iprevention iof

i

plugging. iThe iprincipal ischeme ifor ia ilegacy iRyan-Holmes idistillation iprocess iis ipresented iin iFigure

i

2-3 i[1, i20]

i
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The iprocess iis iapplicable ifor iMethane iseparation ifrom imixtures icontaining iacid igases isuch ias
Carbon iDioxide, ifor ia iwide irange iof icompositions. iThe iproduced ioverhead istream iis ienriched iin

i

Methane iand isubstantially ifree iof iacid igas icomponents. iThe ibottom iproducts icontain imainly iCO2

i

and iother iacid igases, ihigher ialkanes iand ipreferably inot imore ithan i1 imol% iof iMethane. iAlthough ithe

i

tower iis ioperated iat ipressure-temperature iconditions iat iwhich isolid iCO2 ican ipotentially iform, ithe

i

solids iformation iis iavoided iby iintroduction iof i5 ito i30 imoles iof inon-polar iadditives isuch ias iC2-C5

i

hydrocarbons iper i100 imoles iof ifeed iinto ithe icolumn. iThe iadditives ican ibe ioptionally iintroduced

i

externally iand/or ias ia irecycled ifraction iof ithe ibottom iproducts.

i

Figure i2-3. iPrincipal ischeme iof ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess ifor iNatural iGas isweetening i(Holmes&Ryan, i1982)

There iare ia inumber iof idifficulties iassociated iwith ithe iseparation iof ithe iEthane-CO2 iand iPropaneCO2 iazeotropic imixtures. iHowever, iadditives icould ibe iused ito iresolve ithis iproblem. iAncillary iCO2
purification irequirements ihave imotivated ifurther iresearch iin ithis ifield. iNumerous iimprovements i

i

(O’Brien iet ial., i1983 i& i1987) i[21, i22] ihave ibeen imade ito ithis iprocess irecently iincluding irecycling

i

of iheavier ihydrocarbon ifractions i[17], idistribution iof idistillation iand iCO2 iconcentration izones i[23],

i

i

multistage idistillation i[24, i25], ithermal icoupling, iand ithe iintroduction iof iother isubstances ifor

shifting ithe iCO2 ifreezing ipoint i[26, i27] i[28].

i
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Modified iRyan-Holmes iprocesses iare isuccessfully iimplemented iin iindustrial iprocessing iof iNatural
Gas ifor iMethane-Carbon iDioxide iseparation idue ito ithe isignificant idifference iin ivolatilities iof

i

components; ihowever, iit iis inot isuitable ifor inon-hydrocarbon isources isuch ias iIGCC iand iOxyfuel

i

process igases. iThe imain ireason iis ithat iall iof ithe iabove imentioned iprocesses iinvolve ithe iuse iof

i

additives, imainly ihydrocarbons, iin iorder ito iimprove iseparation, iand itherefore ithe irecovered iCO2

i

i

must ibe iseparated ifrom ithem iin ithe isubsequent istages.
2.1.3.5.2. Cryocell® iTechnology i i

One iof ithe ilatest iimprovements ito iNatural iGas isweetening itechnologies iwas imade iby iAmin iet ial. iin
2005. iThe itechnology iknown ias iCryoCell® ihas ibeen ipatented i( iHart i& iAmin, i2007; iAmin i&

i

Kennaird, i2008) i[29] i[30]. iCold iliquid ihydrocarbons iC2-C4 iare iutilised ifor iCO2 iabsorption iin

i

conjunction iwith ithe iJoule-Thomson iexpansion ieffect iin iorder ito icool ithe ifeed igas idown ito

i

temperatures iwhere iCO2 ifreezes iout iand iprecipitates iat ithe ibottom iof ithe ivessel. iCO2 iis ithen iheated

i

and ican ibe ipumped ito iappropriate ipressure iand isequestered. iThe iprocess iis ihighly iscalable iand

i

applicable ito ia iwide irange iof itasks, ieasily ioperatable iand iinexpensive. iDue ito ithe iabsence iof

i

chemicals iinvolved iin igas itreatment, ino icorrosion iissues iare iinvolved. iThis itechnology ihas ibeen

i

tested ifor ia inumber iof iyears iat ithe i2 immscfd iCoolEnergy idemonstration isite iin iDongara, iWestern

i

Australia ilaunched iin i2006, iand ithe iblock idiagram iof ithe iprocess iis ishown iin iFigure i2-4

i

i

Figure i2-4. iBlock idiagram iof iCoolEnergy's itechnology

The iCryoCell istep ireduces iCO2 iconcentration idown ito iless ithan i3 imol%, iand ithe iCryoZorbTM
utilises iabsorption iby icold iMethanol ito ifurther ireduce iCO2 ito ippm ilevel. iFurther iinformation iabout

i

this itechnology ican ibe ifound iin i(Amin iet ial., i2005) i[31]. i

i
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2.1.3.5.3. iControlled iFreezing iZone
Another ilow itemperature iprocess ifor iseparation iof iCO2 iis ithe iControlled iFreezing iZone i(CFZ)
technology iby iExxon i[26]. iIn ithis iprocess ithe iCO2 ifreezing iis inot iavoided, ibut ipermitted iin ia

i

controlled imanner. iTherefore ithe imethod iconsists iof itwo iseparate iparts. iIn ithe ifirst istage iCO2 iis

i

condensed iin ia imanner isimilar ito ithe ione idescribed iabove. iUp ito i15% iof iCO2 imay istill iremain iin ithe

i

gas iphase, imixed iwith ihydrocarbons iin ithe iproduct igas istream ifrom ithis istage. iIn ithe isecond istage,

i

the ioverhead igas istream ifrom ithe idistillation itower iis idirected iinto ithe ifreezing izone, iengineered iin

i

such ia iway ias ito iprevent ithe iintroduction iof isolids iin ithe idistillation izone. iThere, ithe igaseous

i

i

mixture iis ibrought iin icontact iwith iat ileast ione icold iliquid isprayed ithrough inozzles iplaced iin ithe

upper ipart iin iorder ito isolidify iCO2 iin ia iform iresembling isnow. iThe iliquid isprayed iinto ithe ifreezing

i

zone iis iconventionally ia iC1-rich istream icontaining i3-8 imol% iof iCO2 i[32] iand iis iin icounter icurrent

i

to ithe idistillation izone iproduct istream. iA isecond ispraying iliquid icould ibe iliquefied iNitrogen ias

i

when ithe iCFZ imethod iis iapplied ifor ithe iNitrogen irejection iunit ias idescribed iby iPotts iand iThomas

i

(1992) i[33], ior iany iother ihighly ivolatile icomponent. iA isecond idistillation izone imay ibe iadded ifor

i

further ipurification iof ithe ioverhead istream ifrom ithe ifreezing izone. iThe ischematic iillustrated iin

i

Figure i2-5 ioutlines ithe igeneral iformation iof ithe icontrolled ifreezing i izone itechnology ithat iwas

i

initially iproposed iby iValencia iand iDenton iin i1985 i[26].

i

Figure i2-5. iCFZ iColumn i& iVLE idata

During istart-up iit iis iessential ito iprevent ifreezing ioutside ithe ifreezing izone, iand itherefore
substantially ipure iMethane istream imust ibe iused iwhile ithe itower iis ichilled ito ithe ilow ioperating

i
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temperatures. iAnother iway ito iavoid iCO2 isolidification iat ithis istage iis ito iinject ismall iquantities iof

i

heavier ihydrocarbons isuch ias iPropane ior iButane ior iMethanol. iThis ileads ito ithe iuse iof iother

i

techniques ifor iCO2 iremoval ibefore ithe icolumn ireaches ithe irequired iconditions. iOne iof ithe imethods

i

is idescribed iin i[32] iand iutilises ipressure-temperature iswing iadsorption ion iLinde imolecular isieves.

i

The iMethane-rich istream ican ithen ibe icondensed iand iused ias ia ispraying iliquid iin ithe ifreezing izone

i

of ithe itower. iDuring icontinuous ioperation, ithe iadsorption istripping isection ican ibe iutilised ifor

i

additional ipurification iof ithe ioverhead iproduct istream; ihowever iintroduction iof ithis isupplementary

i

unit iwill iinevitably iincrease ithe icapital icost. i

i

The iCFZ itechnique ican iproduce ian ioverhead iproduct ienriched iin iMethane iand icontaining i700 ippm
to i2 imol% iCO2 iand ibottoms icomposition iranging ifrom i0.5 ito i1 imol% iMethane iin iCO2 ifrom ia ifeed

i

composition iof i15 ito i65 imol% i i[32]. iThis imethod iof iCH4-CO2separation iis iusually iassociated iwith

i

liquefied iNatural iGas iproduction i[34] iand iutilises ithe iso-called iCold iEnergy iof iLNG i[35] iproduced

i

at i-160 i°C. iDespite ithe ipossibility ito iobtain ihigh ipurity iproducts, ithis imethod iis inot isuitable ifor inon-

i

hydrocarbon isources isuch ias iIGCC iand iOxyfuel igases.

2.1.4. Ryan iHolmes iProcess i
Ryan-Holmes iprocess iwas ioriginally idesigned iand ideveloped ifor iprocessing isour igases ifrom
Enhanced iOil iRecovery i(EOR) ifields. iThe imost iprominent iproblem ifor iseparating i𝐶𝑂2 ifrom ilight

i

hydrocarbons iis icomplicated iby itwo imajor ifactors iand ithey iare ias ifollows. iThe iexistence iof ian

i

azeotrope ibetween iCO2, iethane iand i𝐻2𝑆 iand iethane ias iwell ias ithe irelatively ihigh ifreezing ipoint iof

i

𝐶𝑂2 i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982a). iThe ifundamental ifeature iof ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess isolves ithese

i

problems iby ithe iaddition iof ian iextractive isolvent iin iorder ito iavoid i𝐶𝑂2 ifreeze iup iand ibreak ithe

i

𝐶𝑂2/ethane iazeotrope. iThis iprocess iis ia iseries iof idistillation icolumns ioperating iat ilow itemperatures

i

to iseparate ithe ifeed igas icomponents iinto irelatively ipure imethane iand i𝐶𝑂2, iethane iand ipropane iplus

i

products.

i

The iRyan-Holmes iprocess ihas ibeen ireported ito ibe isuperior ito iother iprocesses iin itreating ihigh i𝐶𝑂2
natural igas ifrom iEOR ioperations. iThere iare iseveral inatural igas iprocessing iplants ithat ihave

i

implemented ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess iincluding ithe iSeminole iUnit iwhich iis iowned iand ioperated

i

by ithe iAmerada iHess iCompany, ithe iARCO iowned iWillard iUnit, ithe iGMK iSouth iField, ioperated iby

i

Mobil iOil iCorporation, iand ithe iWasson iDenver iUnit, ioperated iby iShell iOil. iIn iaddition, iRyan-

i

Holmes iprocess ihas ithe iadvantage iof irequiring ilower idehydration iand ienergy irequirement irelative ito
22

the iamine iprocess, inon-corrosiveness, ithe iuse iof iNGL ibased isolvents, iand ihigh ipressure iof ithe

i

rejected iacid igas iproduct iwhich ileads ito ipotential iin isequestration iand iapplicability iof ia isynergistic

i

principles. iAnother ibenefit ioffered iby ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess iis ithe ihigh ihydrocarbon iliquid

i

recovery, iwhich iis iessential ifor iEOR ioperations iis ito iincrease ithe irevenue iof ithe iplant idue ito ithe

i

decreasing imethane icontent. iMoreover, iwith ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess, ia ihigh-pressure i𝐶𝑂2 stream

i

i

is iproduced iwhich iis imore isuitable ifor i𝐶𝑂2 iinjection ifor iEOR iand ithe ipossibility ifor isignificant

i

synergies iwithin iprocess ischeme.

i

2.1.4.1. Process ifoundation i
The ifounding iprinciples iof ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess iis ibased ion i ilowering ior i i“shifting” iof ithe
freezing ipoint icharacteristic iof icarbon idioxide. iThe iinitial idesign iby i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982) i[20]

i

claimed ito ihave ithe icapacity ito idrastically iimprove ithe iefficiency iand ithe ieffectiveness iof ithe

i

hydrocarbon imethane iseparation. iThe ipatented idesign iflow ischeme iproposed iby i(Holmes iand iRyan

i

1982) i[20] ifor imethane iseparation iis ishown iin iFigure i2-3.

i

The iprocess iaims ito ireduce ithe ifreezing itemperature iof i𝐶𝑂2 ithrough ithe iaddition iof ian iexternal iagent
in ia iform iof iextractive idistillation. iAs ireported iby i(Katz i1959) i[36], ithe ipossibility iof iseparating

i

i

methane ifrom i𝐶𝑂2 iis iclose ito iimpossible iwithout ioverstepping ithe i𝐶𝑂2 solid iregion ias ishown iin i
i

Figure i2-6. iThis iis iconducted ithrough ithe iaddition iof iethane iand ia imixture iof iother iheavier

hydrocarbons iat ithe itop iof ithe idistillation icolumn. iThis iincreases ithe isolubility iof icarbon idioxide iin

i

the iliquid iphase, iincreases ioperating itemperatures iand iraises ithe icritical ipressure ilocus iin iorder ito

i

increase irelative ivolatility iand imake iseparation ieasier. iThis iis iillustrated iin iFigure i6 ias ithe idry ifeed

i

gas ienters ithe icolumn iat ia imid-point iarea. iThe iexternal iadditive iis iadded iat ithe itop iof ithe icolumn ias

i

seen iin istream i70 iat ia iflowrate iof i5-30 imoles iof iadditive iper i100 imoles iof ifeed igas. iThe iamount iof

i

additive icirculated iwill ibe iaffected iby ifactors isuch ias ithe icomposition iof ithe ifeed istream, ithe

i

operating ipressure iand ithe idesired ipurity iof ithe imethane ioverhead i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982) i[20].

i

The ibottoms istream iwhich icontains ithe iseparated icarbon idioxide iand iheavier ihydrocarbons irequire

i

further itreatment iin ithe isubsequent ilow itemperature idistillation icolumns. iThe ipatent ialso istates ithat

i
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the ipossible idistribution iof ithe iadditive iat ifeed istages iof imore ithan ione ican ihave ipositive ieffects ion

i

the iresults iachieved i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982b)[1]. i

Pressure

i

Temperature
Figure i2-6. iCarbon idioxide i& iMethane iPhase iEnvelope

The iproposed itechnology iwas ithen isubjected ito isimulation itrials iemploying ithe iPROCESS
Simulation iProgram ifrom iSimulation iSciences, iInc. iThe iequation iof istate ithat iwas iseen ito ibe

i

utilised iin ithis istudy iwas ithe iSoave-Redlich-Kwong iequation iof istate ifor ithe iprediction iof ithe

i

vapour-liquid iequilibria iand ithermodynamic idata iconcerning ithe imethane/carbon idioxide isystem

i

(Holmes iand iRyan i1982) i[20]. i

i

In ithe ipreliminary istage iof ithe isimulation, ithe ifeed istream iutilised ia ibinary isystem iof imethane iand
carbon idioxide iwith ithe icomponent in-butane ibeing iadded ias ithe isolid-preventing iagent iwith ithe

i

operating ipressure iset ito i500 ipsia. iThe iresults ifrom ithe isimulation iproved ithat iwith ithe iaddition iof

i

the ibutane icomponent ithe imixture icould ibe imoved iaway ifrom ithe isolids iformation izone i[20].

i

Further isimulation iwork iat ia ipressure iof i600 ipsia iindicated ithat ithe iprocess icould istill ibe iconducted

i
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for ipressures ihigher ithan ithe iinitial irun idue ito ithe iaddition iof ithe iadditive iagent ibut iat ilower

i

circulation irate iin icomparison. iThe ifirst irun iutilised ian iadditive icirculation irate iof i540 imoles/hr iinto

i

the icondenser iand i160 imole/hr iinto ithe ifirst itray. iHowever, ithe isimulated irun iat ia ihigher ipressure iof

i

600 ipsia ionly irequired ia ibutane icirculation irate iof i160 imoles/hr iadded ito ithe icondenser iand ithe isame

i

amount iadded ito ithe ifirst itray i[20]. iSubsequently, ian iadditional isimulation iconducted iwith ian iinlet

i

composition iconsisting iof icomponents isuch ias initrogen, iethane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons iat ia

i

pressure iof i600 ipsia iindicated ithat ionce iagain ithe ioperating iline ifor ithe idemethaniser icolumn iwas

i

i

moved iaway ifrom ithe isolids iformation izone idue ito ithe iaddition iof ithe ibutane icomponent i[1]. iThe

simulation ispecified ithat ithe iamount iof icarbon idioxide ipresent iin ithe ioverhead ito ibe i0.98 imole%

i

and ithe iamount iof imethane iin ithe ibottoms iproduct ito ibe i0.32 imol% iwith ian iadditive iflow irate iof i160

i

i

moles/hr iand ia ifeed istream iflow irate iof i2000 imoles/hr. iThe igraphically irepresented iresults ifor ithe

simulated ican ibe ifound iin iFigure i2-7 ibelow iindicating ithe ifreezing ipoint idepression iof ithe icarbon

i

dioxide.

i

A isecond ipatent i(US4350511) ipublished ilater iin i1982 iaddresses ithis iissue iin idetail iand iproduces ia
solution ito icombat ithe iazeotrope. i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982b) i[1] iclaims ithat ithe iformation iof ithe

i

azeotrope ican ibe iprevented, iagain, ithrough ithe iaddition iof ian iagent iin ito ithe idistillation icolumn.

i

(Holmes iand iRyan i1982b) i[1] ielaborates ifurther ion ithe itechnology istating ithat ithe idistillative iagent

i

required ito iseparate ithe iethane/𝐶𝑂2 iazeotrope iis ioften ifound iin ithe ifeed istream iof ithe icolumn,

i

hinting ithat icomponents isuch ias ibutane iare iviable ioptions i[1].This ioffers ithe iopportunity ifor iprocess

i

integration ias ithe iagent ican ibe iseparated ifrom ithe ibottoms istream iat ia ilater istage iin ithe iprocess

i

scheme iand ireinjected iin ito ithe idistillation icolumn. iThis iform iof iazeotrope iprevention ican inot ionly

i

aid iin ipurer ioverhead iproduct, ithe ioverall ienergy iefficiency iof ithe iprocess ican ibe iimproved iin imany

i

instances iin icomparison ito ia iseparation istudy iwithout ithe iaddition iof ian iagent. iThe iaddition iof ithe

i

agent iallows ifor ithe iseparation ito ioccur iat ihigher itemperatures iand itherefore ireduce ithe ioperating

i

cost iof ithe icolumn i[1].

i

A iprocess iflow ischeme ifor ithe iseparation iof ian iethane/𝐶𝑂2 imixture iis idisplayed iin iFigure i2-8
below.

i
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Figure i2‐7. iCO2 iSolubility iVs iTemperature

Figure i2-8. iRyan-Holmes iCO2 iRecovery iUnit i(Holmes iand iRyan i1982b)
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In ithe iflow ischeme idisplayed iabove, ithe ibottoms istream icontaining iethane iand ithe iheavier
hydrocarbon icomponents iundergo ifurther iseparation iwhich ithe irecycled iadditive iagent iis ithen

i

added iback iinto ithe i𝐶𝑂2 irecovery icolumn ithrough ieither istream i74, i68 ior ia icombination iof iboth. iThe

i

additive ienters ithe idistillation icolumn iat ithe i6th istage ifrom ithe itop iwith ithe imajority iof ithe

i

composition iconsisting iof ipropane iplus icomponents, i99.8 imol% ito ibe iprecise i(Holmes iand iRyan

i

1982b). iWith ireference ito iFigure i8 idisplaying ithe ivapor-liquid iequilibria idata ifor ia ibinary imixture

i

of icarbon idioxide iand iethane iat ia ibase icase ipressures iof i578 ipsia iand i335 ipsia, iit ican ibe ideduced ithat

i

the iazeotropic icharacteristic iexhibited iby ithe ibinary imixture ican ibe ieliminated ithrough ithe

i

introduction iof iadditives. iFrom ianalysing ithe ivapour-liquid iequilibria idata iin iFigure i8, iit ican ibe

i

concluded ithat ithe iaddition iof ithe iadditive iagent ihas idrastically iimproved ithe iseparation iof ithe

i

carbon idioxide iand iethane imixture iin ithat ithe iformation iof ithe iazeotrope iat ithe ione ithird iethane itwo

i

thirds icarbon idioxide ipoint. iTo ifurther ithis inotion, iFigure i2-9 iis idisplayed iconsisting iof ithe irelative

i

volatilities iof icarbon idioxide ito iethane.

i

Figure i2-9. iCO2/Ethane iRelative iVolatilities iVs iTemperature
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2.1.4.2. Low itemperature idistillation i
In i2012 iBerstad, iNeksa, iand iAnantharaman i[37] ihave iconducted ia istudy ithat ielaborates ifurther ion

i

the iconcept iof iusing ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess ias ia ifoundation iin idesigning isystems ifor ia iform iof

i

extractive idistillation iin iconjunction iwith ilow-temperature idistillation. iWith ithe ispecification ifor

i

the iconcentration iof i𝐶𝑂2 iin ithe isale igas iset ito i100 ippm, ithe istudy ipresents ia idesign ischeme iallowing

i

the idelivery iof inatural igas iproduct ifor iliquefaction iat ia ihigh ienough ipressure iof i40 ibar iand ia

i

temperature iof i−88℃. iThe iprocess idescribed iutilises ithe iadditive itechnique ipatented iby i(Holmes

i

and iRyan i1982a) iin ithat ian iadditional isolvent iconsisting imainly iof iheavier ihydrocarbons iare

i

recirculated ithrough ithe i𝐶𝑂2 irecovery icolumns ito icombat ithe iinevitable iformation iof ithe i𝐶𝑂2/

i

ethane iazeotrope iand ito iaddress ithe iobjective iof iaiding ithe ifreezing ipoint idepression iof i𝐶𝑂2. iThe

i

proposed iprocess iaddresses ithe iissue iof inatural igas isweetening ifor ia ifeed istream iwith ia ihigh icarbon

i

dioxide iconcentration.

i

The ifeed istream icomposition isubject ito ithe ilow-temperature idistillation iprocess iis iindicated iin iTable
2-3 ibelow ias iextracted ifrom i(Berstad, iNeksa, iand iAnantharaman i2012). i

i

Table i2-3.Molar icomposition ifor iBerstad ifeed istream. i[37]

Component i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iMole i%
CH4 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.397
C2H6 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.035
C3H8 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.024
i-C4H10 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.009
n-C4H10 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.009
i-C5H12 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.006
n-C5H12 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.006
n-C6H14 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.002
CO2 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.506 i i i i i i i
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

N2 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.005
H2S i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.000
H2O i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i0.000
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The iassumptions iimplemented iin ithe ilead iup ito ithe idesign ihave ibeen idescribed ias ifollows. iThe
composition iof ithe ifeed igas iwas igiven iin ithe iearlier itable. iThe imodel ialso iassumes ithat ithe itreatment

i

and iremoval iof iwater ialong iwith ihydrogen isulfide iis iconducted iin ithe iupstream iprocesses iclaiming

i

that idespite ithe ipossibility iof iremoving iboth i𝐶𝑂2 iand i𝐻2𝑆 iin ithe ilow-temperature idistillation

i

process, ionly ithe iremoval iof i𝐶𝑂2 iwas ito ibe iconsidered. iThe iprocess iinlet iflowrate iutilised ia imolar

i

flowrate iof i24,800 i𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑙/ℎ iof inatural igas idevoid iof iwater iand i𝐻2𝑆 i[37]. i

i

Figure i2-10. iProcess iconfiguration iproposed iby iBerstad i(Berstad, iNeksa, iand iAnantharaman i2012)

Figure i2-10 iabove idepicts ithe iprocess iflow ischeme iemployed iby i(Berstad, iNeksa, iand

i

Anantharaman i2012) iin ithe iconducted istudy. iThe ipre-conditioned inatural igas ipasses ithrough

i

auxiliary irefrigeration icycles ito ia itemperature iof i10℃ iand ithrottled ito ia ipressure iof i40 ibar iprior ito

i

entry iinto ithe idisplayed iBulk icolumn. iThe iBulk icolumn iin ithis iinstance irepresents ithe ipreliminary

i

stage iin ithe icarbon idioxide iseparation iprocess iin iwhich ithe iconcentration iof i𝐶𝑂2 in ithe ioverhead

i

i

stream iis ireduced ito i10.6% ifrom i50.6% i𝐶𝑂2 iwhereas ithe i𝐶𝑂2 concentration iin ithe ibottoms istream

i

i

has ibeen istated ito ibe i85% ileading ito ithe isuggestion ithat ifurther ipurification iof iboth ithe ioverhead iand

i

bottoms istreams ihave ito ibe iconducted iin iorder ito imeet ithe ipipeline igas ispecification ifor imethane

i

and ito iincrease ipurity iof i𝐶𝑂2 i ifor ireinjection. iWith iregards ito ithe ifiner idetails iof ithe iBulk icolumn, iit

i
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is iclaimed iby i(Berstad, iNeksa, iand iAnantharaman i2012) i[37] ithat ithe ineed ifor irecirculation iof

i

hydrocarbon iadditives iwas inot ifound ito ibe ipresent iin iorder ito iavoid ithe iformation iof isolid icarbon

i

dioxide. i

i

The ioverhead iproduct ifrom ithe iBulk icolumn iis ithen idirected ito ia isecondary ilow-temperature
distillation icolumn iwith ithe iaim iof ilowering ithe icarbon idioxide icontent ito ia iconcentration iof i0.9%.

i

Proceeding ithis istep, ithe ioverhead iproduct iundergoes ifurther itreatment iin ithe ithird ilow-temperature

i

distillation icolumn iwhere ithe iLNG ispecification iof i50 ippm iis iachieved. iBoth ithe isecondary iand

i

tertiary ilow-temperature idistillation icolumns irequire ithe iaddition iof ia irecirculating iinhibitor iin

i

order ito iavoid ipotential ifreezing iout iof icarbon idioxide iinside ithe icolumn. iThese iadditional istreams

i

consist imainly iof ipentane iand ihexane icomponents, iaiding iin ithe ifreezing ipoint idepression ioperation

i

[37]. i

i

The ioperating iconditions iand iother ispecifics irelating ito ithe ioperation iof ithe idesign ischeme ias iwhole
have ibeen idisplayed iin iTable i2-4 i ibelow.

i

Table i2-4. iOperating iconditions iand iother ispecifics ifor ithe iBerstad iprocess ioperation

As iseen iin ithe iabove itable, ithe ioverhead iproduct ifrom ithe itertiary ilow-temperature idistillation
column icontaining imostly imethane iwill ihave ito iundergo ifurther irefrigeration iin iorder ito iundergo

i

liquefaction ias ithe itemperature ifor iliquefaction iof imethane iis i−160℃ i[38]. iA icritical ianalysis iof ithe

i

𝐶𝑂2, i𝐶3, i𝐶4 irecovery icolumns iand ipossibly ithe itertiary ilow-temperature idistillation icolumn

i

indicates ithat ithe inumber iof itheoretical istages iis iquite ihigh ileading ito ithe iquestion iof ieconomic

i

viability iwhich iconsequently idoesn’t iseem ito ibe iaddressed iin ithe ipaper. iThis icould ibe ithe idefining

i
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factor iin iascertaining ithe ieconomic ifeasibility iof ithe iprocess iand iwhether ior inot ithe imain ifeatures

i

can ibe itailored ito ia isuitable iand iappropriate iadvantage.

i

The imodelling iof ithe ilow-temperature idistillation iprocess iin ithis iinstance iwas iconducted iusing
ASPEN iHysys iplatform iassuming isteady istate ioperation. iThe iequation iof istate iemployed ifor ithe

i

purpose iof ithis isimulation iwas iclaimed ito ihave ibeen ithe iPeng-Robinson iequation iof istate. iThe istudy

i

also iprovides iassumed iefficiencies iof ithe ipumps iand icompressors.

i

Another iStudy iconducted iby i(ZareNezhad iand iHosseinpour i2009) i[39] iexplored ithe ipossibility iof
utilising iand iimplementing ithe itechnique iof iextractive idistillation ifor iproducing i𝐶𝑂2 ienriched

i

injection igas iin ifield iof ienhanced ioil irecovery. iThe imodelling iof ithe iprocess iinvolved irigorous itray-

i

by-tray icalculations iemployed iwith ithe iview iof idesigning ia iprocess iflow ischeme icontaining ia
demethaniser icolumn iand ia i𝐶𝑂2 istripping icolumn iaddressing ithe isharp iseparation iof icarbon idioxide

i

from iethane idue ito ithe ipresence iof ian iazeotrope. iThe ioccurrence iof ithe iazeotrope iin ithis iinstance iis

i

avoided, ibased ion ithe iextractive idistillation itechnique ipatented iby iRyan-Holmes, ithrough ithe iuse iof

i

an iadditional iagent ifrom iwithin ithe isystem. iA iprocess ischematic ifor ithe iproposed iprocess iis

i

displayed iin iFigure i2-11 ibelow.

i

Figure i2-11. iPart i1 iof iZareNezhad iprocess

The ifeed istream icontaining i𝐶𝑂2 ialong iwith ihydrocarbons iundergoes iconventional idistillation iin
which ithe imajority iof ithe imethane icomponent iis iseparated iinto ithe ioverhead iproduct, ileaving ithe

i

demethaniser ibottom istream ito iconsist ilargely iof icarbon idioxide, iethane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons

i

[39]. iThe ibottoms istream icomposition icomprises iof i26.24% iethane iand i57.36% icarbon idioxide.

i
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However, ithe irequired iamount iof ipurity iof icarbon idioxide ihas iyet ito ibe ireached i(>95%) iin iorder ifor

i

the iproduct ito ibe iconsidered isuitable ifor iEOR.

i

The isecond istage iin ithe iextractive idistillation iprocess iinvolves ithe iaddition iof iheavier ihydrocarbons
in iorder ito iavoid ithe iazeotrope iformation iand iensure ia ihigh ilevel iof iseparation. iA iprocess ischematic

i

extracted ifrom ithe istudy iis idisplayed iin iFigure i2-12 ibelow ihighlighting ithe irecirculation iof ithe

i

additive isolvent iin ithe iextractive idistillation iprocess.

i

Figure i2-12. iPart i2 iof iZareNezhad iprocess

In ithe iabove ifigure, ithe irecovered i𝐶2+ icomponents iare iredirected ito ia ithird idistillation icolumn iwhich
then iseparates ithe iethane ifrom ipropane iand iheavier icomponents. iFrom ithe iproducts iof ithe ithird

i

column, ithe ioverhead iproduct icontains imainly iethane iand ipropane iwhereas ithe ibottoms iproduct iis

i

partially iredirected iinto ithe i𝐶𝑂2 istripping icolumn ito iact ias ithe iadditional iagent ias iper ithe iconcept

i

explained iby i(Holmes iet ial i1982) i[1]. i

i

Further istudies iinto ithe irealm iof iextractive idistillation iand ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess iis ifound iin ithe
GPA iannual iconference iproceedings i2014 iby i(Finn iand iO’Brien i2015) i[40]. iThe ipaper ipresents ithe

i

commercial iapplication iof ithe iRyan-Holmes iprocess iat ithe iSeminole iplant iin iTexas, iUSA. iThe

i

objective iof ithis iplant iis ito iseparate icarbon idioxide ifrom inatural igas ifor ienhanced ioil irecovery

i

injection. iThe iprocess iutilises ia ischeme ibuilt iup iof ifour idistillation icolumns ias ishown iin ithe iFigure

i

2-13 ibelow

i
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Figure i2-13. iProcess iConfiguration ifrom iFinn i& iO'Brien

In ithis iprocess, ithe ibottoms iproduct ifrom ithe ifirst icolumn icontain ipredominantly ithe iNGL ithat iis ito
be ifurther irefined ito imeet icommercial ispecifications. iThe ioverhead iproduct iundergoes ifurther

i

compression ito ia ipressure iof i40 ibar. iThe iazeotrope ithat iforms iin ithe ipresence iof icarbon idioxide iand

i

ethane iis iovercome iin ithis iinstance ithrough ithe iaddition iof irecycled ibutane iand iheavier ihydrocarbon

i

solvents i[40].

i

In ithe isubsequent icolumn, iafter icompression ito i40 ibar, ithe imajority iof ithe icarbon idioxide irequired
for ithe ienhanced ioil irecovery iinjection iis irecovered iin ithe ibottoms iproduct iwhich iis ifurther iadjusted

i

to ia ipressure iof i14 iMPa ifor iinjection i(Finn iand iO’Brien i2015). iThe ioverhead iproduct icontains

i

between i15-30 imol% icarbon idioxide iwith ithe ireasoning ibeing ithat ithis iis ithe ilowest ipossible ipurity

i

attainable iwith ithe i−40℃ ipropane irefrigeration iin ithe icondenser. iThe istudy iacknowledges ithat ithe

i

carbon idioxide icontent ican ibe ireduced iwith ithe iemployment iof ian iethane ior iethylene irefrigeration

i

system iwhile ireducing ithe irefrigeration iduty iconsumed iin ithe isystem. iHowever, idue ito ithe

i

complexity ithis iplaces ion ithe iflowsheet iin iconjunction iwith ithe ifact ithat ithe ibottoms iproduct imeets

i
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the ispecification ifor ioil ifield iinjection, ithis iprospect iwas iset iaside. iThe ioverhead iproduct ifrom ithe

i

𝐶𝑂2 irecovery icolumn iis ithen idirected itowards ia idemethaniser icolumn iwhere iit iis ifractionated iinto ia

i

i

methane istream icontaining ilow icarbon idioxide icontents. iThe ifreezing iof icarbon idioxide iin ithis

column iis iavoided iagain ithrough ithe iaddition iof ibutane iand iheavier ihydrocarbon isolvents irecycled

i

from ithe ibottoms iproduct iderived ifrom ithe iadditive irecovery icolumn i[40]. i

i

The imore irecent iarticle ipublished iin ithe iCanadian iJournal iof iChemical iEngineering iconveys ian
innovative iand iimproved ioutlook ion ithe itypical ithree itower iRyan-Holmes ior ithe iso icalled ilow-

i

temperature idistillation iprocess iin i2015. iThe istudy iby i(Sun iet ial. i2015) i[41] iaddresses ione iof ithe
i

major idrawbacks iassociated iwith ithe icommercialisation iof ithe ilow-temperature idistillation iprocess

for ithe iremoval iof i𝐶𝑂2 ifrom inatural igas iin ithe iform iof ithe ihigh irefrigeration iduties iimposed ion ithe

i

system iresulting iin ithe irelatively ilarge ioperational icosts. iThe istudy ipresents ian iimprovement imade

i

on ithe iconventional ithree itower iprocess ithrough ithe iaddition iof iintermediate ireboilers iin ithe

i

stripping isection iof ithe icarbon idioxide irecovery icolumn iin iconjunction iwith ithe iutilisation iof ithe

i

overhead ivapour ifrom ithe idemethaniser icolumn ito iessentially ipre-cool ithe ifeed igas i[41] i.

i

The istudy iemphasises ithat ian iinnovative imethod iof ireducing ienergy iconsumption ilies iin ithe
employment iof iintermediate icondensers iand ireboilers iin icolumns ithat itypically iexhibit ia ilarge

i

temperature idifferential ifrom ithe ibottom ito ithe itop. iThe istudy iclaims ithat iwhile ithe iaddition iof

i

intermediate ireboilers iand icondensers iinduces ivery iminimal ichanges iin ithe irespective itotal iduties,

i

the irequirement ifor iboth irefrigerant iand iheating imediums iin ithe icondenser iand ireboiler ican ibe

i

greatly ireduced. iThe iprocess ischeme iutilises, ilike iin imany iother iprior istudies ithe icirculation iof

i

butane iand ia icombination iof iheavier ihydrocarbon icomponents iwith ithe iobjective iof iavoiding ithe

i

freezing iof ithe icarbon idioxide iin ithe idemethaniser icolumn. iThe isame irecycled ihydrocarbon isolvent

i

is iutilised iin ithe icarbon idioxide irecovery icolumn iusing ian iinlet istream iat ithe itop iof ithe icolumn iin

i

order ito ibreak ithe i𝐶𝑂2/ethane iazeotrope iand iobtain ia icarbon idioxide istream iwith ia ipurity ihigh

i

enough iof iEOR iinjection. iThe ibottoms iproduct iconsisting iof ithe iseparated icarbon idioxide,

i

hydrogen isulfide iand ithe iadditive ihydrocarbon isolvent iamong iother ihydrocarbons ibecomes ithe ifeed

i

for ithe i𝐶𝑂2 recovery icolumn. i

i

i

The ipreliminary iprocess iflow idiagram iemployed iby i(Sun iet ial. i2015) iin ithe icomparison istudy iof ithe
three itower ilow-temperature iflow ischeme iis idisplayed ibelow iin iFigure i2-14. iThe ischeme iis

i

designed iwith ithe iintended ipurpose iof icomparison iwith ithe iintermediate ireboiler iconcept ibeing

i

explored.

i
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Figure i2-14. iConventional iRyan-Holmes iProcess iModelled iby i(Sun iet ial. i2015)

The iprocess iconfiguration ishown iabove iclaimed ito ihave iachieved ia ipurity iof i96% imol icarbon
dioxide iin ithe ioverhead istream, iattaining ithe iminimum ilevel iof ipurity irequired ifor ithe istream ito ibe

i

considered iviable ifor iEOR. iThe istream iemerges ifrom ithe icolumn iat ia itemperature iof i−13℃ iand ia

i

pressure iof i25.0 ibar. iThe ioverhead iproduct ifrom idemethaniser icolumn icontains ia imethane icontent

i

of i94.32% imol iwhich ialthough ican ibe iconsidered ito ibe irelatively ipure, ithe ipresence iof ia ifraction iof

i

carbon idioxide imeans ithat ifurther itreatment iwill ibe irequired ibefore ithe imethane istream ican ibe

i

considered iviable ifor iliquefaction. iThe isecond istage iof ithe imodelling iof ithe iprocess itakes iplace iin

i

the iform iof ithe iimplementation iof ithe iintermediate ireboilers iplaced iin ithe istripping isection iof ithe

i

carbon idioxide irecovery icolumn. iAs imentioned iprior, ithe iutilisation iof ithe i−70 ito i−80℃ ioverhead

i

vapor ifrom ithe idemethaniser ito ipre-cool ithe ifeed igas iis ialso idisplayed iin ithe ireconfigured iprocess

i

scheme i[41]. iThis iensures ithat ithe icooling irequirement ifor ithe irefrigeration isystem iis idrastically

i

reduced. iThe imodelling isoftware iused iin ithe iconduction iof ithe isimulation iwas ithe iProMax3.2 iin

i

conjunction iwith ithe iSoave-Redlich-Kwong iproperty ipackage. i

i
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2.2.

Natural igas iLiquefaction i

As ia igas, inatural igas ican ionly ibe itransported ifrom ione iplace ito ianother ithrough ipipelines, iwhich
limits ithe inumber iof iend iusers. iTo iovercome ithis itransportation idifficulty, inatural igas iis ifractionated

i

to imethane, iethane, ipropane, ibutane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons. iThe imethane igas iis iconverted ito

i

Liquefied iNatural iGas i(LNG). iLNG iis imethane igas ithat ihas ibeen icooled ito iapproximately i-160

i

degrees iCelsius iwhere ithe istate iof ithe igas ichanges ifrom ithe igas iphase ito ithe iliquid iphase. iThis iphase

i

change ireduces ithe ivolume iof ithe iLNG iby i600 itimes iin iorder ito iease ithe itransportation iof ithe inatural

i

gas iover ilong idistances iand imake iit imore ieconomical. iOn ithe iother ihand, ithe ifractionated

i

hydrocarbons iare ivery ivaluable iby-products iof inatural igas iprocessing iwhere ithey ican ibe isold ias

i

feedstock ifor ithe iproduction iof ipetrochemicals, ifertilizers, imethanol, iGTL iand iacetic iacid.

i

The iprocess iof iproducing iLNG ibegins iwith iprocessing ithe iraw ifeed igas ito iremove iall icontaminants
such ias icarbon idioxide, ihydrogen isulfide, imercury, ihelium iand initrogen, iwhich imay icause

i

difficulties idownstream. iNext, idehydration iis ineeded ito iremove iwater iand iensure ithat ieven ismall

i

amounts iof iwater ivapour iare inot ipresent iwhere ifreezing iof iwater ivapour icould ilead ito iice iformation

i

and ipossible iblocking iin ithe icold isection. iThen, ithe idry isweet igas iis icooled iby irefrigerant istreams ito

i

separate iheavier ihydrocarbons. iSelecting ithe iappropriate irefrigerant idepends ion imultiple ifactors

i

such ias ithe iprocess itemperature irequirements, iavailability iof ithe irefrigerant, ieconomics iand ithe

i

refrigerant ioperating iexperience. iRefrigeration iand iliquefaction iof ithe iprocess igas iis iachieved iin

i

what iis iso icalled icascade iprocess iusing ithree irefrigerants iwhere ieach irefrigerant ihas iits iown

i

operational itemperature irange. iCompressors iand iheat iexchangers iare iused ito icirculate iand iliquefy

i

the inatural igas ias iwell ias iexchanging iheat ibetween irefrigerants iand ithe inatural igas. iCascade

i

refrigeration iis iusually iused iwhere ithe iprocess idesired itemperature iis ivery ilow. iAfter ithe

i

liquefaction iprocess, ithe iresulting iLNG iis istored iin iinsulated iatmospheric itanks. iThese itanks iare

i

designed ito imaintain ithe iLNG iat ivery ilow itemperature i(-160°C). iThen, iLNG ican ibe iloaded iand

i

transported iglobally iusing ispecially idesigned iships. iAt iits idestination, iLNG iis ioff iloaded iand

i

transferred ito iinsulated istorage itanks. iWhen iLNG iis ineeded, iit ihas ito igo ithrough iregasification

i

process ito ibe iconverted ito iits ioriginal istate i(gas) ifor idistribution iand iuse. iThe iheavier ihydrocarbons

i

separated iduring ithe icooling iprocess iare: ifractionated ito irecover iethane, ipropane iand ibutane ias iwell

i

as imeeting ithe iLNG iBtu irequirements. iEthane ican ibe ieither iutilized ias ia ifeedstock ifor

i

petrochemical iplants ior ireinjected iinto ithe igas istream ito ibe iliquefied. iOn ithe iother ihand, ipropane

i

and ibutane iare iexported ias iLiquefied iPetroleum iGases i(LPG). iThe iremaining ihydrocarbons

i

(pentane iplus) iare iexported ias iNatural iGasoline iproducts i(NGL). iThese iheavy ihydrocarbons i(C5+)

i
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have ihigh i:freezing ipoints iand imust ibe iremoved ito ivery ilow itemperature ilevels ito iavoid ifreezing

i

and ilater ipossible iplugging iof iprocess iequipment iduring iliquefaction.

i

2.2.1. Natural igas ipre-treatment i
The iliquefaction iprocess irequires iall icontaminants iand icomponents ithat isolidify iat iliquefaction
temperatures ito ibe iremoved ifrom ithe isystem iprior ito iliquefaction iprocess. iNatural igas iconsists iof

i

three iphases ibefore iit ireaches ithe iplant ibattery-limit. iAs ishown iin iFigure i2-15, inatural igas, iwater

i

and icondensate iare iseparated iin ia iseparator i(slug icatcher). iWater iis iremoved ifrom ithe ibottom iof ithe

i

separator iand isent ito ithe iwaste iwater itreatment iarea, iif ithe itreatment iis idesired, iwhile icondensate iis

i

heated ito iremove iany iresidual igas. iNatural igas iis ifurther itreated ithrough iabsorption icolumns ito

i

remove icarbon idioxide iand ihydrogen isulfide iby iutilizing ithe iamine iwashing imethod. iThis istep iis

i

essential ito iprevent ifreezing iof icarbon idioxide iduring iliquefaction iprocess. iAlso, iremoving iwater

i

vapour ifrom ithe igas istream ito iprevent iicing ilater iin ithe iprocess, ias iillustrated iin iFigure i2-15.

i

Similarly, iremoving imercury ithat icauses iequipment idamage iespecially ito ithe ibrazed ialuminium

i

heat iexchangers iusually iused iin ithe icold isection iof iLNG iprocessing.

i

2.2.2. Cold ibox
The itreated inatural igas ienters ithe icold ibox iwhich iconsists iof ithree istages iof ipure icomponent icascade
refrigerants ias iillustrated iin iFigure i2-16. iThe ifirst icooling istage iuses ipropane ias irefrigerant iand

i

cools ithe inatural igas ito iabout i-35°C iand ialso icools ithe iother irefrigerants ito ithe isame itemperature.

i

The iavailability iand iprice iof ipropane imake iit ivery ieconomical ito ibe iused ias ia irefrigerant iin ithe ifirst

i

stage. iAfter ithat, inatural igas iwill igo ito ithe isecond icooling istage iwhich ihas iethylene irefrigerant.

i

Ethylene icools ithe inatural igas ito iaround i-95°C iand ialso ican ibe icondensed iby ipropane.

i
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Figure i2-15. iNatural igas ipre-treatment idiagram
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Figure i2-16. iConocoPhillips ioptimized icascade® iprocess

2.2.3. Fractionation i
The imaximum icontents iof iethane, ipropane, ibutane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons iare idefined iby ithe
LNG ispecification iand iits iheating ivalue. iIn iorder ito imeet ithe iLNG ispecification irequirements, iC2+

i

(ethane, ipropane, ibutane iand iheavier icomponents) imust ibe iseparated ithrough iDemethanizer

i

fractionation icolumn. iAfter ithe itreatment isection, ithe itreated inatural igas iis isent ito ithe idemethanizer

i

fractionation icolumn iwhere imethane ifrom ithe itop iof ithe idemethanizer iis itaken ithrough igas

i

liquefaction iprocess iwhile ithe ibottom iof ithe idemethanizer iwill icontain ithe iC2+ iproducts. iC2+ iis

i

separated iinto icomponents ithrough ithree idifferent iprocesses. iFirst, ithe ibottom iof ithe idemethanizer

i

is isent ito ithe ideethanizer idistillation icolumn ito iseparate iethane ifrom ithe iC2+ imixture. iEthane iis

i

produced iat ithe itop iof ithe icolumn iwhile ipropane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons iexit ithe ideethanizer

i

column ifrom ithe ibottom. iThe ibottom istream iof ithe ideethanizer iis ifed ito ithe idepropanizer icolumn iin

i

order ito iseparate ipropane ifrom ithe imixture. iButane iand iheavier ihydrocarbons iexit ithe idepropanizer

i

column ias ibottom iproduct iand ifed ito ithe idebutanizer icolumn. iSame iconcept ias ithe iprevious itwo

i

processes iwhere ibutane iis ithe itop iproduct iof ithe idebutanizer iwhile ipentane iin iaddition ito ithe iheavier

i

hydrocarbons iexits ithe idebutanizer ias ibottom iproducts.

i
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2.2.4. Liquefaction i
Being iextracted ifrom ithe itop iof ithe idemethanizer, ithe imethane igas iflows ito ithe iliquefaction isection
of ithe iplant ifor isub-cooling iin iorder ito iliquefy ithe inatural igas i(LNG). iThis ipart iconsists iof ia

i

refrigeration istage ithat ihas imethane ias irefrigerant. iThe igas ileaves ithe icondensate idrum iat iabout i-

i

95°C iand iis isub-cooled iby imethane ito i-155°C. iWithin ithis istage, ithe igas iflows ithrough ithin itubes
which iare iconstantly iimmersed iin ipure ifluid icoolant i(methane). iThe iheat ifrom ithe igas iis iabsorbed

i

by ithe icoolant iwhich iwill ievaporate ithe icoolant iwhile ithe igas iis icooled iand icondensed ito iliquid. iIt iis

i

worth imentioning ithat ithe initrogen ileaving ithe itop ipart iof ithe idemethanizer ihas isome imethane. iThis

i

excess initrogen iis iremoved iin ia idouble-column initrogen irejection iunit i(Cryogenic idistillation)

i

where iLNG iis iextracted ifrom ithe ibottom iof ithe ilow-pressure initrogen iremoval icolumn iand isent ithe

i

liquefaction isection.

i

2.2.5. Storage
There iare iseveral itypes iof iLNG istorage itanks iwhere ithe ichoice iof ithe istorage itank idesign iis
governed iby isafety iand ioperational iconsiderations, iplant ilocation, ilayout iconstraints iand

i

engineering idesign istandards. iLNG iformed iin iliquefaction iprocess iis istored iat iatmospheric ipressure

i

in ia idouble-walled iinsulated itanks ithat ifeature iinnovative iand isafe idesigns. iThe iinner itank's iwalls

i

i

must iwithstand ithe icryogenic itemperatures iwhere ithey iare icomposed iof ieither ialuminium ior

stainless isteel iwhile ithe iouter iwalls iof ithe itanks iare imade iof iconcrete. iLNG itanks iare ibuilt imostly ion

i

piles iand ihave ia i75 ito i100 icm iof iperlite iinsulation ibetween iinner iand iouter iwalls iin iaddition ito ian

i

isolated ibase ias iwell ias ifloating iroof iAlso, iLNG itanks iare iequipped iwith iprestressed iconcrete iouter

i

shell ito icontain iany ileak. iOther isingle-containment istorage itanks iare isurrounded iby idikes ithat

i

provide isecondary icontainment, iisolating iLNG ispills isafely. iThe itemperature iof iboiling iLNG iat

i

atmospheric ipressure i(-160°C) iremains iconstant ias ilong ias ithe iLNG ivapour iis iremoved ifrom ithe

i

tank ito ithe ivapour irecovery iunit iwhere iit ireturns ias iliquid iback ito ithe itank ifrom ithat iunit. iAll iLNG

i

tanks iare idesigned iwith irelief ivalves. iThese irelief ivalves iwill irelease ithe iaccess ipressure iif ithere iis

i

an iupset iwith ithe ivapour irecovery iunit. iRelief ivalves iare iusually iset ito iopen iif ithe ipressure iexceeds

i

5 ibar.

i

2.2.6. Loading iand itransportation
Truck itransport iand imarine icarriers iare ithe itwo ipossible ioptions ifor itransporting iLNG. iLiquefied
natural igas iis itransferred ifrom ithe istorage itanks ito ithe idedicated itruck ior iship iby ispecially idesigned

i
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pumps iand iloading iarms ithat ican iwithstand ithe icryogenic itemperatures. iThus, ithe iroad imovement iof

i

LNG iis ia istraightforward iprocess iand ino inew itechnology iis irequired iin ithis iregard. iThe imajor

i

consumer iof itrucked iLNG iis ithe ivehicle ifuel istations. iOn ithe iother ihand, iLNG icarriers iare imostly

i

double-hulled iships idesigned ifor isafe iand iefficient itransportation iof ithe icryogenic iliquid. iFigure

i

2-17 ishows ispherical ialuminium itanks ithat iare idesigned iby iMoss iMaritime i[42] iwhere iits iinsulation

i

system imaintains ithe iLNG itemperature ito iprevent iheat iinflow ifrom ithe isurroundings iwhich iwould

i

evaporate ithe iliquid; inevertheless, iduring isea itransport, isome iof ithe iLNG ievaporates ito iform iboil-

i

off ivapour. iSome iLNG icarriers iare iequipped iwith ivapour irecovery iunits iwhile iothers iutilize ithese
vapours ias ifuel.

i

Figure i2-17. iLNG itransportation itank iby iMoss iMaritime i[42]
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2.3.

LNG iregasification

Natural igas ican ibe iliquefied iat iapproximately i-161 i°C islightly iabove ithe iatmospheric ipressure, ibut
this ican ilikewise ibe iachieved iby icooling idown ithe inatural igas iat ivery ihigh ipressure iin iorder ito

i

produce iliquefied inatural igas i(LNG). iLiquefaction iof inatural igas imakes ithe itransportation

i

considerably imore i iefficient ibecause iit ihugely ireduces ithe ivolume iof inatural igas iby i600 itimes i[1].

i

To ireturn ithe iLNG ito ithe igaseous istate, iLNG ivaporizers iare iused ifor ithe ivaporization iat ithe igas

i

receiving iterminals i[2]. iNumerous ifactors iof iselecting iproper iregasification imethods ihave ibeen

i

taken iinto iconsideration isuch ias iplant isite ilocation, iweather iconditions, ithroughput icapacities, ietc.

i

Nowadays, ithree imain idifferent itypes iof ivaporizers ihave ibeen iwidely iused iin iLNG iregasification

i

terminals i(1) iOpen irack ivaporizer i(ORV), i(2) iSubmerged icombustion ivaporizer i(SCV) iand i(3)

i

Intermediate ifluid ivaporizer. iIncreased ienergy icosts iassociated iwith irecent idevelopments iin

i

environmental iregulations ihave ichallenged iLNG iterminal idevelopers ito iselect igreener itechnologies

i

to ire-gasify iLNG, i isuch ias ithe iambient iair ivaporizer i(AAV) i[3].

i

In ithis istudy, ian iinnovative iambient iair ivaporizer ihas ibeen idesigned, iconstructed iand ioperated. iThe
fins ion ithe iAAV iwere imodified iby iadding ia iseparate ichannel iin ithe imiddle iof ieach ifin ito iallow ithe

i

hot ifluid ito iflow ithrough. iThe iobjectives iof ithis istudy iare ito iinvestigate ithe ipossibility iof icontinuous

i

LNG iregasification iprocess iwithout istopping ithe iprocess ifor idefrosting. i

i

2.3.1. Open iRack iVaporizer i(ORV)
An iOpen iRack iVaporizer i(ORV) iis ia iheat iexchanger ithat iuses iseawater ias ithe isource iof iheat. iORVs
are iwell iproven itechnology iand ihave ibeen iwidely iused iin iJapan, iKorea iand iEurope ifor iLNG

i

terminals. iThe ipreferred iseawater itemperature ifor iORV ioperation iis iabove i5°C. i. i

i

ORV iunits iare igenerally iconstructed iof ialuminium ialloy ifor imechanical istrength isuitable ito ioperate
at ithe icryogenic itemperature. iThe imaterial ihas ihigh ithermal iconductivity iwhich iis ieffective ifor iheat

i

transfer iequipment. iThe itubes iare iarranged iin ipanels, iconnected ithrough ithe iLNG iinlet iand ithe

i

regasified iproduct ioutlet ipiping imanifolds iand ihung ifrom ia irack i(Figure i2-18). iThe ipanels iare icoated

i

externally iwith izinc ialloy, iprovide icorrosion iprotection iagainst iseawater. iORVs irequire iregular

i

i

maintenance ito ikeep ithe ifinned itube isurface iclean. i

The ipanel iarrangement ifeature iprovides iease iof iaccess ifor imaintenance. iDepending ion ithe idesign iof
the iunits, iit iis ialso ipossible ito iisolate isections iof ithe ipanels iand ivary ithe iload ion ithe iunits. iThe iunit

i

can ibe iturndown ito iaccommodate ifluctuations iin igas idemand, igas ioutlet itemperature iand iseawater

i

temperature. i

i
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For ilarge iregasification iterminals iwhere isignificant iamounts iof iwater iare irequired, iin-depth
evaluation iand iassessment iof ithe iseawater isystem imust ibe iperformed. iOften, ilate idesign ichanges iare

i

very idifficult iand icostly ito iimplement, ithereby, ithe ikey iissues iand idesign iparameter imust ibe

i

established iearly iin ithe iproject, isuch ias: i

i



Is ithe iseawater iquality isuitable ifor ioperating ian iORV isystem? i



Does ithe iseawater icontaining isignificant iamounts iof iheavy imetal iions? iThese iions iwill
attack ithe izinc ialuminium ialloy icoating iand iwill ishorten iits ilife. i

i



Does ithe iseawater icontain isignificant iamount iof isand iand isuspended isolids? iExcessive
sediment iwill icause ijamming iof ithe iwater itrough iand ithe itube ipanel. iProper iseawater iintake

i

filtration isystem imust ibe idesigned ito iprevent isilts, isands iand isea ilife ifrom ireaching ithe

i

seawater ipumps iand iexchangers. i

i



The idesign imust iconsider ithe ienvironmental iimpacts iof ithe iseawater iintake iand ioutfall
system, iand iminimize ithe idestruction iof imarine ilife iduring ithe iconstruction iperiod iand

i

normal iplant ioperation. i

i



Chlorination iof ithe iseawater iis inecessary ito islow idown imarine igrowth. iHowever, iresidual
chlorine iin ithe iseawater ieffluent ican iimpact ithe imarine ilife iand ithe iusage imust ibe

i

i



minimized. i

Seawater idischarge itemperature imust icomply iwith ilocal iregulation. iThe itemperature idrop iof
seawater iis itypically ilimited ito i5°C iin imost ilocations. i

i



Location iof ithe iseawater iintake iand ioutfall imust ibe istudied ito iavoid icold iseawater
recirculation. i

i



If isite iis ilocated iin ia icold iclimate iregion, isupplementary iheating imay ibe inecessary ito
i

maintain ithe ioutlet igas itemperature. iBoiloff igas ifrom iLNG istorage itanks ican ibe iused ias ifuel

to ithese iheaters. i

i



Is ia ibackup ivaporization isystem iprovided? iThis imay ibe inecessary iduring ipartial ishutdown iof
the iseawater isystem ior iduring ipeaking idemand ioperation. i

i

Is ithe iregasification ifacility ilocated iclose ito ia iwaste iheat isource, isuch ias ia ipower iplant? iHeat
integration iusing iwaste iheat ican ireduce iregasification iduty iand iwould iminimize ithe ienvironmental

i

impacts.

i
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Figure i2-18. iOpen irack iVaporizer iflow ischeme

2.3.2. Submerged iCombustion iVaporizers i(SCV)
A itypical iSCV isystem iis ishown iin iFigure i2-19. iLNG iflows ithrough ia istainless isteel itube icoil ithat iis
submerged iin ia iwater ibath iwhich iis iheated iby idirect icontact iwith ihot iflue igases ifrom ia isubmerged

i

gas iburner. iFlue igases iare isparged iinto ithe iwater iusing ia idistributor ilocated iunder ithe iheat itransfer

i

tubes. iThe isparging iaction ipromotes iturbulence iresulting iin ia ihigh iheat itransfer irate iand ia ihigh

i

thermal iefficiency i(over i98%). iThe iturbulence ialso ireduces ideposits ior iscales ithat ican ibuild iup ion

i

the iheat itransfer isurface. i

i

Since ithe iwater ibath iis ialways imaintained iat ia iconstant itemperature iand ihas ihigh ithermal icapacity,
the isystem icopes ivery iwell iwith isudden iload ichanges iand ican ibe iquickly istarted iup iand ishutdown. i

i

The ibath iwater iis iacidic ias ithe icombustion igas iproducts i(CO2) iare icondensed iin ithe iwater. iCaustic
chemical isuch ias isodium icarbonate iand isodium ibicarbonate ican ibe iadded ito ithe ibath iwater ito

i

control ithe ipH ivalue iand ito iprotect ithe itubes iagainst icorrosion. iThe iexcess icombustion iwater imust

i

be ineutralized ibefore ibeing idischarged ito ithe iopen iwater. i

i
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To iminimize ithe iNOx iemissions, ilow iNOx iburners ican ibe iused ito imeet ithe i40 ippm iNOx ilimit. iThe
NOx ilevel ican ibe ifurther ireduced iby iusing ia iSelective iCatalytic iReduction i(SCR) isystem ito imeet

i

the i5 ippm ispecification iif imore istringent iemission irequirements iare ineeded, iat ia isignificant icost

i

impact. i

i

SCV iunits iare iproven iequipment, iare ivery ireliable iand ihave ivery igood isafety irecords. iLeakage iof
gas ican ibe iquickly idetected iby ihydrocarbon idetectors iwhich iwill iresult iin ia iplant ishutdown. iThere iis

i

no idanger iof iexplosion, idue ito ithe ifact ithat ithe itemperature iof ithe iwater ibath ialways istays ibelow ithe

i

ignition ipoint iof inatural igas. i

i

The icontrols ifor ithe isubmerged icombustion ivaporizers iare imore icomplex iwhen icompared ito ithe
open irack ivaporizers i(ORV). iThe iSCV ihas imore ipieces iof iequipment, isuch ias ithe iair iblow, isparging

i

piping iand ithe iburner imanagement isystem iwhich imust ibe imaintained. iSCVs iare icompact iand ido inot

i

require imuch iplot iarea iwhen icompared ito ithe iother ivaporizer ioptions.

i

Figure i2-19. iSubmerged iCombustion iVaporizer i(SCV)

2.3.3. Intermediate iFluid iVaporizer
This iLNG ivaporizing ivia iintermediate ifluid iutilizes iHeat iTransfer iFluid i(HTF) iin ia iclosed iloop ito
transfer iheat ito ivaporize iLNG. iThree itypes iof iHeat iTransfer iFluids iare itypically iutilized ifor iLNG

i

vaporization: i

i
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• iGlycol-Water i
• iHydrocarbon iBased iHTF i(Propane, iButane ior iMixed iRefrigerant) i
• iHot iWater i
2.3.3.1.

Glycol-water iIntermediate iFluid iVaporizer

This isystem itypically iuses iglycol-water ias ian iintermediate iheat itransfer ifluid. iEthylene iglycol ior
propylene iglycol ior iother ilow ifreezing iheat itransfer ifluids iare isuitable ifor ithis iapplication. iHeat

i

transfer ifor iLNG ivaporization ioccurs iin ia ishell iand itube iexchanger. iWarm iglycol-water iflows

i

through ithe iintermediate ifluid ivaporizers iwhere iit irejects iheat ito ivaporize iLNG. i

i

A isimplified iprocess isketch iof ithese ivarious iheating ioptions iis ishown iin iFigure i2-20. iThe iIFV iis ia
conventional ishell iand itube iexchanger iwhich iis ialso iknown ias iShell iand iTube iVaporizer i(STV).

i

These iglycol-water iIFVs iare ivery icompact iexchangers i(vertical ishell iand itube idesign) idue ito ithe

i

high iheat itransfer icoefficients iand ithe ilarge itemperature iapproach. i

i

Currently, iglycol-water iintermediate ifluid iLNG ivaporizers iaccount ifor ia ismall ifraction i(around i5%)
of itotal iLNG iregasification imarkets iworldwide. iSome iof ithe ioperating iplants iutilize iair iheater iand

i

reverse icooling itower ias ithe isource iof iheat. i

i

There iare iseveral ioptions ito iwarm ithe iglycol-water isolution iprior ito irecycling iit iback iinto ithe ishell
and itube iLNG ivaporizers, isuch ias: i

i

• iAir iheater i
• iReverse icooling itower i
• iSeawater iheater i
• iWaste iheat irecovery isystem ior ifired iheater i
Using iair ifor iheating iwill igenerate iwater icondensate, iespecially iin ithe iequatorial iregions. iThe iwater
condensate iis iof irain iwater iquality iwhich ican ibe icollected iand ipurified ifor iin-plant iwater iusage

i

and/or iexport ias ifresh iraw iwater. iConventional iair ifin itype iexchanger iconsists iof ifin itubes iare inot

i

designed ifor iice ibuild-up. iWith ithe iuse iof ian iintermediate ifluid isuch ias iglycol-water, ithe iglycol

i

temperature ican ibe icontrolled iat iabove ithe iwater ifreezing itemperature ihence iavoiding ithe iicing

i

problems. i

i
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Similarly, ithe ireverse icooling itower idesign, iwhich iextracts iambient iheat iby idirect icontact iwith
cooling iwater ivia isensible iheat iand iwater icondensation, iwould irequire ian iintermediate ifluid. iThe

i

heat iof ithe icooling iwater ican ibe itransferred ito ithe iintermediate ifluid iby ia iheat iexchange icoil. i

i

Seawater imay ibe ialso ibe iused. iHowever, ithe iuse iof iseawater iis imore iprone ito iexchanger ifouling, iand
the iexchanger i(plate iand iframe itype) ineed ito ibe icleaned iperiodically. iThe iplate iand iframe

i

exchangers iare ivery icompact iand ilow icost. iTypically, ispare iseawater iexchangers iare iprovided ifor

i

this ioption.

i

Figure i2-20. iGlycol-water iIntermediate iFluid iVaporizer iIntegration iwith iDifferent iHeat iSources iIntermediate iFluid
i(Hydrocarbon) iin iRankine iCycle
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2.3.4. Ambient iAir iVaporizer
Various ipapers ihave ibeen ipublished ipreviously ipresenting idifferences ibetween ithe ifuel igas ifired
SCV, iopen irack ivaporizers i(ORV) iutilizing isea iwater iand ispecific iambient iair ibased itechnologies. iIt

i

is igenerally iwell iunderstood ithat ithe irecovery iof ilow igrade iheat ifrom iambient iair ito ire-gasify iLNG

i

results iin ilower ifuel iconsumption iand ioperating icost i[2]. iIn iaddition ito isavings iin ithe ioperating icost,

i

the ireduced ienergy iusage icould iresult iin ilower iair iemissions imaking ithe ioverall iterminal imore

i

environmentally ifriendly.

i

It iis ialso igenerally iunderstood ithat ithe icapital icost ifor ithe iambient iair ibased itechnologies iis ihigher
because iof ithe i iaddition iof iequipment, isuch ias iauxiliary iheater ito iprovide isupplement iheat idue ito

i

limited iambient iconditions i[3]. iAAV iis iwidely iused iin ismall iand imedium igas iterminal istations idue

i

to ithe ilow ioperating icost iand ihigh ienvironmental isustainability i[2]. iMany iambient iair ibased

i

technologies ihave ibeen ideveloped irecently ito idemonstrate ithe ioverall isavings iin ifuel igas iand

i

reduced ienvironmental iemissions i[3, i4]. iThe iheat itransfer iperformance iof iAAV icould ibe ieasily

i

affected iby iambient iconditions iand ioperation iparameters, ie.g. itemperature iand ihumidity iof ithe

i

ambient iair. iVarious iapproaches ihave ibeen iproposed irecently ifor iusing iambient iair ias ia isource iof

i

heat ito ire-gasify iLNG. iThe iapproaches ican ibe iclassified iinto itwo ibasic imethods ifor irecovering ilow

i

level iheat ifrom iambient iair ii.e. iindirect icontact iand idirect icontact imethods. iThe iindirect icontact

i

approach iutilizes ia iclosed iloop iof iintermediate ifluid ithat iis iheated iby iambient iair iand ithen iexchange

i

heat iwith iLNG iin ispecially idesigned ishell iand itube iheat iexchangers i[ref]. iThe idirect icontact

i

approach iutilizes iambient iair idirectly ito ire-gasify iLNG iin ifinned-tube iheat iexchangers.

i

There iare itwo icommon itypes iof idirect icontact iambient iair ivaporizers iNatural iDraft iAmbient iAir
Vaporizer i(NDAAV) iand iForced iDraft iAmbient iAir iVaporizer i(FDAAV). iNDAAV iutilizes ithe

i

natural idraft ibased ion idensity idifference iof iwarm iand icold iambient iair. iFDAAV iutilizes ielectrical

i

fans ito iforce iambient iair iacross ithe ifinned-tube iexchanger. i[1, i4, i5] ipresented iseries iof ipapers iof

i

both isimulation iand iexperimental ion iheat itransfer iperformance iof inatural-draft iAAV. iThey iused

i

LN2 i(Liquid initrogen) ias iworking ifluid iinstead iof iLNG ifor isafety ireasons. i[7] iConducted ian

i

experimental istudy iof inatural idraft iAAV iusing idifferent icryogenic ifluid iand iground iclearance ito

i

investigate ithe ieffect iof isuch ivariables ion ithe ifrost iformation iand iheat itransfer. iIncreasing ithe iAAV

i

ground iclearance ior icryogenic ifluid iflow irate icould iincrease ithe ifrost iformation. iMany istudies ihave

i

been ipresented ion ithe ibehaviour iof ifrost iformation. i[8] iShowing ithrough iperformed ian

i
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experimental istudy iof inatural iconvection iAAV ithat ithe iamount iof ifrost iformed ion ithe icryogenic

i

surface iwas inot ienough ias iin irefrigeration itemperature idue ito ithe ifact ithat ithe iwater-vapour icould ibe

i

condensed ibefore ireaching ithe isurface iof ivaporizer i(Cryogenic isurface). iThis iresults ican iexplain ithe

i

different ibetween ithe iCryogenic iand irefrigeration itemperatures iin iterms iof ifrost iformation.

i

Moreover, idensity iand ithermal iconductivity iof icryogenic ifrost icould ihave ia idifferent itemperature

i

correlation iin icomparison iwith ithe irefrigeration ifrost iconditions. i i i i i

i

To iavoid idense iice ibuild-up ion ithe isurface iof ithe iheat iexchanger itubes, idefrosting iwith ia i4-8 ihour
cycle iis itypically irequired i[any ireference]. iLong ioperating icycles ilead ito idense iice ion ithe iexchanger

i

tubes, irequiring ilonger idefrosting itime. iDefrosting irequires ithe iexchanger ito ibe iplaced ion ia istandby

i

i

mode, iand ican ibe icompleted iby inatural idraft iconvection ior iforce idraft iair ifans. iThe iuse iof iforced-

draft ifans ican ireduce ithe idefrosting itime ibut iwould irequire iadditional ifan ihorsepower. iThe ireduction
in idefrosting itime iis itypically inot isignificant ias ithe iheat itransfer iis ilimited iby ithe iice ilayers iwhich iact

i

as ian iinsulator. i[8, i9] ihave ipatented ian iinnovative ifin idesign iby iadding ia iseparate ichannel ifor

i

defrosting ifluid ito idecrease idefrosting iperiod iand idelay ithe ifrost iformation iby idrying ithe ifin isurface

i

and ithe iair ipassage. iOther idefrosting istudies ihave ifocused ion iusing ielectric iheating, ipreheating iair

i

inlet i[11]. i

i

2.4.

CO2 iReinjection ifor istorage iand iEOR ipurposes i

i

To ireduce iCO2 iemissions iinto ithe iatmosphere, idifferent iscenarios iare iproposed ito icapture iand istore
carbon idioxide i(CO2) iin igeological iformations i(CCS). iStorage istrategies iinclude iCO2 iinjection iinto

i

deep isaline iaquifers i[43, i44], idepleted igas iand ioil ireservoirs i[45] i[46], i iand icoal iseams i[47]. iEven

i

though ithe ivolumetric iCO2 istorage icapacity iis ithe ihighest iin iaquifers, iCO2 istorage iby imeans iof iCO2-

i

enhanced igas iand ioil irecovery i(CO2-EGR iand iCO2-EOR) iis imore ieconomically iviable. i
In ireservoir iengineering, iit ihas ibeen iwell-identified ithat iinterfacial iinteractions, ii.e., iwettability,
capillarity, iinterfacial itension, iand imass itransfer, icontrol ithe iflow ibehaviour iand ithe idisplacement iin

i

porous imedia. iParticularly, iwettability ihas ibeen iknown ias ione iof ithe imost iimportant ifactors

i

determining ithe iresidual isaturation, ithe icapillary ipressure, iand ithe irelative ipermeability ifunctions

i

[7,8]. iThis imeans ithat ithe iprocess iof iCO2 istorage iin ihydrocarbon ireservoirs iand iin ideep isaline

i

aquifers iis iinfluenced iby igas/liquid/rock iinterfacial iinteractions i[9−11]. iThe irelation ibetween ithe

i

interfacial iinteractions i(interfacial itension, icapillarity, iand iwettability) iis irepresented iby ithe

i

Young−Laplace iequation:

i
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where iPc iis ithe icapillary ipressure, iPnw iand iPw iare ithe ipressures iin ithe inon-wetting iand iwetting
phases, irespectively, iγaq,CO2 iis ithe iinterfacial itension ibetween ithe iaqueous iphase iand ithe iCO2-rich

i

phase, iR iis ian ieffective ipore iradius icorresponding ito ithe inarrowest ipore ithroat ialong ithe ientire iCO2

i

flow ipath i[Ref] iand iθ iis ithe icontact iangle irelated ito ithe ireservoir iwettability

i

Wettability ican ibe iconsidered ian iimportant ifactor iwhich iinfluences ithe iresidual isaturation,
capillary ipressure, iand irelative ipermeability, iwhich iin iturn icontrol ithe iflow iin iporous irocks i[12–15].

i

In iaddition, iinterfacial iinteractions ican ihave ia isignificant iimpact ion ithe iprocess iof iCO2 istorage iin

i

hydrocarbon ireservoirs iand iin isaline iaquifers i[14,16,17], iwhere ithe irelation ibetween ithe iinterfacial

i

interactions i(interfacial itension, icapillarity, iand iwettability) iis irepresented iby ithe iYoung−Laplace

i

equation.

i

Roughness iof ithe isurface ican ialso iinfluence ithe iapparent icontact iangle iat ithe iboundary ibetween
the iliquid iand ithe isurface, iand imany iexamples ihave ibeen igiven iwhere iwetting iof ithe irough isurfaces

i

proved ito ibe idifficult ibecause iof itheir ilarge iapparent icontact iarea i[19,20]. iMoreover, itheoretically,

i

the icontact iangle iincreases iwith iincrease iin ithe isurface iroughness ifor ioil-wet isurfaces iand idecreases

i

with iincrease iin ithe isurface iroughness ifor iwater-wet isurfaces i[12–23]. iHowever, ithese ieffects iare

i

still ipoorly iunderstood, ias imany iother istudies ihave ishown iboth iincreasing iand idecreasing itrends

i

with iincreasing isurface iroughness i[24–26].

i

The icontact iangles iare ioften imeasured ion ipure imineral isamples ito iinvestigate ithe ifundamental
phenomena ibehind iwettability ivariations iwith istate ivariables; ihowever, isuch imeasurements imight

i

not ibe irepresentative iof ian iactual ireservoir irock iwith iinherent iheterogeneities. iIn ifact, ivery ilittle

i

work ihas ibeen iconducted ion iwettability imeasurements iof iheterogeneous ireservoir isamples iwhere

i

surface iroughness, iinterfacial itensions, imineral isurfaces, iand ithe ipore isystem iplay ikey iroles.

i

Therefore, iwe imeasured ithe icontact iangle iof iCO2/brine ion ia iporous isandstone isurface iunder

i

reservoir iconditions iand ianalysed ithe idependency iof ithe icontact iangle ion ithe ipore ifraction iwhere ithe

i

pressure, itemperature, iand ibrine isalinity iwere ivaried. iWe ialso ideveloped ia iphysical imodel ito

i

describe ithe iobserved iphenomena.

i
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2.4.1.

WETTABILITY iAND iCONTACT iANGLE iDETERMINATION

Wettability iof ireservoir irocks iis idetermined iby ia icomplex irelationship iof iinterfacial iinteractions
between ithe irock, icomposed iof ia iwide ivariety iof iminerals, iand ithe ireservoir ifluids ithat ioccupy ithe

i

irregular ipore ispace. iExperimentally, ithe iwettability iis ionly idetermined iin ithe ilaboratory ibecause ino

i

experimental imethod iexists ifor iin-situ imeasurements. iDifferent itechniques, ieither iquantitative ior

i

qualitative, ihave ibeen ideveloped ito ievaluate ithe iwettability iof ia irock-fluid isystem, inamely ithe

i

Amott itest, ithe iU.S. iBureau iof iMines i(USBM) itest, iand icontact-angle imeasurements. iThe iAmott

i

and iUSBM imethods igive ia iquantitative ivalue iof ithe iwettability iof ia icore ionly iat iatmospheric

i

conditions. iThe icontact-angle imethod iallows ithe idetermination iof ithe iwettability iof ia ispecific

i

surface ialso iat ihigh ipressures iand ielevated itemperatures i[29]. iTo iavoid icomplications idue ito isurface

i

roughness iand iheterogeneity iduring ithe iexperiments iand idata iprocessing, ithe iexperimental

i

determination iof ithe icontact iangle iis icommonly iconducted ion iidealized iand ipolished isurfaces.

i

Although ithe iwettability idetermination ion ia ipolished ior irough isurface ileads ito ian i“apparent icontact

i

angle”, ithis iapparent icontact iangle iis ia igood irepresentative ivalue iof ithe iaverage iwettability iof ithe

i

real isurface. iTherefore, iexperimentally idetermined icontact iangles iare iwidely iused ito icharacterize

i

the iwettability iof icomplicated isystems, iin iparticular iat ihigh ipressures iand ielevated itemperatures

i

[13, i28, i30].

i

For ithe icharacterization iof ithe isurface iwettability iby imeans iof ithe icontact iangle, iYoung’s iequation
iis iapplied:
𝛾

𝐶𝑂𝑆∅

𝛾
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Where iYlv, iYsv iand iYsl iare ithe iinterfacial itensions ior isurface ienergies ibetween ithe iaqueous iphase iand
the igas iphase, ithe isolid iand ithe igas iphase, iand ithe isolid iand ithe iaqueous iphase, irespectively, iand iθY

i

is ithe iYoung’s icontact iangle, iwhich iis ia iunique icontact iangle iat iequilibrium iand iis idetermined

i

through ithe idensest ifluid iphase. iCommonly, ithe iproduct iYlv iCOSθ irefers ito ithe iadhesion iforce i[31],

i

which iis iused iin ireservoir iengineering ifor ithe icalculation iof ithe icapillary inumber. iBased ion ithe

i

capillary inumber, ithe iresidual isaturations iand irelative ipermeabilities iare idetermined i[32].

i

However, iin ipractice, imany imetastable istates iof ia idroplet/bubble ion ia isolid iexist, iwhich imight ilead
to ian iinequality iof ithe iexperimentally idetermined icontact iangle, iθ, iwith ithe iYoung’s icontact iangle,

i

θY. iIn igeneral, ithe icontact iangles iformed iby iexpanding iand icontracting ia iliquid idroplet/gas ibubble

i

are idescribed ias ithe iadvancing icontact iangle iθa iand ithe ireceding icontact iangle iθr i, irespectively.

i
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Differences iin ithe ireceding iand iadvancing icontact iangle iresult ifrom isurface iroughness iand/or

i

heterogeneity i[33]. iThe idifference ibetween ithe iadvancing iand ithe ireceding iangle iis icalled ithe

i

contact iangle ihysteresis i(H):

i

H= iθh-θr

2.3
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On iideal isurfaces, ithere iis ino icontact iangle ihysteresis, iand ithe iexperimentally idetermined icontact
angle iis iequal ito iYoung’s icontact iangle, iθY.

i

The icontact iangle ibetween ithe ithree iphases idetermines iwhether ia ireservoir irock iis iwater-wet
(θ<75o), iintermediate-wet i(75o<θ<105o) ior ioil/gas-wet i(θ>105o). iThe icontact iangle ican ibe
experimentally idetermined iin ia ipendant/sessile idrop icell ithat iis iadapted ito iallow ithe ianalysis iof ia

i

captured ibubble/sessile idrop iat ia irock isurface. iThe icontact iangle imethod iis ibased ion iimage ianalysis

i

of ihigh-resolution iphotographs iof ithe idroplet/bubble ion ithe irock isurface.

i

2.4.2. Effect iof itemperature ion icontact iangle
It iwas ireported ithat icontact iangle iincreases iwith itemperature i[Yang iet ial., i2008, iFarokhpoor iet ial.,
2013]; ihowever, ithere iare iother iworks i[De iRuijter iet ial., i1998, iSaraji iet ial., i2014, iArif iet ial., i2016]

i

showing ithat ithe icontact iangle idecreases iwith itemperature. iFurther, iRoshan iet ial. i[2016] iobserved

i

theoretically i(Eq.3) ithat icontact iangle iis ia ifunction iof itemperature ithrough iseveral iparameters,

i

among iwhich iare ithe idielectric iconstant iof ithe isolution iDf, ithe iinterfacial itension iYlg ibetween ithe

i

fluids, ithe idensity idifference ibetween ithe iphases iΔρ iand itemperature i(T) iitself. iThe ieffect iof

i

temperature ion iDf i[Floriano iand iNascimento, i2004] iis iinsignificant icompared ito iits ieffect ion ithe

i

density idifference iand iinterfacial itension ibetween ifluids i[ref].

i

CO2 i+ iH2O i↔ iH2CO3 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i2.4

i

Thus, ithree iparameters icompete iagainst ieach iother icontact iangle idecreases iwith itemperature iand
with iincreases iin iΔρ iby itemperature, ibut iincreases ibecause iof ia idecrease iin iYlg iwith itemperature

i

[Sarmadivaleh iet ial., i2015, iAl-Yaseri iet ial., i2016a]; ihowever, iin ione icase, ithe icontact iangle

i

increased iwith itemperature, iwhich ishows ithe ieffect iof itemperature ion iYlg iover-compensated ifor ithe

i

effect iof idensity idifference iand itemperature iand, ithus, icaused ithe icontact iangle ito iincrease. iA

i

further ichange iin icontact iangle ican itake iplace ias ia iresult iof ia imicroscopic ichange iin ithe ivan ider

i

i

Waals ipotential icaused iby itemperature. iHowever, ithis ieffect iis ineglected iherein, ias ithese

i

microscopic ivariations iare inot iyet ifully iunderstood i[Roshan iet ial., i2016].
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2.4.3. Effect iof ipressure ion icontact iangle
Increasing ipressure isignificantly ireduces ithe idensity idifference iand icauses ithe icontact iangle ito
increase i[Al-Yaseri iet ial., i2016a].This iis iwell isupported iby imuch iliterature idata i[Dicksonet ial.,

i

2006, iAmeri iet ial., i2013, iSaraji iet ial., i2013b, iArif iet ial., i2016] iand imolecular idynamics idata i[Jung

i

and iWan i2012, iIglauer iet ial., i2012b, iMcCaughan iet ial., i2013, iSedghi iet ial., i2014, iChen iet ial., i2015].

i

Furthermore, ipressure ihas ia iprofound ieffect ion icontact iangle, iboth ion icharged iand ineutral isurfaces.

i

i

When iexamining iEq. i2.2 iclearly iseveral iparameters iare ia ifunction iof ipressure. iFor iinstance, ithe

increase iin ipressure islightly iaffects ithe iinterfacial itension ibetween ithe ifluids i[Hjelmel iand iet ial.,

i

1986] ialong iwith ithe idielectric iconstant iof ithe iliquid iphase iDf i[Floriano iand iNascimento i2004];

i

however, ithe imain ieffect iprimarily ioccurs ithrough ithe ichange iin ithe idensity idifference iof ithe iphases

i

by ipressure i[Georgiadis iet ial., i2010].

i

2.4.4. Effect iof ipressure iand itemperature ion iinterfacial itension
Increasing ipressure isignificantly ireduces ithe iCO2-water iinterfacial itension. iThis iis iwell isupported
by imuch iliterature idata i[Chun iand iWilkinson i1995, iPark iet ial., i2005, iGeorgiad iis iet ial., i2010,

i

Nielsen iet ial., i2012, iSarmadivaleh iet ial., i2015, iArif iet ial., i2016] iand imolecular idynamics idata

i

[Iglauer iet ial., i2012b, iTsuji iet ial., i2013]. iFurthermore, iit iwas ireported ithat iCO2-water iinterfacial

i

tension iincreases iwith iincreasing itemperature i[Chun iand iWilkinson i1995, iPark iet ial., i2005,

i

Georgiadis iet ial., i2010, iIglauer iet ial., i2012b, iTsuji iet ial., i2013, iSarmadivaleh iet ial., i2015, iArif iet ial.,

i

2016]. iHowever, ilittle iliterature idata ihave ishown ia iconstant irelation iof iIFT iwith iincreasing

i

temperature i[Tsuji iet ial., i2013, iNielsen iet ial., i2012]. i i

i

2.4.5. Effect iof iCO2 iinjection ion ipermeability
It iis iimportant ito iunderstand ithe inature iof ithe iinteraction ibetween ifluid iand irock iin iorder ito isafely
store iCO2 iin ithe iground i[Sayegh iet ial., i1990, iNightingale iet ial., i2009, iCarroll iet ial., i2011]. iSuch

i

interactions, ion ithe iother ihand, iaffect ithe iaquifer ipermeability iand iconsequently ithe iinjectivity

i

[Wiese iet ial., i2010]. iTherefore, ipermeability iand ipermeability ialteration ishould ibe icarefully

i

evaluated ito iproperly idesign iCO2 iinjection iprojects, ibecause iinjected iCO2 idissolves iin ireservoir iin-

i

situ iwater ito iproduce ia iweak icarbonic iacid i[Nightingale iet ial. i2009, iCarroll iet ial., i2011, iIglauer
2011]. iThis iacid ireacts iwith irock iminerals ileading ito iionic idissolution-precipitation ias iwell ias

i

forming isecondary iminerals i[Worden iand iSmith, i2004]. iTherefore, isandstone iformations iare

i

considered ito ibe ithe ibest icandidates ifor iCO2 isequestration i[IPCC i2005]. iHowever, isandstone

i

typically icontains icomponents i(cements, iclays) iother ithan iquartz i[Delle iet ial., i2013], iand ithese

i
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impurities iusually ihave ia isubstantially ihigher ireactivity iin ian iacidic ienvironment ithan iquartz

i

[Fischer iet ial., i2010; iCarroll iet ial., i2011], iespecially iin ithe icarbonate ibrine i(live ibrine) iat ireservoir

i

condition, iwhich ihas ilow ipH i(about i3 ito i4) i[Schaeff iand iMcGrail, i2004, iSigfusson iet ial., i2015].

i

Also, iCO2 ican ibe itrapped iin ithe ipore ispaces iof irock ifor iseveral ihundreds iof iyears i[Ballentine iet ial.,

i

2001]. i i

i
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3. Chapter 3: Efficient separation scheme for binary mixture of CO2 and H2S
using aromatic components
3.1.

Introduction

With fossil-fuel consumption accounting for more than 80% of energy use, CO2 concentration in
the atmosphere is bound to increase [48] [49, 50]. This increase in CO2 concentration is considered
the main cause of climate change and the increase in global temperatures [51-53]. However, once
CO2 is captured and transported, it can be injected underground for storage [54] and/or enhanced
oil recovery processes (EOR) [55, 56]. Moreover, in EOR, it is preferred that CO2 containing less
than 100 PPM H2S [57] is injected, as it might be a safety hazard [58] and corrosive [59]. On the
other hand, high-purity hydrogen sulfide can be converted to hydrogen fuel and sulfur through
photoelectrochemical processes and other methods [60].
Several experimental and theoretical researchers have focused on the reactive absorption of H2S and
CO2 from gas mixtures containing small or trace amounts of H2S or both gasses. These researchers
have mostly been driven by the need for natural gas sweetening [61]. Adsorption has also been
studied both experimentally and theoretically as a method for removing trace amounts of H2S from
biogas or other gas mixtures containing CO2 [62], ion exchange resins [63], or centrifugation [64].
In addition, separating CO2/H2S using ionic liquids at room temperature has been reported. For
example, separating CO2/H2S using ([bmim][MeSO4]) based on a modified RK (Redlich-Kwong)
EOS [65].
Few studies have reported on separating binary mixtures of CO2 and H2S. [66] investigated
separating the binary mixture of H2S and CO2 using pressure swing adsorption (SPA) in molecular
sieves 4A, 5A, and 13X.
Separating a mixture of CO2/H2S into two products through distillation is difficult and complicated
because of the converging relative volatility of the two gases [67]. The relative volatilities of CO2
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and H2S are close, especially when the CO2 concentration goes beyond 80% [67] [57]; as a result,
the separation process can be complicated and several separating stages will be required [57].
However, adding a solvent (agent) to the distillation column during separation can better facilitate
this procedure.

Nomenclatures
CO2

Carbon dioxide

H2S

Hydrogen Sulfide

EOR

Enhance Oil Recovery

C3+

Propane and Heavier Hydrocarbon

RV

Relative Volatility

PR

Peng Robinson

SRK

Soave Redlich Kwong

EOS

Equation of State

EB

Ethylbenzene

O-Xylene

Ortho Xylene

M-Xylene

Meta Xylene

Furthermore, many solvents have been used in distilling CO2/H2S to improve the separation process
and reduce costs and energy consumption [57]; however, solvent selection requires many
considerations such as relative volatility, the low freezing point, and H2S/ agent separation [57, 67].
Yao et al. [59] added hydrocarbons (C3+) as solvents (agents) to the distillation column (above the
feeding point) to increase the relative volatility of CO2/H2S. However, there are many disadvantages
to using such agents (alkanes) as solvents. These disadvantages include [68] poor selectivity
between CO2 and H2S compared to other solvents, such as aromatic solvents that require a higher
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reflux rate and a higher solvent circulation rate. Accordingly, the refrigeration duty will be higher;
and [68] the low molecular weight of alkanes also leads to a significant loss in the solvents.
Aromatic compounds are very effective solvents in CO2/H2S separation because of their high
molecular weight and low freezing points. Separation occurs best when the solvent molecular weight
is between 90 and 125 and the freezing point is below -45 °C; this avoids solvent solidification [59].
In addition, because of these solvents’ high selectivity, the circulation rate and overhead reflux ratio
of the distillation column can be reduced. Accordingly, the regeneration requirement and reflux
rates will be reduced [59].
In this work, different solvents and operating conditions for separating a CO2-H2S binary mixture
have been simulated by distillation using Aspen HYSYS software. Furthermore, three aromatic
compounds have been evaluated for increasing the relative volatility of CO2/H2S, reducing the
quantity of the solvent required and the energy consumption.
3.1.1. Process description
Separating liquid mixtures through distillation depends on differences in the components’ volatility.
The separation becomes easier as the relative volatilities increase. As shown in Figure 3-1, the gas
feed stream (1) at 1000 kgmole/hr enters the middle of the first distillation column (T-100) at -15°C
and 10 bar with CO2 contents from 10-90 mol%. The first distillation column has 30-40 theoretical
stages and operates at 7 bar. In case of O-Xylene, the firs column (T-101) operates at 20 bar to
prevent freezing of the agent (O-Xylene), this is because of the freezing point of O-xylene (-25 °C)
is higher than the other solvents. Aspen HYSYS simulation was used in the steady state mode and
the Peng-Robinson equation of state was applied for the dynamic studies. The solvent at 8°C and 8
bar was fed to stage 2 near the top of the column, as this is the location where the relative volatility
of CO2 to H2S has to be increased [57]. The amount of solvent added was based on the CO2
concentration in the feed [57]. Although it is possible to add the solvent to the top of the column,
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including into the condenser, this is not usually preferable because the agent cannot then be
separated efficiently from the overhead product. Thus, adding the solvent at a point below the
column top is desirable for additive separation from the desired overhead product [57]. The overhead
product of the first distillation column is CO2, which has less than 100 ppm H2S. The bottom product
enters the heat exchanger to increase the stream temperature and then enters the second distillation
column (T-101), which is a solvent recovery column. . The solvent recovery column has 10
theoretical stages and operates at 5 bar. The reflux ratio and H2S mole fraction in the bottom stream
were selected to set the column specs. The reflux ratio and H2S mole fraction were set at 0.6 and 105

respectively. The top product of the second column is a pure H2S and the bottom product is the

aromatic solvent. Afterward, the solvent is recycled to the first distillation column. Operating
parameters of the process are presented in Table 3-1.

H2S

CO2
Agent (2)

T‐101

T‐100

Feed (1)

Recycle

H2S & Agent

Pump

Heat
Exchanger

Agent

Cooler

Figure 3-1. Process flow diagram of CO2/H2S separation
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Table 3-1. The operating parameters were applied in simulation process
T-100

M-Xylene
Feed ( CO2& H2S) (Kgmole/hr)
CO2/H2S Composition

O-Xylene

1000

1000

90/10

Feed Temp. (°C)

90/10

E.B

Toluene

1000

1000

90/10

90/10

-10

-10

-10

-10

Feed Pressure (bar)

10

21

10

10

Feed stage point

15

20

20

20

Agent (Kgmole/hr)

310

410

Agent Temp. (°C)

8

Agent Pressure (bar)

10

Agent stage point

2 (Below the condenser)

430

400

8

8

8

21

10

10

=

=

=

Theoretical stages

30

40

40

40

Column Pressure (bar)

8

20

8

8

-45

-20

-52

-52

160

50
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Column Overhead Temp. (°C)
Column Bottom Temp. (°C)

60

Overhead H2S (ppm)

70

70

70

70

Bottom CO2 (ppm)

0

0

0

0

Reflux Ratio

1

1

1
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3.2.

Numerical implementation

In this study, the distillation processes in Figure 3-1 have been simulated using Aspen HYSYS 7.2,
which is a set of comprehensive process-modeling tools used by the world’s leading oil and gas
producers, refineries, and engineering companies for process simulation and process optimization
in design and operation. The Peng-Robinson (PR) equation of estate has been selected for all
simulation calculations.
3.2.1. Selection of equation of state
The thermodynamic model has a huge impact on such kind of simulation process. HYSYS provides
enhanced equations of state (PR and SRK) for the strict treatment of hydrocarbon systems and sour
gases separation. For oil, gas, and petrochemical applications, the Peng–Robinson EOS (PR) and
Soave Redlich Kwong (SRK) are usually recommended [65, 69]. The PR and Soave Redlich Kwong
equations of state have been enhanced to yield accurate phase equilibrium calculations for systems
ranging from low-temperature cryogenic systems to high-temperature, high-pressure reservoir
systems [69]. In addition, Vitu, S. et al. [70] used PR EOS to predict the phase equilibria of CO2
and Hydrocarbon system and found accurate results in many cases. Moreover, Jaubert et al. [71]
have chosen PR EOS to predict the phase equilibria of syntheses petroleum fluids ( Alkanes,
aromatics, CO2, H2S, N2 and more) and they reported that the model was a successful due to the
high accuracy results for nonpolar compounds using PR EOS. In 2008, Privat et al. [72] have added
H2S group for their model to calculate the temperature dependent binary interaction parameters (Kij)
and they obtained an accurate behavior prediction of the system containing H2S. The PR equation
of state in HYSYS simulation applies a functionality to some specific component-component
interaction parameters. Key component receiving special treatment include He, H2, N2, CO2, H2S,
MEG, TEG, CH3OH and more. For other EOS model, Kij will be generated automatically by
HYSYS for improved VLE property predictions. Last and not least, PR EOS has been relied on in
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this simulation process due to the compatibility of this model to describe and predict the CO2, H2S
and aromatic compounds thermodynamic properties.
3.2.2. Algorithm and basic equation used for simulation
3.2.2.1.

CO2 separation column

A distillation column was selected for simulating the CO2 separation column.
Column specs: Tow specs should be defined for the distillation column until the degree of freedom
becomes zero. The reflux ratio and H2S mole fraction in the top product were selected as column
specs.
Solving methods: Inside-out: With the “inside-out” based algorithms, simple equilibrium and
enthalpy models are used in the inner loop to solve the overall component and heat balances as well
as any specifications. The outer loop updates the simple thermodynamic models with rigorous model
calculations. The inside-out algorithm has become one of the most popular methods because of its
robustness and its ability to solve a wide variety of columns [69].
3.2.2.2.

Heaters and Coolers

The heater and cooler operations are one-sided heat exchangers. The inlet stream is heated (or
cooled) to the desired outlet conditions while the energy stream provides (or absorbs) the enthalpy
difference between the two streams. These operations are useful to discover the energy required to
cool or heat a process stream with a utility and without focusing the conditions of the utility itself
[69].
3.2.2.3.

Pumps

The pump operation is used to increase the pressure of an inlet liquid stream. Depending on the
supplied information, the pump calculates either an unknown pressure, temperature, or pump
efficiency [69].
3.2.2.4.

Recycle

The capability of any Flowsheet simulator to solve recycles reliably and efficiency is critical. In this
respect, HYSYS has inherent advantages over other simulators, having the unique ability to back61

calculate through many operations in a non-sequential manner, which allows many problems with
recycling loops to be solved explicitly
The recycle installs a theoretical block in the process stream. The feed into the block, also known
as the calculated recycle stream, and the product is the assumed recycle stream [69].
3.3.

Process Performance

The aim of this optimization work is to study the effect of various types of solvents on
different concentrations of CO2 and H2S. Therefore, the optimization section will apply
various solvents with various quantities that can be achieved by entering them into
simulation tools and changing the CO2-H2S stream compositions as can be shown in
table2. The following optimizations steps are assumed:
1. Using 10-90 mol% CO2 concentrations in inlet stream.
2. Investigating 0, 10, 20 and 40 mol% of Ethylbenzene.
3. Investigating 0, 10, 20 and 40 mol% of O-Xylene.
4. Investigating 0, 10, 20 and 40 mol% of M-Xylene.
5. Investigating 0, 10, 20 and 40 mol% of Toluene.
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Table 3-2. Process Optimization Results

10/90 mol% CO2/H2S (1000 kgmole/hr)

Ethylbenzene

M-Xylene

O-Xylene

Toluene

Solvent Quantity (kgmole/hr)

120

80

130

140

Solvent Regeneration column Duty (MW)

1.2

1

2.7

1.4

No. of Trays (T-100)

20

20

20

20

Reflux Ratio(T-100)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

(T-100) Top Temp(°C)

-52

-45

-20

-52

(T-100) Pressure (bar)

8

9

20

8

Solvent Quantity (kgmole/hr)

260

230

250

290

Solvent Regeneration column Duty (MW)

2.6

2

2.8

2.2

No. of Trays (T-100)

30

30

30

30

Reflux Ratio(T-100)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

(T-100) Top Temp(°C)

-52

-45

-20

-52

(T-100) Pressure (bar)

8

9

20

8

Solvent Quantity (kgmole/hr)

430

310

410

400

Solvent Regeneration column Duty (MW)

2.9

2.5

3.3

2.5

No. of Trays (T-100)

30

30

30

30

Reflux Ratio(T-100)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

(T-100) Top Temp(°C)

-52

-45

-20

-52

(T-100) Pressure (bar)

8

9

20

8

50/50 mol% CO2/H2S (1000 kgmole/hr)

90/10 mol% CO2/H2S (1000 kgmole/hr)
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3.4.

Result and discussion

3.4.1. Solvents Quantity
As can be seen in Figure 3-2, the solvent’s amount has to be increased with increasing CO2
concentration in the feed stream and this is consistent with the previous literature [59, 67]. The
amount of solvent added will be dependent upon factors such as the feed’s composition, operating
pressure, throughput of the column, recovery of overhead, and bottoms product desired [57]. Based
on the results shown in Figure 3-2, the amount of solvent required for m-Xylene was about 22.5%
lower than that required for toluene at 90 mol% CO2. This is because of the difference in the
solvent’s properties such as freezing point and molecular weight [59].
45

Solvent Amount%

40
35
30
25
20

EB%

15

O‐Xzylene%

10

Toluene%
M‐Xylene%

5
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

CO2 % mole

Figure 3-2. Effect of various CO2 concentrations in mole% on solvent amount (%)

3.4.2. Relative Volatility
The relative volatility is a measure comparing the vapor pressures of the components in a liquid
mixture of chemicals. This measure is widely used in designing large industrial distillation
processes. In effect, the relative volatility indicates the ease or difficulty of using distillation to
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separate more volatile components from those that are less volatile. The relative volatility of two
components can be expressed as the ratio of their K values:
𝛼

(9)

Where:
α = Relative Volatility
K = Equilibrium Constant
y = Vapour phase component fraction
x = Liquid phase component fraction

Figures 3.3-3.5 show the relative volatility of carbon dioxide to hydrogen sulfide at different
concentrations of Ethylbenzene, m-Xylene, o-Xylene, and toluene respectively. As can be noticed
in Figure 3-3, the relative volatility of CO2 to H2S was 1.2 at high concentration of CO2 and with
no agent present; however, the relative volatility increases by approximately 50% when a 40%
concentration of ethylbenzene is added. Figure 3-4 shows that by adding 40% of m-Xylene, the
relative volatility increases by approximately 60% in comparison to when no solvent is present. In
Figure 3-5, the relative volatility increases by 63% when a 40% concentration of o-Xylene is added.
Figure 3-6 shows that the relative volatility of CO2 to H2S increases by about 55% when 40% toluene
is added. Increases in the relative volatility of CO2 to H2S using aromatic compounds are as a result
of properties such as molecular weight, freezing point, and volatility. In addition, it was noticed that
easier separation can occur at the high relative volatility of CO2 to H2S [59].
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3.5

Relative Volatility

3
2.5
2

0% EB

1.5

10% EB
20% EB

1

40% EB
0.5
0
0

20

40

60

CO2 mol%

80

100

Figure 3-3. Relative volatility of CO2 to H2S for various EB concentrations.

3.5

Relative Volatility

3
2.5
2
0% M‐Xylene

1.5

10% M‐Xylene

1

20% M‐Xylene
0.5

40% M‐Xylene

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

CO2 mole%

Figure 3-4. Relative volatility of CO2 to H2S for various M-Xylene concentrations.
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Relative Volatility

3.5
3
2.5
2

0% O‐Xylene

1.5

10% O‐Xylene

1

20% O‐Xylene

0.5

40% O‐Xylene

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

CO2 mol%
Figure 3-5. Relative volatility of CO2 to H2S for various O-Xylene concentrations.
3.5

Relative Volatility

3
2.5
2

0% Toluene

1.5

10% Toluene
20% Toluene

1

40% Toluene
0.5
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

CO2 mol%

Figure 3-6. Relative volatility of CO2 to H2S for various Toluene concentrations.
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3.4.3. Energy Consumption
Figure 3-7 shows that the total duty required to separate H2S from a binary mixture that contains 90
mol% of CO2 decreases from o-Xylene to m-Xylene solvent. The amount of total duty required by
m-Xylene is 29.77% lower than that of o-Xylene. This is because the freezing point of m-Xylene (48°C), which is much lower than the freezing point of o-Xylene (-24°C), makes the separation
process easier [57].

Total Duty (MW)

26
24
22
20
18
16
O‐Xylene

Ethylbenzene

Toluene

M‐Xylene

Solvent

Figure 3-7. Amount of duty required for separation H2S from 90 mol% of CO2

3.4.4. Effect of Solvents on Phase Diagram
Figure 3-8 displays the practical difficulty of obtaining a substantially complete separation of carbon
dioxide from hydrogen sulfide in a binary mixture. It can be seen that the bubble and dew points
plot for the pure binary at 10 bar tends to pinch together. This separation becomes difficult at 80%
carbon dioxide or higher [57, 59]. Thus, the overhead product from a column would normally be
limited to about 80% carbon dioxide, unless many of theoretical stages are added to the column
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[57]. To solve this issue (i.e. the separation), a solvent is added into these gas mixture to increase
the relative volatility. As can be seen in Figure 3-9, when 20% solvent is added, it widens the phase
diagram of CO2-H2S, which eases the separation process.

80

Pressure (bar)

70

Bubble

60

Dew

50
40
30
20
10
0
‐100

‐80

‐60

‐40

‐20

0

20

40

Temperature (°C)

Figure 3-8. Phase diagram of 90% CO2 and 10% H2S

160

Pressure (bar)

140

Toluene

120

M‐Xylene

100

EB

80

O‐Xylene

60
40
20
0
‐100

‐50

0

50

100

Temperature

150

200

250

(oC)

Figure 3-9. Phase diagram of 90% CO2 and 10% H2S in 20% solvent
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3.4.5. CO2 and H2S Purities and Recoveries
As can been seen in Figure 3-9 and Table 3-3, the purities and recoveries of H2S and CO2 using
aromatic compounds are quite high (greater than 99.9%) in comparison to the results, which have
been done in other separation processes such as PSA (18). This is because the selectivity of aromatic
compounds for H2S is high. The highest purity and recovery for CO2 using PSA were 92% and 93%
respectively while for H2S were 71% and 91% respectively. In addition, the low H2S purity and
recovery obtained with SPA could be due in part to another factor affecting the PSA system
performance. One such factor could be the purge-to-feed ratio, which is the ratio of desorption purge
flow rate to the feed flow rate during adsorption [66]. Furthermore, the properties of aromatics
compounds, such as freezing points, high selectivity, and the molecular weights, also have an effect
to obtain a high purity and recovery for CO2 and H2S.
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Table 3-3. Purities, Recoveries of CO2, and H2S for various CO2 concentrations

10% CO2
H2S ppm (CO2
Purity)
CO2

Ethylbenzene
80

80

(%)
H2S Recovery

O-Xylene
80

Toluene
80

(>99.9%)

( >99.9%)

99.99

99.99

99.99

99

99.99

99.99

99.99

98

0

0

0

0

( >99.9%)
Recovery

M-Xylene

( >99.9%)

H2S Purity (CO2
ppm)
50% CO2
H2S PPM (CO2
Purity)

80
(>99.9%)

80

80(>99.9%) 80(>99.9%)

(>99.9%)

99.99

99

CO2Recovery (%)

99.99

99.99

99.99

98

H2S Recovery

99.99

99.99

0

0

0

0

H2S Purity (CO2
ppm)
90% CO2
H2S PPM (CO2
Purity)

70
(>99.9%)

70
(>99.9%)

70(>99.9%) 70(>99.9%)

CO2Recovery (%)

99.99

99.99

99.99

99

H2S RECOVERY

99.99

99.99

99.99

98

0

0

(%)
H2S Purity (CO2
ppm)
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0

0

3.5.

Conclusions

Although separating H2S/CO2 from gaseous mixtures has been presented before, demonstrations
for CO2/H2S as a binary mixture reported in the literature are limited. In this study, new solvents
have been used to separate the carbon dioxide from hydrogen sulfide in a distillation column by
simulation using Aspen HYSYS to improve the separation process. It is difficult to separate
CO2 from H2S using standard distillation columns with no solvent, especially at high
concentrations of CO2, because of their low relative volatility. Aromatic compounds have been
used as solvents to increase the relative volatility between CO2 and H2S. In this study, m-Xylene
has shown to be highly efficient as a solvent for separating CO2 from H2S because of the
significant effect on relative volatility and low quantity required for high CO2 recovery also low
energy is required to regenerate the solvent. When selecting solvents, the effect of the agent on
relative volatility, the low freezing point of the solvent to avoid solid formation in the column,
and the ease of separation of the solvent from H2S to recover the solvent and recirculate it to the
first distillation column are some factors for consideration. It is important to achieve a high
purity of CO2 for EOR purposes and hydrogen sulfide converted processes.
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4. Chapter 4: Natural Gas Sweetening Using low temperature Distillation:
Simulation and Configuration

4.1.

Introduction

 Motivation
Recently, the demand of natural gas has been dramatically increased. In fact, natural gas plays an
importanat rule in the world economy and industry due to the widely used as an industrial and
domestic fuel. The stream originating from the wellhead tends to contain a mixture of hydrocarbons
in addition to considerable amounts of sour gases, such as CO2 and H2S. As such, the reduction and
removal of CO2 and H2S from natural gas has become an integral process associated with reducing
the probability of solidification during refrigeration, while simultaneously increasing the heating
value of the liquefied natural gas (LNG) [73]. According to pipeline specifications, natural gas must
contain <2 vol% CO2, while for the liquefaction process, natural gas must contain no more than 50
and 2 ppm of CO2 and H2S, respectively [73]. To date, a range of sweetening methods have been
employed, including commercial methods for sour gas removal, such as chemical absorption,
physical adsorption, membrane and cryogenic processes [74]. However, the most commonly
employed chemical absorption process based on amine solvents requires large solvent volumes at
high CO2 concentrations and it produces CO2 at low pressures, thereby resulting in a greater
compression power downstream [75]. In contrast, low-temperature distillation processes, which are
seen as the future of natural gas processing, have the potential to avoid these issues by producing
high-pressure CO2 suitable for EOR while assisting in the liquefaction process [76]. Such lowtemperature processes typically begin with the methane component being separated from the ethanecontaining feed stream, while the CO2 and C3+ components compose the bottom products [77].
Ethane and CO2 are then separated in a CO2 recovery column [20]; however, the operation of this
process is hindered by two limiting factors, namely the solidification of CO2 at cryogenic
temperatures [20] and the formation of an azeotrope between CO2 and ethane because of their
relative volatility value approaching unity.7-8].
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 Literature survey
A number of studies have thus been carried out to address both of these limiting factors. For
example, Holmes et al. avoided the freezing out of CO2 by adding n-butane, which shifted the system
operating conditions away from critical conditions [6, 7]. This process utilises recycled n-butane
from downstream separation equipment to maximise the efficiency and economy of the separation
process. Several other studies conducted since the advent of the above Ryan-Holmes process have
indicated that utilising one or a combination of C3–C6 species can aid in reducing the freezing point
of CO2 and preventing solid formation.
Similar to the work conducted on the freezing point depreciation of CO2 in a demethaniser, Holmes
et al. addressed azeotrope formation through the addition of a combination of heavier hydrocarbons,
such as propane, n-butane, n-pentane, and n-hexane [7]. They also reported that the most efficient
separation of CO2 and ethane occurred when the agents were added close to the condenser [1].
Lastari et al. explored the use of single-component solvent streams (C3-C5) to separate a binary feed
stream of CO2 and ethane. This was based on a simulation study of extractive distillation [3]. They
found that the minimum solvent volume required decreased with the use of heavier hydrocarbons,
with the propane to n-pentane series being examined. Propane was the least desirable solvent for
this process because of its high relative volatility and its presence in relatively large quantities in
the overhead product, which resulted in the requirement for a significantly higher reflux ratio to
achieve the desired product compositions [75]. In contrast, reduced volumes of n-pentane were
required, and this solvent exhibited the lowest energy requirement. A further study into the
feasibility of a varied-composition additive stream was also reported by Lastari et al., which led to
the claim that mixed components containing lower levels of n-propane were favourable in terms of
the solvent volume required [65]. Berstad et al. utilised a different approach in avoiding the
formation and freeze-out of azeotropes through the recycling of pentane and hexane in an
unconventional column configuration [10]. They used a scheme consists of six distillation columns
simulated by HYSYS with the ability to separate a feed stream containing 50 mole% of CO2 into a
methane stream containing 50 ppm CO2 and a high purity CO2 stream fit for reinjection.. These
results indicated that additional columns aid in the separation of propane and heavier compounds.
Furthermore, Kobayashi et al. experimentally implemented n-pentane as the additive agent to
combat the formation of the azeotrope between CO2 and ethane [11]..
The removal of H2S from natural gas through distillation is challenging because of the relatively
close volatilities of CO2 and H2S at medium and high CO2 concentrations, which mean that
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additional stages of separation are required, and the process becomes more complicated [57]. Thus,
the separation of H2S from CO2 and other natural gas components can be aided by the addition of a
solvent to alter the relative volatilities of the components. For example, Yao et al. experimentally
employed heavy (C3+) hydrocarbons, although this led to a poor selectivity between H2S and CO2
[13]. Alternatively, aromatic compounds were found to be particularly efficient and effective
solvents for separation of the two gases because of their high molecular weights and relatively low
freezing points [59]. In addition, Alnili et al. explored in a simulation study the use of xylene as a
potential agent in the separation process, and successfully achieved sufficient separation of H2S
from CO2 [14].
 Contribution
After a broad analysis of low temperature separation technologies in sour gas removal from natural
gas, a major gap in the research was discovered. Previous research included process schemes
designed for the removal of either CO2 or H2S but in no case have both been seen to be removed in
a single process flowsheet. The simulation based study presented here addresses this gap in
conveying a flow sheet that removes both CO2 and H2S simultaneously using the low temperature
distillation process.
Sour gas separation is also explored following the addition of various solvents, and these solvents
are evaluated with regard to their efficiency in achieving the required levels of separation. In
addition, the product stream compositions are analysed as a factor of the solvent flow rate. We also
analyse the energy consumption of the distillation columns and tabulate these results against the
CO2 composition of the feed stream. Finally, the effect of different reflux ratios on the composition
of the top product in the CO2 recovery column is evaluated in conjunction with the CO2 purity.

4.2.

Process description

The selection of a suitable process configuration for the removal of CO2 and H2O was achieved
through careful examination of the literature.
A simplified process flow diagram is given in Figure 4-1 above, where the overall process flow
scheme includes the implementation of seven distillation columns operated under varying operating
conditions (i.e., pressure, temperature, and reflux ratio). As indicated, the dehydrated feed stream
enters the process at the C3+ removal column, in which propane and heavier hydrocarbons are
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separated from the sour gases, methane and ethane. The distillate from the C3+ removal column
becomes the feed stream for the demethaniser column, with the primary objective of separating
methane from ethane, CO2, and H2S. An n-butane additive is then added to the top of the column
with the aim of decreasing the freezing temperature of CO2 to prevent freeze-out. Methane and
nitrogen exit the column as the distillate, leaving the bottoms stream containing CO2, H2S, ethane,
and n-butane.
The separation of H2S from the remainder of the stream is then carried out using the subsequent
column. In this case, an external agent (i.e., toluene) is added to the column to address the issue
regarding the similar volatilities of H2S and CO2, and to improve separation. The toluene stream is
introduced towards the top of the column and can be detected in the bottoms product along with the
separated H2S and n-butane, while the column distillate is composed of CO2 and ethane. Separation
of the toluene from H2S is achieved using a recovery column, thereby allowing this solvent to be
recycled. Similarly, n-butane is separated from H2S using an n-butane recovery column.
The distillate from the H2S separation column is then employed as the feed for the CO2 and ethane
separation column. As in the case of H2S, the similar volatilities of the two components result in the
formation of an azeotrope containing 33.3 mol/mol ethane and 66.6 mol/mol CO2 at the top of the
column under normal operating conditions. The addition of n-butane as a solvent alleviates this issue
by increasing the relative volatilities of the two components. This column allows the complete
separation of CO2 from ethane under the appropriate operating conditions, giving a CO2 distillate
and a bottoms product containing n-butane and the separated ethane. This solvent is then recovered
using a conventional distillation column where pure ethane exits as the distillate and the solvent
becomes the bottoms product. The solvent is then recycled back into the CO2 separation column to
complete the separation cycle. Details regarding the columns employed and the obtained product
compositions are listed in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2, respectively.
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Table 4-1. Columns Conditions
Conditions

Units

T-100

T-101

T-102

T-103

T-104

T-105

T-106

Theoretical

-

30

60

50

16

24

50

40

Feed Stage

-

17

30

30

8

12

25

20

Additive

-

-

2

2

-

-

3

-

bar

37

35

14

5

6

25

6

bar

38

35

15

6

7

26

7

°C

−54.43

−92

−34.57

41.87

−20.45

−15.56

−35

°C

125.5

23.46

104.2

187.7

62.99

67.88

79.44

MW

14.04

7.514

4.499

3.972

3.847

4.252

2.77

MW

19.99

8.039

10.68

8.451

1.032

5.971

3.401

-

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

Stage

Feed Stage
Condenser
Pressure
Reboiler
Pressure
Condenser
Temperature
Reboiler
Temperature
Condenser
Duty
Reboiler
Duty
Reflux Ratio
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Table 4-2. Column compositions (mole%)
T-100

T-101

T-102

T-103

T-104

T-105

T-106

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

Top

Bottom

C1

0.817

0.00

0.99

0.0239

0.046

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.1025

0.00

0.00

0.00

C2

0.0837

0.0005

0.00

0.29

0.57

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.0033

0.33

0.9991

0.00

C3

0.0035

0.458

0.00

0.0166

0.00

0.0181

0.0347

0.00

0.115

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

iC4

0.00

0.1725

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

nC4

0.00

0.2571

0.00

0.37

0.00

0.4

0.77

0.00

0.00

1.0

0.0031

0.67

0.0008

1.00

iC5

0.00

0.0086

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

nC5

0.00

0.0680

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

nC6

0.00

0.0348

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

CO2

0.0598

0.00

0.00

0.2074

0.4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.891

0.00

0.00

0.00

H2S

0.027

0.00

0.00

0.094

0.00

0.102

0.196

0.00

0.884

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

N2

0.0082

0..00

0.099

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Toluene

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.48

0.0005

1.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

4.3.

Simulation & methodology

The distillation process outlined in Figure 4-1 was developed with the aid of Aspen HYSYS, a
simulation software containing comprehensive tools for process simulation. The aim of this study
was to produce high purity gas products and high recovery of sour gases. To do so, a scheme with
optimum operation conditions was presented with view of reducing cost and energy consumption.
The EOS utilised for all calculations in the study was the PR EOS. The feed compositions and
essential data employed for the simulation are displayed in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3. Feed stream details
Feed Flow rate (kgmole/h)

5000

Temperature (°C)

−40

Pressure bar

39

CH4 (mol/mol)

0.7749

C2H6 (mol/mol)

0.0794

C3H8 (mol/mol)

0.0298

i-C4H10 (mol/mol)

0.0100

n-C4H10 (mol/mol)

0.0148

i-C5H12 (mol/mol)

0.0005

n-C5H12 (mol/mol)

0.0039

n-C6H14 (mol/mol)

0.0020

CO2 (mol/mol)

0.0513

H2S (mol/mol)

0.0256

N2 (mol/mol)

0.0078
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Figure 4-1. Process flow diagram

.

Selection of the correct thermodynamic model is of particular importance to the process being
simulated. In this case, the PR and Soave Redlich Kwong (SRK) EOS were provided by the HYSYS
platform for implementation in the treatment of systems containing hydrocarbons and in the
separation of the sour gases present in natural gas. We note that the PR and SRK equations are
typically recommended for use in oil, gas, and petrochemical processes [65]. Both EOS have been
enhanced to produce precise phase equilibrium calculations enveloping low-temperature cryogenic
systems to the higher pressure and temperature reservoir systems [78].
In the modelling work carried out by Vitu et al. to predict the phase equilibria of CO2 and
hydrocarbon systems using the PR EOS, particularly accurate results were obtained in various cases
[16]. In addition, Jaubert et al. selected the PR EOS to predict the phase equilibria of synthesised
petroleum fluids (i.e., alkanes, aromatics, CO2, H2S, and N2, among others), and they reported that
the model was successful due to the high accuracy observed for nonpolar compounds [17].
Furthermore, in 2008, Privat et al. included the H2S group in their model to calculate the
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temperature-dependent binary interaction parameters (Kij), and they reported an accurate behaviour
prediction of H2S-containing systems [18]. We therefore selected the PR EOS for our simulation
process due to the compatibility of this model in describing and predicting the thermodynamic
properties of CO2, H2S, and aromatic compounds.
4.4.

Results and discussion

4.4.1. CO2 freezing inhibition
We initially examined the inhibition of CO2 freezing. In this context, it should be noted that for
column T-100, a distillate temperature below −56 °C would result in freezing of the CO2 present in
the feed stream. Optimisation of the feed stage, number of stages, condenser pressure, and reboiler
pressure ensured that the distillate temperature did not drop below this critical value, thereby
preventing the requirement for a tray-by-tray analysis. The tray temperatures for the T-100 column
are outlined in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2. T-100 tray temperatures.

The separation of methane from ethane and from the sour gases was achieved using the demethaniser
column T-101. However, with the distillate temperature of the demethaniser reaching −92 °C, it was
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necessary to address the issue of CO2 freeze-out. As previously described in the literature [3, 18],
the use of heavier hydrocarbons significantly lowers the freezing temperature of CO2, and so we
employed an n-butane additive to successfully prevent freezing during the described process. The
solidification temperature of CO2 at the various column trays was then calculated using the CO2
freeze-out utility with the PR EOS, then compared to the actual tray temperatures indicated in the
column parameters. The result of the comparison can be seen in Figure 4-3, which indicates that the
actual tray temperatures appear higher than the predicted freeze-out temperatures, thereby
confirming that solidification should be prevented.

Figure 4-3. T-101 tray temperatures.

4.4.2. H2S removal and column duty
As previously mentioned, toluene was used as an additive in the removal of H2S, as the aromatic
nature of toluene enables it to separate H2S from CO2 [12, 14]. The effect of the toluene flow rate
and column (T-102) reflux ratio on the H2S content in the distillate and on the respective condenser
and reboiler duties were then examined, as outlined in Figure 4‐4 and Figure 4‐5, respectively. It can
be notified that the condenser duty is nearly constant in respect to the toluene flowrate and it belongs
to the fact that the light components involved in the condensed are less effect than the heavy
components that involved in the reboiler with respect to the solvent flowrate.
A sharp decline in H2S flowrate occurred at toluene flowrate between 600-650 kgmole/hr. In
addition, the H2S flowratewas found to remain relatively constant between flow rates of 650 and
900 kgmole/h (Figure 4-6), which allows for choosing of the solvent flow rate whilst ensuring that
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the respective duties of the column remain at a minimum (see Figure 4-4). As the flowrate of the
solvent increased, larger circulation rate and reboiler power requirement are needed, thus 600650kgmole/hr of toluene is recommended without having any detrimental effect on the separation
process.
In contrast, the reflux ratio of the column was found to exhibit a larger influence on the condenser
and reboiler duties. More specifically, upon varying the reflux ratio between 1.5 and 2.8, both the
condenser and reboiler duties increased linearly. Although we reduced the reflux ratio into lower
than 1.5 (which in turn reduced the column duty), the H2S content in the distillate was increased.
Since variation of the reflux ratio more than 1.5 had little effect on gas separation, a value of 1.5
was employed whilst ensuring minimum condenser and reboiler duties, as indicated in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-4. Effect of the toluene flow rate on the reboiler and condenser duties.
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Figure 4-5. Effect of the reflux ratio on the column duty.

Figure 4-6. Effect of the toluene flow rate on the distillate H2S content.
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4.4.3.

CO2 Recovery and column

One of the key points to consider in the separation of CO2 from ethane is the addition of n-butane
as an additive. Thus, using the CO2/ethane mixture derived from the H2S separation column along
with n-butane as the solvent, we examined the effect of the solvent flow rate on the distillate and
bottoms product compositions (see Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, respectively).

Figure 4-7. Effect of the n-butane flow rate on the distillate ethane Mole%.

Figure 4-8. Effect of the n-butane flow rate on the CO2 purity.
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As indicted, an increased n-butane flow rate had a significant effect on the amount of ethane present
in the column distillate. More specifically, upon increasing the solvent flow rate from 200 to
800 kgmole/h, the ethane mole fraction was reduced from 0.17 to 0.0033 (Figure 4-8). In addition,
a lower reflux ratio in the column resulted in a reduced separation within the column. As such, a
reflux ratio of 2 was employed. . A CO2 purity of ~ 90 mole% was achieved under these conditions,
as shown in Figure 4-8. Furthermore, upon increasing the n-butane flow rate above 800 kgmole/h,
the separation plateaued, thereby indicating that higher amounts of solvent had little effect on the
CO2 purity. To conclude, the n-butane flowrate can be in the range of 600-800 kgmole/hr that can
guarantee distillate stream with less ethane and high purity of CO2.

4.4.4. Effect of the feed stream CO2 composition on the energy requirements
In the presence of varying levels of CO2 in the feed stream, many conventional means of CO2
removal are unsuccessful. Thus, in the proposed process, a range of feed streams with different CO2
contents (i.e., 3–30 mole%) were employed. Interestingly, high levels of separation were achieved
for all concentrations; however, the potential increase in the column duties upon increasing the CO2
content was a concern. We therefore examined the increase in the duties of the condenser and the
reboiler upon increasing the CO2 content to achieve as low of CO2 concentration in the product gas
as required in NG specifications, as outlined in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9. Effect of the feed stream CO2 content on the T-104 duty.
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As shown in Figure 4-9, both the condenser and reboiler duties increase proportionally to the
increase in the feed stream CO2 content. This can be accounted for by considering the relatively
difficult task of separating larger quantities of CO2 from the smaller quantities of ethane. Increased
quantities of n-butane were also required to achieve the same level of separation (see Figure 4-10).

Figure 4-10. Required n-butane flow rates for 5000 kgmole/hr of feed stream containing different CO2 contents

.
4.5.

Conclusions and further work

The separation of CO2 from stream of natural gas is challenging due to the presence of an ethaneCO2 azeotrope and due to the freezing of CO2 at the low temperatures required for distillation. We
herein presented a modified scheme for the separation of sour gases based on an existing scheme of
Ryan-Holmes. The first column employed during the process successfully separated propane and
heavier hydrocarbons from the lighter hydrocarbons and sour gases, while methane was
subsequently separated in the presence of an n-butane additive to reduce the freezing temperature
of CO2 and avoid blockages in the low-temperature equipment. We also found that toluene was an
excellent solvent for the separation of H2S from CO2 and other constituents, while n-butane was a
suitable solvent in the separation of CO2 from ethane. A great advantage of this process lies in the
production of high purity of CO2 at the high pressure required for enhanced oil recovery processes.
Importantly, the reported process produced pure methane and ethane containing <50 ppm CO2, with
high purity (>90%) of CO2 stream. For comparative purposes, simulations based on the same feed
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conditions and product recoveries should be conducted using conventional sour gas removal
techniques to determine the economic feasibility of the reported process. Moreover, optimisation of
the overall process with respect to the energy consumption should be explored in the near future to
give a more synergistic process simulation. We also note that sizing of the equipment in conjunction
with a reasonable estimate of the total energy consumption should lead to a better understanding of
the costs involved in implementing the process commercially.
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5. Chapter 5: Simulation Study of Sweetening and Dehydration of Natural
Gas Stream Using MEG Solution

5.1.

Introduction

In recent decades, the demand for natural gas has increased dramatically [68]. This rising demand
is due to requirement energy and at the same time the efforts to tackle the environmental impacts
such as global greenhouse gas emissions and alternative energy has become crucial objective for
researchers. In addition to the importance as a fuel, natural gas is also considered as a source of
hydrocarbons for many petrochemicals processes. Natural gas is also considered as the main source
for methane which is an important component for producing many products such as syngas and pure
hydrogen. In addition to the importance as a fuel, natural gas is also considered as a source of
hydrocarbons for many petrochemicals processes, syngas and hydrogen production [13]. Although
natural gas can be considered as a clean fuel when compared to other fossil fuels, it contains
impurities that need to be removed to meet gas pipeline specifications and to increase the heating
value of the natural gas [13, 68]. [79] reported that gas contracts regulation restrict hydrogen sulfide
(H2S) content are 4 ppm and carbon dioxide (CO2) content 2 mol% in natural gas stream. In fact,
there are several technologies for acid gas removal from natural gas for example, chemical and
physical absorption[80], membrane separation[81], pressure-swing adsorption (PSA)[82],
membrane contactors [83], and cryogenic/low-temperature separation methods [84]. In addition,
natural gas is usually dehydrated to avoid pipeline corrosion or plugging due to hydrate formation
[85]. There are three major processes for natural gas dehydration (1) Direct cooling, (2) absorption
and (3) adsorption [86].The most common process for natural gas dehydration is normally carried
out by absorption using tri-ethylene glycol.
In this paper, the process is computationally simulated and optimized due to the high cost of testing
at large scale. However, this study will focus on adopting MEG solution gas process to dehydrate
and remove sour gases from stream of natural gas and investigate the effect of MEG concentration
and MEG inlet temperature on the treated gas stream properties.
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5.2.

Process description

Natural gas feed compositions were selected in this work are listed in Table 5-1, and following
operating conditions are considered: 55 bar pressure, 30°C temperature and a molar flowrate of
5000 kgmole/hr. The process flow diagram in

Figure 5-1 shows the principal flow

sheet of the MEG plant for acid gas and water removal, including MEG regeneration column.
An absorption and desorption process for CO2 removal using a MEG solution has been simulated.
The absorption column had 40 stages, and various concentration, temperature and pressure scenarios
were analysed. The thermodynamical properties of this mixture were estimated using the PengRobinson equation of state (implemented in Aspen HYSYS 7.2). Specifications for the calculation
are listed in
Table 5-2 and the associated process flow diagram is shown in Figure 5-2.
Table 5-1. Natural gas stream composition and associated flow rates.

Component

mol%

kgmole/hr

H2S

2.9

145

CO2

10

500

N2

0.1

5

CH4

72

3600

C2H6

7

350

C3H8

5

250

i-C24H10

0.7

35

n-C4H10

0.7

35

i-C5H12

0.3

15

n-C5H12

0.3

15

H2O

1

50

Total

100

5000
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Recycle

Pump

Cooler

Mixer
H2O Makeup

Acid gases + H2O

Sweet Gas

Lean MEG

T-100
Contractor

T-101
Heat Exchanger

Feed (Acid gas)

MEG + Acid gases + H2O

Regenerated MEG

Figure 5-1. Acid gas removal process based on absorption in MEG solution.
Table 5-2. Specifications for Base Case CO2 removal
Inlet gas temperature

30 °C

Inlet gas pressure

52 bar

Inlet gas flow

5000 kgmole/hr

CO2 in inlet gas

5 mol %

H2S in inlet gas

2.8 mol %

Water in inlet gas

1 mol %

Lean amine temperature

20 °C

Lean amine pressure

52 bar

Lean amine rate

1000 m3/hr

MEG content in lean MEG

80 mass %

Number of stages in absorber

40

Number of stages in regeneration column

20

Reflux ratio in stripper

0.8

Reboiler temperature

126 ºC
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Figure 5-2. Process flow diagram by HYSYS

5.3.

Numerical implementation

In this study, the separation processes (Figure 5-2) have been simulated using Aspen HYSYS 7.2,
which is a set of comprehensive process-modeling tools used by the world’s leading oil and gas
producers, refineries, and engineering companies for process simulation and process optimization
in design and operation. The Peng Robinson (PR) equation of estate has been selected for all
simulation calculations.
5.3.1. Algorithm and basic equation used for simulation
5.3.1.1.

Absorber

An absorber was selected for acid gas removal.
5.3.1.2.

MEG Regeneration column

A distillation column was selected for simulating the MEG recovery column.
Column specs: Tow specs should be defined for the distillation column until the degree of freedom
becomes zero. The reflux ratio and column duty were selected as column specs.
Solving methods: Inside-out: With the “inside-out” based algorithms, simple equilibrium and
enthalpy models were used in the inner loop to solve the overall component and heat balances
as well as any specifications. The outer loop updates the simple thermodynamic models with
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rigorous model calculations. The inside-out algorithm has become one of the most popular
methods because of its robustness and its ability to solve a wide variety of columns.
5.3.1.3.

Heat Exchanger

The heat exchanger performs two-sided energy and material balance calculations. The heat
exchanger is very flexible and can solve for temperatures, pressures, heat flows (including heat loss
and heat leak), material stream flows, or UA. In HYSYS, you choose the Heat Exchanger Model
for your analysis. Your choices include an End Point analysis design model, an ideal (Ft=1) countercurrent Weighted design model, a Steady State rating method, and a Dynamic rating method for use
in dynamic simulations. The dynamic rating method is available as either a Basic or Detailed model
and can also be used in steady state mode for heat exchanger rating. The unit operation also allows
the use of third party heat exchanger design methods via OLE Extensibility [69].

Some of the key features included in the dynamic heat exchanger operation include:


A pressure-flow specification option that realistically models flow through the heat
exchanger according to the pressure network of the plant. Possible flow reversal situations
can therefore be modelled.



The choice between a Basic and Detailed heat exchanger model. Detailed heat exchanger
rating information can be used to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop across the heat exchanger.



A heat loss model that accounts for the convective and conductive heat transfer that occurs
across the heat exchanger shell wall [69].

5.3.1.4.

Heater and Cooler

The heater and cooler operations are one-sided heat exchangers. The inlet stream is heated (or
cooled) to the desired outlet conditions while the energy stream provides (or absorbs) the enthalpy
difference between the two streams. These operations are useful to discover the energy required to
cool or heat a process stream with a utility and without focusing the conditions of the utility itself
[69].
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The Heater and Cooler calculations are based on the energy balance between the inlet and
process streams. The energy balances are shown as follows:
𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒊𝒏𝒍𝒆𝒕

𝑫𝒖𝒕𝒚𝑪𝒐𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒓

𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒍𝒆𝒕

For Heater

5.1

𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒊𝒏𝒍𝒆𝒕

𝑫𝒖𝒕𝒚𝑪𝒐𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒓

𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒍𝒆𝒕

For cooler

5.2

The enthalpy or heat flow of the energy stream is added to the Heater process side holdup:
𝑴 𝑯𝒊𝒏

𝑴 𝑯𝒊𝒏

𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒕

𝑸𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓

𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒕

𝝆

𝒅 𝑽𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒕

For Heater

𝒅𝒕

𝑸𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓

𝝆

𝒅 𝑽𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒕
𝒅𝒕

For Cooler

5.3
5.4

Where:
M= flow rate
ρ= Density
H= Enthalpy
QHeater= Heater Duty
V= Volume shell
5.3.1.5.

Pump

Increasing in the pressure of outlet liquid stream can be taken place by using a pump. Depending on
the supplied information, the pump calculates either an unknown pressure, temperature, or pump
efficiency [69].
Theory: The following equations and assumptions are used by HYSYS in order to calculate the
unknown pump variables.
Equation (5) is used to calculate the ideal power of the pump required to raise the pressure of the
liquid:
𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍

𝑷𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝑷𝒊𝒏

𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆

𝑳𝒊𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒅 𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Where:
Pout = Pump outlet pressure
Pin = Pump inlet pressure
The actual power of the pump can be calculated as below:
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5.5

𝑬𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 %

𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍

5.6

𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍

When the efficiency is less than 100%, the temperature of the outlet stream will be raised by the
excess energy [69].[11]
The actual power of the Pump can be calculated by combining equations (5 and 6):
𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍

𝑷𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝑷𝒊𝒏

𝑭𝒍𝒐𝒘𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

𝑳𝒊𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒅 𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝑬𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 %

5.7

5.3.2. Selection of equation of state
HYSYS provides enhanced equations of state (PR and Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK)) for strict
treatment of hydrocarbon systems and sour gases separation. For oil, gas, and petrochemical
applications, the PR EOS and SRK are usually recommended [65, 69] . The PR and SRK equations
of state have been enhanced to yield accurate phase equilibrium calculations for systems ranging
from low-temperature cryogenic systems to high-temperature, high-pressure reservoir systems [69].
In addition, Vitu, S. et al. used PR EOS to predict the phase equilibria of CO2 and Hydrocarbon
system and found an accurate results in many cases. Moreover, Jaubert et al. have chosen PR EOS
to predict the phase equilibria of syntheses petroleum fluids (Alkanes, aromatics, CO2, H2S, N2 and
more) and they reported that the model was successful due to the high accuracy results. In 2008,
Privat et al. have added H2S group for their model to calculate the temperature dependent binary
interaction parameters (Kij) and they obtained an accurate behavior prediction of the system
containing H2S. In contrast, Glycol fluid package provided by HYSYS is a common package to deal
with natural gas dehydration by TEG and it is not recommended for using with MEG. However,
even though the MEG is non-polar component, but the process operate at 30 °C and 49 bar which is
far from the critical conditions of MEG, Tc= 429 °C and Pc= 65 bar.
5.4.

Steady state simulation and optimization

In this study, Aspen HYSY V.7.3 is used to simulate and optimize the acid gas sweetening process
plant. The MEG is adopted as an absorbent for acid gases from sour gas stream. Providing a stream
compositions of natural gas is the first step of the simulation work as listed in Table 5-1. The second
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step of the simulation work is choosing the fluid package that is suitable to the system and PengRobinson fluid package was selected in this study as shown in Figure 5-2.
The inlet gas separator is quite necessary to remove impurities such as solid particulates and liquid
and this step is assumed to be done before the gas stream inters to the absorber. Some specification
needs to be specified for MEG absorber column such as stream inlet temperature and pressure,
absorber column number of stages and absorber pressure, Figure 5-3 shows MEG absorber menu.
Moreover, absorbent regeneration column is a crucial part of sweetening process to regenerate the
absorbent (MEG) and it can be installed after the heat exchanger as can be seen in Figure4 in MEG
regenerator column menu.
The simulation process was done successfully and Figure 5-2 shows the process flow diagram of
the sour gas removal process plant. In order to avoid any problems that may cause by the rich MEG
impurities that can cause a serious problem to the process and might damage the equipment, it is
recommended to install a flash tank for the rich MEG stream before the heat exchanger. Moreover,
the SET function is a useful function provided by HYSYS to set the temperature and the pressure
of lean MEG. In addition, water make up stream must be added to the process to substitute any
losses in water to avoid any built up of MEG/ water concentrations in the process. Therefore, the
concentration of MEG solution in the process can be maintained and supported using water make
up stream. Finally, he simulation process was completed and the process accomplished high acid
gas removal and reduced the water content in the sweet gas stream which will be discussed in the
results and discussion

5.4.1. Process performance
Aspen HYSY V.7.3 is used to simulate the acid gas sweetening plant. MEG solution is used as an
absorbent for sour gases from natural gas stream. Natural gas stream compositions was firstly
provided to the program to start the simulation work as listed in Table 5-1 and Peng Robinson EOS
fluid package has been used.

MEG absorber is the main important equipment of this process plant and it also needs some
specifications to be identified such as streams temperature and pressure, Figure 5-3 shows MEG
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absorber menu. Moreover, MEG regenerator column is used to regenerate rich MEG after the MEG
heat exchanger as shown in Figure 5-4 in MEG regenerator column menu.

Figure 5-3. . MEG absorber menu

Figure 5-4. MEG regenerator menu

5.5.

Results and discussion

Increasing the MEG circulation rate increases acid gas removal and decreases the water content in
the sweetened gas as can be seen in Figure 5-5. Moreover, at MEG flow rates of (900 m3/h) the H2S
amount in the sweet gas reduced to 2.5 ppm as can been noticed in Figure 5-5. However, the
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optimum MEG rate was (1000 m3/h) which resulted in 1 ppm H2S and 0.03% CO2 in the treated gas
stream, also the optimum liquid residence time on the tray has been achieved. The total recovery
of CO2 and H2S were 98% and 99.7% respectively. On the other hand, the regeneration reboiler
temperature is decreased when the MEG concentration is reduced due to the high boiling point of
MEG (when compared with water, Figure 5-6). In addition, the regenerated MEG temperature
decreased when the lean MEG rate increased that is because of the increasing of MEG residence
time inside the column (less reboiler effects) as shown in Figure 5-7. To conclude, it is not
recommended to increase the regeneration reboiler temperature (more than 140 °C) because of the
degradation of MEG can occur. However, cost and economic terms should be taken into
consideration for MEG process because any increasing of MEG flowrate and/or inlet temperature
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leads to increase process operation cost [68].

Figure 5-5. Effect of (80% MEG) circulation flowrate on sour gas mole% in the treated gas stream.
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Figure 5-7. Relationship between MEG concentration and reboiler temperature.
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5.5.1.

H2S Removal

Removing of H2S from the gas stream was more efficient at higher MEG flow rates at all MEG feed
temperatures as shown in Figure 5-8. Note, however, increasing the MEG flow rate will increase
the process operational costs due to high duty requirement in reboiler. We thus conclude that using
(80% MEG) at 20 °C is optimal with respect to H2S removal.

H2S (ppm) in sweet gas
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Figure 5-8. The relationship between H2S (ppm) in the sweet gas stream and inlet MEG flow rate (m3/h) for various
inlet MEG temperatures (°C).

5.5.2. CO2 Removal
In addition, Removing CO2 from the gas stream is also more efficient at higher MEG flow rates and
lower MEG temperatures. As can be seen in Figure 5-9, CO2 mol% in sweet gas stream is 0.4 mol%
at 800 m3/hr MEG flow rate and 40 °C MEG feed temperature and reduces to 0.04 mol% when the
MEG flow rate is increased to 1150 kgmole/hr.
However, increasing the MEG flow rate and inlet temperature will increase the reboiler duty. To
conclude, using 1000 m3/hr as a MEG flow rate at 20 C as a MEG inlet temperature can be
considered as an optimum choice in order of CO2 removal as can be noticed in Figure 5-9 where the
CO2 mol% is 0.03 .
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Figure 5-9. Relationship between CO2 concentration in the sweet gas stream as a function of MEG flow rate and
temperature

5.5.3. Water content
Water content in the treated natural gas stream is also reduced with increasing MEG flowrate and
MEG inlet temperature. However, MEG at 20 °C gives the lowest water content in treated gas stream
in minimum MEG rate. Figure 5-10 shows that water content at 20 °C and 1350 kgmole/hr MEG
flowrate is 0.028 mol% while it is 0.08 mol% at the same flowrate and at 40 °C. Increasing the MEG
inlet temperature increases the water mole% in the dry gas stream as can be seen in the Figure 5-10.
In addition, increasing in MEG flowrate decreases the water content in the treated gas stream. The
water mole% in treated gas stream at 20 C and 1000 kgmole/he flowrate is less than 0.03 mol% and
is recommended due to a reasonable MEG flowrate and temperature.
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Figure 5-10. The relationship between H2O mole percent in sweet gas and MEG rate

5.5.4. Hydrate formation analysis
Gas hydrate, which are also known as gas clathrate, are crystalline compounds that form when gas
molecules (guests) are entrapped by hydrogen bond in water molecules (host) under favourable
conditions of high pressure and low temperature [72].
There are two types of gas hydrate commonly associated with natural gas processing, type I and
type II. The third hydrate type is called type H, but it is less commonly encountered. Common gas
molecules of hydrate type I are; methane, ethane, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulphide. While,
type II are; nitrogen, propane, and isobutane [87].
It is a significance requirement to prevent hydrate formation due to corrosion damage in the
pipelines and equipment of gas transport system and flow blockage of gas in the pipeline [88].
To prevent hydrate formation, it is compulsory to check the natural gas stream to obtain hydrate
formation temperature and operate the process above this temperature. HYSYS has capability to
predict whether hydrate formation is possible or not by Hydrate utility package as can be seen in
Figure 5-11. The following results were obtained:
1. Hydrate Formation Flag: Will not Form.
2. Hydrate Formation Type: No type Form.
3. Equilibrium Phase: Vapour Phase.
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The phase diagram is shown in Figure 5-12. On the phase diagram, it can be noticed that the hydrate
formation temperature is 9 °C at 50 bar pressure in the dehydrated gas stream which is below the
treated gas stream temperature and this means dry gas can be safely transformed beyond this
temperature without hydrate formation.

Figure 5-11. . HYSYS Hydrate Package Utility
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Figure 5-12. . Hydrate formation phase diagram
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5.6.

Conclusions

Natural gas stream usually contains high amount of sour gases that should be removed to meet
natural gas requirements. In addition, natural gas is also saturated with water in the reservoir
and this water content must be dehydrated to meet the pipeline specification. However, this
problem can be solved by installing appropriate gas dehydration and sweetening plant. This
simulation work was designed using Aspen HYSYS to remove sour gases and water content
from a stream of natural gas and the process has met the specifications and the standards of
pipelines. PR equation of state has been used due containing enhanced binary interaction
parameters for all hydrocarbons–non-hydrocarbons components pairs and the high accuracy
results. Moreover, in this study, the simulation work achieved high acid gases and water content
removal using MEG solution rate at different temperatures and concentrations. Reducing the
water content to a pipeline specification can eliminate the dehydration unit that used in
conventional natural gas dehydration and then reduce the capital cost. It can be argued that (80%
MEG) concentration with 1000 m3/h circulation rate at 20 °C achieved the optimum sour gases
removal and dehydration. Value below this it might not be able to remove sour gases and water
content. The total recovery of CO2 and H2S were 98% and 99.7% respectively which are higher
than the total recovery of CO2 using the commercial Selexol process which is less than 95%.
Furthermore, forty trays for amine contactor tower have achieved high acid gases and water
content removing. MEG process plant is also performed by adopting several MEG
concentrations and temperatures and several process parameters are examined for instance,
water content, sour gases removal and rich MEG temperature. Many other selection
specifications, such as MEG properties and economic terms, are considerations that can play a
crucial role in MEG concentration and flow rate selection. Cost, energy study can be considered
as a future work to examine the efficiency and the reliability of this process as an alternative to
the conventional Amine process.
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6. Chapter 6: Carbon dioxide/brine wettability of porous sandstone versus
solid quartz: An experimental and theoretical investigation
6.1.

Introduction

Increase in CO2 emission seems to be formidable due to increase in energy demand and industrydependent fossil fuel consumption [89]. Various strategies in particular capture and storage of CO2
in geological formations have been adopted to minimize such CO2 emission into the atmosphere.
The techniques used to store the CO2 underground include CO2 injection into deep aquifers [90],
depleted gas and oil reservoirs [91] and storage of CO2 in coal seam formations underground [92].
While aquifers have the highest volumetric CO2 storage capacity, CO2 storage for enhance oil
recovery (EOR) is more attractive alternative due to economic viability.
In this context, reducing CO2 emissions by carbon geo-storage has been specified as a viable option
[54, 93]. Combination between carbon geostorage (CGS) and hydrocarbon recovery scheme can be
adopted to improve oil and gas recovery [54, 94]. In particular, in CGS, CO2 is collected from large
point-source emitters, compressed and injected deep underground into geological formations [54].
Basically, the main problem with CGS can be briefly defined by the density of CO2. The lower CO2
density compare to that of formation brine density causes the CO2 to flow upward which in turn
increases the change of CO2 leaking through caprock. Four mechanisms are considered to prevent
CO2 surface leaking: a) structural trapping [95], b) residual trapping [96] , c) dissolution trapping
[97] and d) mineral trapping [98] .
Wettability can be considered as an important influential factor in determining residual saturation,
capillary pressure and relative permeability which also control the flow in porous rocks [99-102].
In addition, interfacial interactions have a significant impact on the process of CO2 storage in
hydrocarbon reservoir and in saline aquifers [101, 103, 104] where the relation between the
interfacial interactions (interfacial tension, capillarity, and wettability) is represented by the
Young−Laplace equation [105].
Roughness of the surface can also influence the apparent contact angle at the boundary between
liquid and the surface, and many examples have been given where wetting the rough surfaces proves
to be difficult because of their large apparent contact area [106, 107]. Moreover, theoretically the
contact angle increase with increasing the surface roughness for oil wet surfaces and decrease with
increasing the surface roughness for water wet surfaces [108-110]. However, the effects are still
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poorly understood where many other studies have shown both increasing and decreasing trends with
increasing surface roughness [111-113].
The contact angles are often measured on pure mineral samples to investigate the fundamental
phenomena behind wettability variations with state variables however such measurements might
not be representative of an actual reservoir rock with inherent heterogeneities. In fact very little
work has been conducted on the wettability measurements of heterogeneous reservoir samples
where surface roughness, interfacial tensions mineral surface and pore system play key roles.
Therefore we have measured the contact angle of CO2/brine on a porous sandstone surface at
reservoir conditions and analysed the dependency of contact angle on pore fraction where the
pressure, temperature and brine salinity are varied. We have also described the observed phenomena
by developing a physical model.
6.2.

Experimental methodology

A sandstone sample from well 2 in Warro gas field was used for this study. The Warro field is
situated in a convenient location onshore in the Perth Basin, approximately 200 kilometres north of
Perth, Australia with in-place reserve estimation of 7-10 TCF and a big 1-3 TCS possible
recoverable gas. The field structure is a large, simple, closed, growth-type anticline with not major
faulting activities. Warro-2 well was drilled to check the productivity potential of Yarragadee
formation and has reached to the depth 4854m by early 1978.
The well has undergone a considerable number of tests including fracturing, wireline logging,
conventional and side wall coring, formation pressure, and temperature analysis. Several
conventional cores were cut. We have used a core sample from the depth of 3836.2m with porosity
and air permeability of 9.6% and 0.5 MD respectively. The composition of the sandstone sample
was measured via XRD with a Bruker-AXS D9 Advance Diffractometer (quartz 90 wt%, Kaolin
3.3 wt%, Felspar 6.7 wt%), which indicated that the sandstone sample was composed mainly of
quartz. The RMS surface roughness (540 nm) was measured with an Atomic Force Microscope,
instrument model AFM DSE 95-200, Figure 6-1. In addition, the scanning electron microscopyenergy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM) was used to estimate surface solid fraction (f = 0.65)
using Avizo software (the raw images were filtered using non-local mean filter, then segmented
using watershed segmentation methods), Figure 6-2.
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The sample was cleaned for 5min in an air plasma to remove surface contamination [114], following
Iglauer et al.’s [115] and Sarmadivaleh et al.’s [116] procedure. This cleaning process is an
important step to avoid significant systematic errors [115, 117]. The cleaned sample was then placed
inside a pressure chamber (Figure 6-3) at a set temperature (296, 323 and 343K). Subsequently CO2
was injected into the chamber by a high precision syringe pump (ISCO 500D; pressure accuracy of
0.1% FS) and pressure was increased to a target value (0.1, 5, 10, 15, 20 MPa). It should be noted
that brine was saturated with CO2 using a mixing reactor [118] although the earlier studies showed
that the contact angle is not influenced by such CO2-brine solubility equilibration [119] .
When the pressure reached the set pressure, a single deionised (DI) water or brine (20 wt% CaCl2)
droplet (average volume of a single drop was ~6 ± 1 μL) was passed onto the sandstone via a needle.
Moreover, the tilting-plate technique was applied to measure the contact angle [120-122], as this
technique can simultaneously measure advancing and receding events under the same
circumstances. An earlier study [121] proved that the tilting plate method offers more reliable data
than the sessile drop technique. In this study, a tendency angle of 𝛼 = 12° for the sample, which was
placed on a metal platform into the pressure chamber, was attained. Under such a condition, the
slightest movement of the droplet from the upper side to the lower side of the substrate will occur
as result of the gravitational force.

The measurement of the advancing water contact angle (𝛳a) was achieved at the front of the droplet
prior to droplet movement, and the measurement of the receding (𝛳r) water contact angle was
attained at the trailing edge of the droplet. In this case, the gravity is pointless, as the radius of the
water droplet contact length was ≈ 1.7 ± 0.2 mm under the capillary length. The entire process was
recorded with a high-resolution camera (Basler scA 640–70 fm, pixel size = 7.4 μm; frame rate =
71 fps; Fujinon CCTV lens: HF35HA-1B; 1:1.6/35 mm), and the extracted images taken from the
video were used to measure 𝛳a and 𝛳r [123].
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Figure 6-1. Atomic force microscopy image of the sandstone
surfaces investigated; different heights are coloured differently
(black is 0 nm, white is 3500 nm).
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Figure 6-2. SEM images of the sandstone samples; a and b are the raw images and c and d are the segmented images.
Grey shows the grains, while blue shows the pores.
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Figure 6-3. Schematic diagram of the high temperature/high pressure contact angle measurement apparatus used for contact angle
measurements.

6.3.

Results

Water contact angle θ was measured at various pressures (0.1, 5, 10, 15, and 20) MPa and
temperatures (296, 323 and 343) K on a sandstone surface (RMS surface roughness 540 nm).
Advancing and receding contact angles at ambient conditions (T = 296 K and 0.1 MPa CO2 pressure)
were close to zero as previously reported [115, 124]. However, advancing and receding contact
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angles were increased with increasing pressure (Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 respectively) which is
consistent with measurements reported in the literature data [108, 115, 116, 119]. The advancingreceding contact angle of quartz [108] was also plotted along with those of sandstone for the
comparison. Iglauer et al. [125] explained this behaviour by rapid increase in CO2 density with
pressure, which strengthens the intermolecular interactions between CO2 and quartz, and thus leads
to de-wetting of the surface [105, 123]. Furtherer, advancing and receding contact angles were
observed to increase with increasing temperature (Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5) [105, 108, 116, 126].
The effect of salinity on contact angle was also investigated at 323 K and various pressure (5,
10, 15 and 20) MPa. DI water and 20 wt% CaCl2 were used to observe the effect of ion concentration
on sandstone contact angle. The advancing and receding contact angles were increased by ~ 10° and
~ 12° respectively when 20% CaCl2 was used compare to DI water at 5 MPa (Figure 6-6 and Figure
6-7). The advancing and receding contact angles were also increased when CaCl2 was used for all
other pressures 10, 15, 20 MPa (Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7). Thus more concentrated brine resulted
in higher contact angles when compared to DI-water, consistent with previous studies [108, 117,
126, 127]. Chemicals purity are presented in Table 6-1
Table 6-1. Chemical Purities

Chemical Name

Source of Supply

State

Purity (wt. %)

CO2

BOC Australia

Gas

≥ 0.999

CaCl2

Scharlab, Spain

Powder

≥ 0.995

DI Water

David

Gray’s Liquid

Deionized
a

a

Conductivity

(0.02

mS/cm)

The conductivity of DI water was measured with Multiparameter (HI 9823) at T= 294 K.
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Figure 6-4. Advancing water contact angles for sandstone/CO2/DI water as a function of pressure and temperature;
RMS = 540 nm, SD = 3 (where SD is the standard deviation).
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Figure 6-5. Receding contact angles for sandstone/CO2/DI water as a function of pressure and temperature; RMS =
540 nm, SD = 3.
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Figure 6-6. Advancing contact angles for sandstone/CO2/DI water and sandstone/CO2/brine (20 wt% CaCl2) as a
function of pressure at a temperature of 323 K; RMS = 540 nm, SD = 3.
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Figure 6-7. Receding contact angles for sandstone/CO2/DI water and sandstone/CO2/brine water (20 wt% CaCl2) as a
function of pressure at a temperature of 323 K; RMS = 540 nm, SD = 3.

6.4.

Discussion

We recall the contact angle measurements of pure quartz at different pressure and temperature [108]
which are consistent with other literature [45, 128] and presented in Figure 6 along with contact
angle measurements of porous sandstone. . It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the water contact angle
of sandstone is consistently higher than that of pure quartz (which has no pores) regardless of the
pressure and temperature of the system, and these data are consistent with the porous sandstone
contact angle data presented by Cassie et al. [106].While pressure increases the contact angle for
both sandstone and quartz, this effect is more pronounced at lower temperatures. Temperature has
a minimal effect on the contact angle. It increases only slightly with increasing temperature.
To analyse such differences between the contact angles of sandstone and quartz caused by the
presence of pores, we assume that sandstone is mainly composed of quartz, i.e. the pores are also
filled with CO2 at the beginning of the experiment. Further, the TOC was very low (0.16 wt%) [129]
for the selected sandstone sample, which makes it more suitable for CO2 storage [44]. Notably, Arif
et al. [130] observed a clear relationship between the TOC and CO2-wettability of the rock, whereby
a high TOC content can lead to a high water–CO2 contact angle (lower water wettability).
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When a drop of a liquid, in the presence of another fluid (liquid or gas), is dispended on a solid
surface with no/minimal electric potential, the droplet spreads across the solid surface, until the
minimum free energy is reached [131].
This is related to the cohesion forces in the fluids and adhesion forces between the fluid material
and the solid surface. If the energy dissipation due to the movement of the contact line by hysteresis
is neglected, and the free energy change due to an infinitesimal increase in the base area of the
droplet on the solid surface (surrounded by another fluid) is considered, , the free energy of the
system can be calculated as follows [131]:

dF   LG cos  dA   SG dA   SL dA

6.1

where  is the interfacial tension or surface free energy, F is total free energy of the system,  is
contact angle of the droplet and dA is the infinitesimal surface area (s, g and l represent the solid,
fluid (gas or liquid) and liquid phases). When the minimum energy is reached and equilibrium is
established, Eq. (6.1) turns to a special case, the Young’s equation [105].
When the solid quartz surface is considered (Figure 6-8), the Young’s equation is assumed to explain
the force equilibrium in the droplet [123]:

 LG cos    SG   SL

6.2

When pores exist within the substrate on the other hand, extra capillary forces driven by water
movement into pores are created (if the substrate is water-wet). We call this force f herein (Figure
6-8). This force is a resultant of the capillary pressure ( p ) acting on pores underneath the droplet
(  .dA ). The infinitesimal capillary force acting on pore space can then be written as
f  p ( .dA)

6.3

Where p is the capillary pressure. The energy associated with the infinitesimal capillary rise ( f C
) then takes the form:

fC  p(.dA).h

6.4

where h is the average capillary rise in the pore system. Substituting capillary pressure with

2 LG cos 
(where r is the average pore radius) yields:
r
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fC 

2 LG cos  
h (.dA)
r

6.5

Therefore the free energy equation takes the form:

dF   LG cos  dA   SG dA   SL dA  f C

6.6

Thus the energy equilibrium equation ( dF  0 ) yields:

 LG cos    SG   SL 

2 LG cos  
h
r

6.7

Eq. 6.7 illustrates that the contact angle of porous sandstone must be higher than that of pure quartz
if other thermodynamic variables such as pressure and temperature are unchanged. This is supported
by the experimental data of the porous sandstone investigated in this study when compared to that
of solid quartz reported by Al-Yaseri et al [108]. In addition, the experimental contact angle reported
by Kaveh et al [132] for porous Sandstone Bentheimer were higher than the contact angle for pure
quartz reported by Al-Yaseri et al [108], Espenoza et al [128] and Chiquet et al [45]. In all cases,
the contact angle of sandstone is consistently higher than that of quartz.
In order to justify our approach, we have taken images from a water droplet on the sandstone
samples after 2 and 4 mins (Figure 6-9). It is evident from this figure that water started to migrate
into the pores clearly demonstrating that a capillary force is active.
With increasing elapsed time, more water infiltrated, and the contact angle reduced significantly
from 55° to 45° showing that the capillary driven force (f) is weakened with time until reach
equilibrium (Figure 6-9) e.g. it is noted that at equilibrium, the contact angle of porous sandstone is
still higher than pure quartz.
However, if pore walls are hydrophilic however the contact angle will stay unchanged if pores are
hydrophobic and no water entry occurs [133].
It is thus clear that porous water-wet substrates exhibit higher water contact angles (when compared
with the identical surface without pores).
We furthermore conclude that the amount of surface pores (porosity fraction), the pore throat
diameter and height of fluid infiltration play important roles in the magnitude and kinetics of contact
angle variation on porous surfaces, caused by the driving capillary forces.
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We now consider the Cassie-Baxter equation (Eq. 6.8) to assess its accuracy in predicting measured
sandstone contact angle data. We also consider the effect of pressure and temperature on fluids
interfacial tension to assess its contact angle prediction (Figure 6-10). As seen from Figure 6-10,
Cassie-Baxter equation can predict the trend of the contact angle changes but the obtained values
for contact angles are significantly out of range. We then use the same set of variables (porosity=
9.6%) assuming that h is known (= 0.5 mm from Fig. 6.7) to predict the sandstone contact angles
(also plotted on Fig. 8) by our newly derived equation (Eq. 6.7). It is seen from Figure 6-10 that the
predicted contact angle of our equation is closer to the measured value with a same trend of that of
Cassie-Baxter equation.
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

1

𝑓

6.8

Where θc is the predicted Cassie-Baxter contact angle, f is the fractional projected area of material,
θ is the smooth area contact angleand the (1−f) term is thought to reflect the contribution of air
remaining under the drop [134].
The only parameter which externally influences the contact angle in the Cassie–Baxter equation is
porosity, which means that the analysed prediction is the best outcome of this model for the current
data set. Our equation however takes into account the pore radius and water infiltration height along
with the porosity. Porosity and average pore radius data are often available for tested samples, but
not the infiltration height. While having this parameter will significantly improve model predictions
of a porous substrate, the wettability information is required to estimate this parameter precisely.
The other approach is to use correlation based estimations of h which can be obtained with data sets
of a particular substrate. For instance, the correlation of h can be calculated with respect to other
state variables and the results can be applied to new data sets. Determining such a correlation or an
alternative physical equation as a function of state variables will therefore be a future research
direction.
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Figure 6-8. Forces acting on quartz (top) and sandstone (bottom).
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Figure 6-9. Water droplet on a sandstone sample in the presence of air under atmospheric conditions after exposure
times of 2 min (top) and 4 min (bottom).
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Figure 6-10. Comparison of the equilibrium contact angles obtained through laboratory experiments, the Cassie–
Baxter method, and the present method at a temperature of 323 K.
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6.5.

Conclusions

Pore systems and surface roughness are considered to be fundamental factors which influence
the variations in the wettability of reservoir rock with inherent heterogeneities. The advancingreceding contact angles of brine/CO2 and sandstone as a function of pressure, temperature, and
salinity were investigated in this study. The results were then compared with the contact angles
of pure quartz samples measured at the same pressure, temperature, and salinity. It was found
that the contact angle of sandstone was systematically higher than that of pure quartz at any
pressure or temperature because of the presence of pores in sandstone. The contact angles also
increased with increase in pressure and temperature and decreased with increase in the salinity.
In addition, the contact angles of porous sandstone determined using the Cassie–Baxter equation
were consistent with those determined using our new derived model (Eq. 7). Increase in the
contact angle due to the presence of pores was linked to the capillary-driven forces acting at the
surface pore throats and were mathematically formulated. The imaging of water entry into the
substrate pores with optical microscopy confirmed the validity of the analytical approach
adopted. Further studies should be conducted on pore rocks with different pore sizes and
structures to better understand the variations in wettability in the presence of porosity.
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7. Chapter 7: Experimental Study of a Cryogenic Ambient Air Vaporizer
7.1. Introduction

LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) is globally acknowledged as a clean fuel for both large-scaled
industrial production and other sales gas purposes. It has been noted that the overall world
consumption of LNG in recent years was increased remarkably. The total world LNG exports in
2016 was 346.6 bcm (billion cubic meters) which has been increased by 16.5% compared with that
of 2010 [135]. The total number of LNG receiving terminals all over the world was increased in the
meanwhile. Regasification is one of the most important procedure in LNG terminal operations.
Essentially, there are three main different types of vaporizers in LNG industry, i.e. ORV (Open
Rack Vaporizer), SCV (Submerged Combustion Vaporizer) and IFV (Intermediate Fluid
Vaporizer). ORVs and SCVs are widely used in Asia and Europe[136, 137]. Most current US LNG
terminals utilize SCVs or IFVs with fired heaters. However, these units are not environmentally
sustainable, as they produce large amounts of emissions, such as exhaust gas and processed cold sea
water. It is thought that the released cold and chlorinated sea water from ORV can have a negative
impact on the marine environment by killing marine life[138]. Increased energy costs and concerns
about environmental issues have led the LNG industry to look into other alternative vaporization
systems by using greener technologies. One of the promising alternatives is the ambient air
technology. Some large LNG projects have selected ambient-air based approaches instead of
traditional regasification technologies, such as Dahej LNG terminal [139] in India, Oregon LNG
import terminal [140-142] and Corpus Christi Liquefaction project [143] in America.
AAV (Ambient Air Vaporizer) technology has obtained an increasing attention in recent years, and
is highlighted as the greenest technology for LNG regasification[137, 138]. As the heat source is
obtained directly from ambient air without any intermediate fluid, its effluent is only cold and humid
air which can be dispersed and have no harmful effect on the environment. However, there are two
main concerns when using AAVs, i.e. footprint and frost formation. Because AAV uses warm and
low-energy-grade ambient air which is not as high as ORV and SCV in terms of heat transfer rate,
it requires several banks of AAV stacks working together in order to deliver the desired amount of
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LNG output. This could occupy much larger footprint than ORVs and SCVs. Frost formation due
to water vapour condensing and solidification could reduce heat transfer significantly, thus
operation shutdown and defrosting vaporizers must be performed periodically. The LNG station
generally has different banks of AAVs working in shifts by putting some in idle for defrosting
naturally. If applying some innovative defrosting technology, a non-stop vaporization process could
be achieved by performing defrosting intermittently and shortening the defrosting process largely.
The whole footprint can therefore also be reduced in the meanwhile.

Both numerical and experimental studies on AAVs have been conducted to investigate its heat
transfer behaviour and frost formation mechanism. Jeong, Chung, et al.[144-146] conducted series
of studies of both simulations and experimental work on heat transfer performance of natural-draft
AAV. They used LN2 (Liquid nitrogen) as working fluid. Heat transfer coefficients of inside &
outside the pipe and non-dimensionless number were evaluated by performing CFD studies. Heat
transfer performance of different fin configurations (i.e. fin length and thickness), length of finned
tube loops and operations in different seasons were compared and optimized. Liu, Jiao and Wang
[147] preformed a CFD study on heat transfer performance in LNG AAV by using a coupled
numerical models. The model combined LNG boiling phase change with air natural convection to
investigate the factors such as air temperature, LNG flow rate and finned tube distribution in a
bundle. Pandey, Singh, Shah and Acharya[148] performed an experimental study on a natural-draft
AAV at different operating capacities and AAV ground clearance to investigate the effect on heat
transfer and frost formation. The rate of frost formation could be increased either by increasing the
flow rate of cryogenic fluid or reducing the ground clearance of AAV stack. The behaviours of frost
formation in cryogenic (temperature below approx. -150oC) and refrigeration (temperature above 20oC) temperatures could be different from each other. Through conducting an experimental study
of frost formation on vertical cryogenic surfaces under natural convection conditions by Liu, Dong
and Li [149], water vapour could be condensed before reaching the cryo-surface, thus the amount
of frost formed was not as much as that obtained in refrigeration temperatures. They also observed
and tested that oxygen in air could be condensed on cryo-surface[149, 150] before frost crystals
appeared if surface temperature is lower than -165oC. Moreover, physical properties of cryogenic
frost, such as density and thermal conductivity could have different temperature correlations
compared with refrigeration conditions[151]. In AAV operation, defrosting process is usually
performed periodically by putting the AAV stacks in idle and undergoing de-icing naturally. Several
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innovated design of fins by conducting invasive defrosting have been patented[152, 153]. Through
providing a separate channel and introducing hot fluid in it, this could shorten the defrosting period,
remove the frost more effectively, and also dry out the fin surface and air passage to delay frost
formation in the next cycle. Some studies were focused upon defrosting by modifying the
hydrophobic or hydrophilic properties of metal surfaces. Other defrosting methods[154] such as
electric heating, ultrasonic vibration, dehumidifying or preheating inlet air and hot water/gas
defrosting, were investigated by using an air source heat pump (ASHP) system rather than cryogenic
air vaporizers.

In order to explore the feasibility of continuous operation of regasification and minimizing the
footprint of the AAV, the authors in this study proposed an innovated design of AAV which
embedded a defrosting duct in the middle of the fins. Through running a hot stream (MEG-water
solution) in the defrosting channel, the AAV could perform defrosting invasively and shorten the
period for defrosting without shutting off operation of the AAV. The design was tested in an outdoor
pilot-scale experimental setup through evaporating LN2 (Liquid nitrogen). Various operating
conditions were tested, such as operating pressures, LN2 flow rates, ambient conditions (e.g. relative
humidity and temperature), defrosting conditions (e.g. flow rate and temperatures), etc.
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7.2. Flow scheme and control system
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Figure 7-1 P&ID diagram of the pilot-scale experiment

The process design is illustrated in Figure 7-1. Because LNG is flammable and could have more
safety concerns, liquid nitrogen was used as a substitute. There were mainly three streams in the
process, viz. nitrogen, air and solution of Mono-ethylene glycol (MEG) & water. LN2 was initially
stored in a Dewar vessel (ND-100) with a storage capacity of 230 L and pressure range 1~15bar.
The forced-draft AAV (AAV-200) was comprised of a single finned-tube (2 m high) and a
transparent acrylic duct (diameter 300 mm) to enclose the vaporizer. Air flow (velocity range
0~7m/s) was driven by a blower (AF-202) to force ambient air through the acrylic duct to exchange
heat with LN2. The auxiliary heater (E-201 & E-202) was placed at the downstream of nitrogen
process line in order to heat up the output nitrogen to ambient temperature and vent it to atmosphere
at the end. This could also protect the downstream instruments to avoid exposure to cold
temperatures. After running the operation for a period (2~6 hours), frost could was formed on the
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AAV fins, and could have affected the heat transfer rate. MEG solution was applied in the
experiment for defrosting purpose. Pure MEG was diluted to 60% volumetric concentration which
could provide the property of very low freezing point (-52.8oC). The MEG cycle was comprised by
the MEG storage vessel (FV-300), MEG heater (E-301) and MEG pump (P-301). When performing
defrosting, the hot MEG solution was introduced from the bottom of AAV, and run through the
defrosting duct in fins to the top of the AAV. In defrosting process, the LN2 evaporation was ongoing
without operation shutdown. Once defrosting was completed, nitrogen (NC-301) was turned on to
drain the MEG solution retained in the tubes back to the MEG storage vessel and to purge the MEG
flow channel in order to avoid any frozen blockages when evaporating LN2.
Warm N2 out
Warm air in
Cold MEG out

2.0m

Tubes for MEG
solution

40mm

N2 flow tube

Ø25mm (I.D. 19mm)

Cold air out

Ø19mm
(I.D. 13mm)

Hot MEG in
223mm

LN2 in
Figure 7-2. Flow scheme and schematic Diagram of finned tube design.
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The vaporizer was made of aluminium alloy which could provide excellent heat transfer effect. The
fin configurations are demonstrated in Figure 7-2. Eight pieces of fins (fin length 99mm) were
welded onto the central tube (25mm diameter). A smaller tube (19mm diameter) used as defrosting
stream duct was welded in the middle of the fin plates. The AAV operating pressure and capacity
was designed as 15 bar and 10~25kg/hr, respectively. The flow rate of MEG-water solution was
designed as 200~700L/min. The MEG cycle was performed periodically, and was only turned on
when significant amount of frost was observed on the AAV. The MEG cycle was shut off when the
vaporizer was completely defrosted and the fin surfaces were dried out.
When supplying LN2 from the Dewar vessel, the physical status (liquid or gas) of the nitrogen was
of great importance. The main issues for the AAV test rig were low nitrogen flow rate and relatively
higher operating pressures which could result in flash losses and generating a lot of gas during the
operation, thus the AAV may not be performed at the full potential cooling load. In order to ensure
the liquid status of nitrogen in the process line at the AAV inlet, a double-jacketed and superinsulated vacuum line in combination with a phase separator was proposed, as illustrated in Figure
7-3. The outside of the equipment was insulated by a vacuum jacket. Both the cooling jacket and
process line were supplied with LN2 from the same pressurised Dewar. The process line was
enclosed in the cooling jacket which could generate an LN2 bath for chilling the process line from
the tube outside. It could also help to recondense the gaseous form of nitrogen due to heat leak in
the nitrogen transport line. The LN2 level inside cooling jacket was maintained by a float valve
(shown in Figure 7-3) which only allowed the gaseous nitrogen to be vented off and keep the cooling
jacket filled with cold liquid.
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Cooling jacket
N2 vent
Float valve

Cooling jacket,
LN2 bath
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LN2 outlet

Vacuum jacket

Cooling jacket,
LN2 inlet

Process line,
LN2 inlet

Figure 7-3. Schematic Diagram of phase separator

In order to test the effectiveness of the equipment, a thermal well (shown in Figure 7‐4) was designed
by placing a thermocouple (TI100 in P&ID diagram) at the center of the process line at AAV inlet
which could measure the fluid temperature directly instead of the skin temperature of the metal.

Figure 7-4. Thermocouple for measuring the LN2 temperature at AAV inlet.
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In order to explore the heat transfer performance of the AAV, different types of instruments were
installed in the system, such as thermocouples, relative humidity sensors, flow meters, pressure
gauges, etc. Details of all the instruments are listed in Appendix 2.The inlet and outlet nitrogen
temperatures in the vaporizer were monitored by the thermocouples TI100 and TI202 (shown in
Figure 7-1), respectively. Figure 7-5illustrates the distribution of the sensors on the AAV body.
TI203~TI205 and TI216 were the thermocouples to measure the temperature of air flow at different
levels. The thermocouple arrays of TI206~TI210 and TI211~TI216 were placed to measure the
temperature gradient of frost layer at AAV bottom and 0.2m height, respectively. The fin surface
temperature was tested by the thermocouples TI217~TI231 at 6 different heights. At each level,
temperatures of three different horizontal spots, i.e. central tube, MEG tube and fin end, were
measured in order to investigate the temperature gradient on fins. RH201~203 were the relative
humidity sensors to measure the moisture content at different heights. RH204 was installed to
measure the ambient humidity and was located next to the air blower. All the sensors were connected
with the Data Acquisition Unit (DAU), with the recording frequency set at 5 seconds intervals in
order to track the temperature changes effectively.

Table 7-1. Details of instrumentation used in the AAV system

Tag No.

Description

RH201~204

Relative humidity sensor to measure the moisture content in air flow

TI100~TI305

Thermocouples to measure the temperature profiles

TG302

Temperature gauge to measure the temperature of MEG-water solution

LI301

Level indicator to show the solution level in MEG vessel

PG202

Pressure gauge to locally demonstrate the AAV operating pressure

PRC201

Pressure transmitter to measure and record the operating pressure

FI202

Air flow meter to monitor and record air flow rate

FI201

Nitrogen flow meter

FI301

MEG solution flow meter

PG301

Pressure gauge to measure the MEG flow pressure at pump outlet
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Figure 7-5. Distribution of thermocouples on vaporizer.

The test rig was located outdoors by occupying a footprint of 7.0m

2.0m. The overall height of

the vaporizer was 3.0m with a ground clearance of 1.0m in order to fit the connection of the LN2
process line. The air blower was placed at one end of the site in order to avoid cold air from the
AAV bottom bypassing to the air inlet. The operation was open to air in order to minimize the risk
of operating cryogenic liquid and asphyxiation due to nitrogen displacement. Safety features
including relief valve, check valve, flash vessel, gas vent etc., were considered properly. During the
site preparation, bonding area was prepared in order to contain any possible leaks of chemicals, such
as MEG-water solution and liquid nitrogen. The MEG vessels and the tubes for hot MEG solution
and cold LN2 process line were insulated properly by applying different insulation materials. The
AAV pilot site photo is shown in Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6. Site photo of the system of ambient air vaporizer

7.3. Operating data analysis (Commissioning operation)
Overall eleven different operating trials were conducted for both commissioning and normal
operation. Test #1~6 was conducted in order to examine the equipment performance for cryogenic
temperature, certify team members for operating LN2, test insulation used for LN2 process line,
explore the proper operating conditions, etc. Operation condition of Trials #1-6 are described in
Table 7-2.
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.
Test number

Test
#1

Test
#2

Test
#3

Test
#4

Test #5

Test
#6

Test duration
(hr)

1:30

1:30

1:00

1:30

1:40

2:40

LN2
flowrate
(L/min)

500

400

200

600

140

250

Operating
pressure
(bar)

8

14

13

9

Air Velocity
(m/s)

4

5

7.1

1.8

6

Ambient
temperature
(°C)

17.8

15

16.2

Ambient
relative
humidity

74.8

54.37

85%

(test #6), the temperature of LN2 before the globe valve after 2 hrs was approximately -161°C,
while the temperature after the globe valve was only about -120°C. The temperature increase could
be because of the big metal body of the globe valve with a long handle (shown in Figure 7-10) which
was causing significant heat leak. The nitrogen temperature at AAV outlet was kept constant at 44°C after 2 hrs operation.
As shown in Figure 7-8, the frost formation along the AAV started at the bottom of AAV especially
at the central tube where the air velocity was too low. The maximum height of frost in this test (#6)
was 1m after 2hr operation. Many reasons can reduce the frost to be formed along the AAV such as
ambient conditions (ambient temperature, low air humidity, and also day time radiation flow.
The temperatures on fins was evaluated by averaging the temperature values measured at central
tube, fin middle and fin end (fin edge) at the same AAV height. The minimum temperature was
observed at the bottom of the AAV with -40°C (at 0m) as can be seen in Figure 7-9.
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Table 7-2 . Operating condition (Test #1-6).
Test number

Test #1

Test #2

Test #3

Test #4

Test #5

Test
#6

Test duration (hr)

1:30

1:30

1:00

1:30

1:40

2:40

LN2 flowrate (L/min)

500

400

200

600

140

250

Operating pressure (bar)

8

14

13

9

Air Velocity (m/s)

4

5

7.1

1.8

6

Ambient temperature (°C)

17.8

15

16.2

Ambient relative humidity

74.8

54.37

85%

Ti101_after globe valve (degC)

30

Ti202_AAV outlet (degC)

‐20

Ti210_before globe valve

‐70
‐120
‐170
12:43:12 PM

1:12:00 PM

1:40:48 PM

2:09:36 PM
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Figure 7-7. AAV inlet and outlet temperature profile test #6
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Figure 7-8. Frost formation from test #6
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Figure 7-10. Temperature Sensors and globe valve location
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7.3.1. Design modifications
During the initial tests (#1-6) of the AAV system, -120 C was the minimum temperature reached at
the inlet of the vaporizer as described in Figure 7-10 (Ti101- after globe valve). The first 6 trials
(commissioning trials) were conducted with low LN2 flowrates and relatively lower humidity, thus
the frost formation was very low. In such cases, formation a thick layer of frost needs to be removed
and that needs a long operation duration which was not possible due to the limitation of LN2 Dewar
size.
Based on the initial results, and in order to increase frost formation along the vaporizer, several
modifications were made to decrease the inlet temperature to the vaporizer (Ti101-after globe valve)
and speed up the process of the frost formation. These modifications are discussed below:
1. Humidify Air Flow
The system was modified by applying a mist generator in the air duct to create mist and increase
the air humidity as shown in Figure 7-11. Through running a quick test without LN2 flow, the
relative humidity of air flow at AAV inlet could reach almost 100% in a relatively lower air
velocity. Although the air inlet temperature could drop (within 10 °C) by humidifying the air
flow, the humidity ratio is still higher.
Air Flow

Mist generator

Figure 7-11. Spray head for air humidification
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2. Globe Valve Removing
A thermocouple were placed initially at the LN2 inlet to measure the skin temperature. As the
temperatures differed between tube outer wall and inner fluid, a thermowell was installed by
removing the globe valve and inserting a thermocouple probe to the centre of the process line in
order to measure the real fluid temperature, as shown in Figure 7-12.

Tee

Globe

Figure 7-12. . Thermocouple of measuring LN2 inlet temperature

3. Insulation
Cryogenic insulation (Cryogel) was installed at the LN2 supply line and the vaporiser inlet in
order to minimise the LN2 evaporation. Removing the globe valve was also beneficial for
minimizing the evaporation as it was very hard to insulate. Figure 7-13 shows the insulation of
the cryogenic LN2 process line.
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Insulation

Figure 7-13. . LN2 line insulation
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7.4. Operating data analysis (Normal operation)
Test #7 ~12 were in normal operation status based upon the experience obtained from previous
runs. The operating conditions are listed in Table 7-3. Different operating conditions, such as
operation duration, nitrogen flow rate, operating pressure and forced/natural convection, were tested
to investigate the heat transfer performance of AAV, and the frost formation and defrosting
behaviours. In the initial trials of commissioning (Test #1~6), the amount of frost formed on AAV
was very low and was not able to test the defrosting capacity completely. It was mainly because
both nitrogen flow rate and air relative humidity were very low. In such cases, the amount of vapour
condensed and frost formed on AAV was very limited. It required very long operating duration
(possibly several days) to obtain a reasonable amount of frost for defrosting purpose, but the
experiment was limited by the size of LN2 Dewar (maximum capacity 230L). In order to speed up
the process of frost formation and test the defrosting capability, a mist generator was applied in Test
#10~12 to humidify the intake air before exchanging heat with the vaporizer.
Table 7-3. Operating conditions in different tests (7-12).

Test number

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

18/08/2017

07/09/2017

15/09/2017

29/09/2017

02/11/2017

12:50pm ~

9:00am ~

11:50am ~

8:00am ~

1.30pm~

6:00pm ~

3:30pm

2:30pm

2.00pm

11:00am

3:30pm

12:30am

Operating duration

2hr 40min

5hr 30min

2hr 10min

3hr

2hr

6hr 30min

N2 flow rate (L/min)

320

250

250

300/430

350

350

Operating
(bar)

11

11.0

9.0

11.0

14

7.0

Air velocity (m/s)

1.5

1.2

Natural
convection

1.3

1.3

1.3

Ambient
(°C)

temperature

15

21.4

26.1

18.8

18.7

20.0

Ambient
humidity

relative

45.0%

32.4%

28.3%

45.4%

43.4%

50.0%

Date of test

08/08/2017

Open & close time

Note:

pressure

In Test #10~12, intake air is humidified.
The unit of N2 flow rate is in Normal Temperature and Pressure (20oC and 1 atm).

Essentially, in order to achieve the continuous operation of LN2 evaporation, defrosting process
should be conducted intermittently and periodically without shutting off the LN2 flow. Table 7-4
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lists all the experimental conditions of defrosting operation. As each Dewar could only be operated
approximately 7 hours (for LN2 flow rate at 300L/min), the defrosting must be performed before
the Dewar was empty. The MEG flow duration was slightly longer than defrosting duration, because
the MEG flow was firstly circulated in a bypass loop and then introduced to the vaporizer. As high
temperature of MEG solution could damage the MEG flow meter and potentially corrode plastic
components in the tubing system, the temperature of MEG solution was set as 50oC which was
maintained by the MEG insertion heater. The MEG flow rate was designed as 200~800L/hr.
Table 7-4. Operating conditions of defrosting in different tests

Test number

#9

#10

LN2 flow conditions

#11

#12

LN2 flow ongoing

Start time of defrosting

@ run time @ run time @ run time @ run time
2.5hr / 5.0hr*
2.0hr
1.5hr
5.7hr

MEG flow duration (min)

7.0 / 11.0

7.0

10.0

10.0

MEG temperature (oC)

50.0

50.0

44.0

50.0

MEG flow rate (L/hr)

720 / 350

610

650

600

* In Test #8, two defrosting processes was performed at run time of 2.5hr and 5.0hr
separately.

7.4.1. Liquid nitrogen flow
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Figure 7-14. History of operating pressure and nitrogen flow rate of Test #7

.
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The LN2 flow of the AAV system was supplied by the pressurised Dewar. The flow rate was
controlled by a needle valve (FCV201 in Figure 7-1) located downstream of the nitrogen flow after
the vaporizer. Therefore, the operating pressure of the AAV was approximately equal to the pressure
of LN2 Dewar, although pressure was slightly reduced due to tube fittings and bends. Figure 7-14
shows the history of operating pressure and nitrogen flow rate in Test #6. The pressure fluctuation
was around 0.5 bar which was possibly because of the pressure maintenance by the Dewar. As the
Dewar pressure was controlled by the heating coil inside the Dewar insulation jacket, the heat
transfer rate between ambient air and heating coil could be varied with time. This could also result
in the fluctuation of nitrogen flow rate. Another periodical change (i.e. big wave) with a frequency
of every 0.5 hr was observed when monitoring LN2 flow rate. It was because the LN2 supplies for
both cooling jacket and process line were shared from the same Dewar. The flow in the process line
could be bypassed from the phase separator. When the float valve (shown in Figure 7-3) was open,
it meant to release the gaseous form of nitrogen in the cooling jacket, but it could also reduce the
flow rate in the process line as the flow resistance in the separator was much smaller than that in the
nitrogen process line of AAV. Once the cooling jacket was filled up with liquid, the float valve
could be closed which forced the LN2 to go through the process line only.
50

Test #10
Operating pressure 11bar

Tem perature ( o C )

0

-50

LN2 flow rate 300L/min

LN2 flow rate 430L/min

Tempeature of AAV nitrogen outlet

-100

Tempeature of AAV nitrogen inlet

-150

-200
0.0
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

Run time (hr)
Figure 7-15. Temperatures of nitrogen inlet and outlet.
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Figure 7‐15 shows the history of nitrogen temperature change at AAV inlet and outlet in Test #10.

Because the process line of connecting LN2 Dewar with AAV was insulated properly and the phase
separator was applied to ensure liquid-phase nitrogen supply, it could be observed that the nitrogen
temperature at AAV inlet was at the saturation temperature for the specific operating pressure
(nitrogen saturation temperature -167.9 oC at 11bar). In Test #10, two different nitrogen flow rates
(300L/min and 430L/min) were tested. At the beginning, it could have taken around half an hour to
cool down the system and stabilize the outlet temperature. Once changing the flow rate, the nitrogen
temperature could be stabilized within a shorter period (approximate 10min). Afterwards, the outlet
temperature was reduced very slowly which was due to frost formation on fins. At the flow rate of
430L/min, the temperature difference between nitrogen inlet and outlet was approximately 100 oC.

7.4.2.

Air flow

The temperatures of air flow were measured at four different vertical levels, i.e. 0.0m (AAV air
outlet), 1.0m, 1.6m and 2.0m (AAV air inlet), while the relative humidity was monitored at three
different levels, i.e. 0.0m (AAV bottom), 1.6m and 2.0m. The ambient temperature and relative
humidity was measured by placing the sensors close to the air blower in order to avoid any influence
from the cold effluent air from the vaporizer. The intake air was perfectly humidified in Test #10~12.
The measured value of both temperature and relative humidity is plotted in Figure 7-16 & Figure
7-17. With or without air humidification, the overall temperature drop of air flow was around 10 oC.
It was also noticed that the temperature change at the bottom part (0~1.0m) was almost two times
larger than the top part (1.0~2.0m). The relative humidity was increased when air travelling along
the vaporizer. It was because the air temperature was reduced significantly while the humidity ratio
(the mass of water vapour per unit mass of dry air) was not decreased largely. Without
humidification, the air flow could only be saturated at the bottom part of the vaporizer where the
frost was formed. When air flow was fairly humidified (in Test #10~12), the vapour in air flow was
nearly saturated before entering AAV, but this led to the air inlet (at AAV height 2.0m) temperature
becoming lower than ambient temperature. When air flow exchanging heat with LN2 flow in
vaporizer, minor increase of relative humidity was observed while air travelling through the AAV
(shown in Figure 7-17).
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Figure 7-16. The temperatures and relative humidity of air flow in Test #7 & 8.
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Figure 7-17. The temperatures and relative humidity of air flow in Test #10.

7.4.3. Temperature profile on fins
Fin temperatures of six different vertical levels were monitored on the vaporizer, with each level
having three horizontal measuring spots, i.e. central tube, the middle of the fin and fin end (shown
in Figure 7-5). The fin temperature plotted in Figure 7-18 was considered by averaging the three
measured values. It was observed that the temperature of the fins was reduced by more than 50 oC
whether or not the air flow was humidified. The fin temperature in the bottom part (below 1.0m)
reduced much faster than the top part of the vaporizer. The fin temperature above a certain height
(1.2m in Test #6, and 1.6m in Test #9) decreased very slowly after running for 0.5 hr, which implies
the maximum height of the frost covering area on the AAV.
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Figure 7-18. AAV Fin temperature profile in Test #6 and Test #10.

7.4.4. Defrosting process
Defrosting process was turned on after running LN2 evaporation for a few hours. In order to heat up
the MEG solution evenly in the storage tank, a bypass loop for MEG circulation was turned on
before conducting defrosting process. In Test #9, the hot defrosting stream was switched on at a run
time of 1.64hr with a constant flow rate around 650L/hr, as shown in Figure 7-19. It took around
10min to defrost the vaporizer including drying the fin surface in order to delay the process of frost
formation in next cycle. The temperature at MEG inlet in AAV was approximately 40 oC. The
temperature difference between the MEG inlet and the MEG outlet was reduced with time. A
temperature drop of about 2 oC could be observed at the final stage from which it could be confirmed
that no blockage due to MEG-water solution frozen could occur during defrosting process. It was
observed from the experiments that the frost started to melt from the top or middle part of the
vaporizer rather than from the bottom part. During defrosting process, one phenomenon was
captured that large ice/frost blocks were ripped off and dropping on the ground by gravity which
was because the frost interface between frost layer and fin surface was melted. Test #11 was
conducted at night time in order to avoid solar radiation and increase the amount of frost formation.
The overall defrosting process could be completed effectively in around 10 minutes, which could
demonstrate the defrosting capability for some extreme conditions.
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Figure 7-19. MEG flow rate and temperature change during defrosting process.

Fin temperature in defrosting stage of Test #10 are plotted in Figure 7-19. The fin temperature was
increased rapidly in the initial stage (i.e. from 1.64hr to 1.72hr), and was then increased slowly when
fin temperature was close to the frost melting point 0oC. It was because the defrosting process
needed to overcome the latent heat of absorption for frost melting. It could also be observed in
Figure 7-20 that the top part of finned tube (1.6m) reached 0 oC earlier than the bottom part. It meant
that the defrosting started to occur at the top or middle part of the vaporizer. It was observed that
the frost on AAV was removed completely if the fin temperature was above 0 oC which could be
taken as a signal of completing defrosting. During defrosting process, the liquid nitrogen was
supplied continuously in order to test the feasibility of non-stop operation of vaporization with
intermittent defrosting. The temperature of nitrogen outlet during defrosting process was increased
around 20 oC, as shown in Figure 7-20.
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Figure 7-20. Temperature change of fin surface and Nitrogen outlet during defrosting process.

7.5. Discussion
7.5.1. Overall heat transfer coefficient
The overall heat transfer coefficient is one of the most important criteria to predict the performance
of the vaporizer. As expressed in Equation 7.1[155], the total heat transfer rate (q) is related to the
quantities such as overall heat transfer coefficient (U), surface area for heat transfer (A), and inlet &
outlet temperatures. Neglecting potential and kinetic energy changes and applying the steady flow
energy equation, the total heat transfer rate could be expressed in Equation 7.2 where i is the fluid
enthalpy, 𝑚 is the nitrogen flow rate, 𝐶 is the specific heat capacity, and 𝐻 is the latent heat. The
temperature difference between the hot and cold fluids was evaluated by the LMTD (Log Mean
Temperature Difference) associated with a counter flow heat exchanger, as expressed in Equation
7.3.
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The overall heat transfer coefficient changing with time in a typical test is demonstrated in Figure
7-21. Initially, the overall heat transfer coefficient was very high which was because of the relatively
higher initial system temperature leading to high heat transfer rate. After running the test for
approximately 1 hour, the value was stabilized at around 175W/m2.K with minor vibration.
Afterwards, the overall heat transfer coefficient was reduced very slowly which was mainly due to
frost formation.
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Figure 7-21. Overall heat transfer coefficient changing with time in Test #7

.

Table 7-5 listed the experimental results including nitrogen outlet temperature, air outlet
temperature, and the overall heat transfer coefficient. In Test #6, the operating capacity was almost
the same (250L/min) while the operating pressure was different. As air flow was humidified in Test
#10~12, the overall heat transfer coefficient was increased by approximately 20% which was
because latent heat released from ambient vapour condensation could contribute to LN2 evaporation.
The overall heat transfer coefficient in Test 12 was not as high as that in Test 10 ~11. It was because
the test was conducted at night time which led to low ambient air temperature and low intensity of
solar radiation.
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Table 7-5. Overall heat transfer coefficient during LN2 evaporation.
Test NO.

N2 outlet Temp. (oC)

Air outlet Temp. (oC)

Overall heat transfer coefficient
(W/m2.K)

#6

‐44.51

10.19

176.42

#8

‐45.33

11.63

135.56

‐37.11*

8.24*

186.97*

‐75.14#

7.12#

200.06#

#11

‐55.61

8.65

191.29

#12

‐87.26

5.73

136.1

#10

*

The value is for nitrogen flow rate 300L/min.

#

The value is for nitrogen flow rate 430L/min.

7.5.2. Air humidification
One of the main objective of the test rig was to investigate the feasibility of defrosting in an
innovated design of finned tube in order to achieve a continuous evaporation process. However, the
test was limited by the volume of LN2 Dewar. In order to speed up the process of defrosting, the air
flow was humidified before entering the vaporiser by using a mist generator which could increase
the air relative humidity and saturate the vapour at AAV air inlet, but this could lead to a decrease
of air inlet temperature (shown in Figure 7-17). Humidity ratio of air flow was taken into
consideration in order to understand the change of vapour content as air travelling through the
vaporizer. As demonstrated in Figure 7-22, humidity ratio at AAV air inlet (2.0m) was increased by
approximately 50% compared with ambient air. Because of vapour condensing when air passing
through the vaporizer and exchanging heat with nitrogen flow, the humidity ratio of air flow was
decreased from AAV top to bottom.
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Figure 7-22. Humidity ratio change of air flow with time

Air humidification could obviously increase humidity ratio, and thus speed up the process of frost
formation. Moreover, due to relatively more vapour condensed on the fin surface, the latent heat of
vapour condensation and solidification could potentially enhance heat transfer between air flow and
nitrogen flow. The heat transfer rate was evaluated by calculating the enthalpy change between the
inlets and outlets of air flow and nitrogen flow, respectively. Besides, solar irradiation and
environmental radiation could also provide heat for the evaporating LN2 which could enhance heat
transfer rate largely. The data of daily solar irradiation in Perth metro area is available from Bureau
of Meteorology [156]. Through checking the database, the sunrise & sunset time and solar exposure
on the date of Test #10 were 6:15am & 06:08pm and 19.5MJ/m2, respectively, so the solar
irradiation rate was calculated as 455.8W/m2. The amount of radiation heat transfer rate occurring
on the fin surface of AAV could be calculated in Equation 4 where 𝑞
(W/m2); 𝛼
(𝐺

is the absorptivity of aluminium sheet (𝛼

=455.8W/m2); 𝜀

(𝜎=5.67e-08W/m2.K4); 𝑇

is the air emissivity (𝜀

=0.5); 𝐺

is the radiation heat flux
is the solar irradiation rate

=1); 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

and 𝑇 are the air ambient temperature and fin surface temperature

respectively which are varied with time.
𝑞

𝛼 ∙𝐺

𝜀

∙𝜎 𝑇

𝑇

8.4
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The calculation results are plotted in Figure 7-23. The heat transfer rates of nitrogen flow and
ambient environment (including convection heat transfer and irradiation) were comparable. If air
flow was not humidified, the heat transfer rate was much lower than that with air humidification. It
could be concluded that humidifying the intake air could enhance the overall heat transfer effect on
AAV which is because the latent heat released from water vapour condensing or solidification could
provide more heat transfer rate for LN2 evaporation, although it could speed up the process of
frost/ice formation and deteriorate heat transfer effect in the later operating stage.
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Figure 7-23. Energy balance between nitrogen flow and air flow.
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7.5.3.
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Figure 7-24. Frost formation on the AAV in Test #6.

Frost formation was tested and monitored under different experimental conditions in different tests,
such as ambient conditions (air temperature, air relative humidity, and day/night time operation)
and LN2 flow conditions (flow rate and operating pressure). In Test #7, the maximum height of frost
formation on AAV was around 1.0m after running for 0.5hr, and was not increased any further
afterwards (total 2.5 operation period), shown in Figure 7-24. It was because fin temperature above
1.0m was not reduced as faster as the bottom part of AAV. An interface of three phases (liquid
droplet, solid ice and fluffy frost) was observed. Although increasing the nitrogen flow rate from
300L/min to 430L/min in Test #10, the maximum height of frost formation reaches around 1.85m
and did not cover all the fin area as shown in Figure 7-25 .a. This was because solar irradiation in
clear sky and environmental radiation during day time could provide a comparable heat transfer rate
as forced convection of air flow. Test #12 was conducted during the night time in order to minimize
the radiation effect. It was observed that the frost could cover all the finned area from top to bottom,
as shown in Figure 7-25.b.
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(a) Test #10 (run time 1.5hr)

(b) Test #12 (run time 4.0hr)

Figure 7-25. Frost formation in Test #10 (a) and Test #12 (b).

7.6. Conclusions
In this study, an innovative design of AAV focusing upon invasive defrosting has been tested in a
pilot-scale experiment outdoors. Different operating conditions, such as air flow, nitrogen flow and
MEG solution flow, have been tested to investigate the vaporizer performance and defrosting
capacity. The following conclusions have been drawn. Firstly, the hot MEG solution could defrost
the vaporizer effectively. No blockage due to MEG freezing were found during defrosting process.
Secondly, air humidification could saturate the vapour of air supply at AAV top, and could speed
up the process of frost formation remarkably. Latent heat released from vapour condensing and
solidification could help to increase heat transfer rate to some extent especially at the beginning of
operation. Thirdly, the defrosting process was completely successful in 10min including drying up
the fin surface. During the process, the hot MEG solution only needed to melt the interface of frost
layer rather than to melt all the frost/ice block. This pilot-scale experiment could provide an in-depth
insight of continuous process of LNG regasification in AAVs by using proper invasive defrosting
method.
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8. Chapter 8: Conclusions and recommendations
The first part of this chapter presents the overall conclusions from the studies reported in the
previous chapters while the second part presents the recommendations for future work.
8.1. Conclusions
Natural gas plays a critical role in the global energy market. Although the primary use of natural
gas is as a fuel, it is also a source of hydrocarbons for petrochemical feedstocks and a major source
of elemental sulfur, an important industrial chemical. Its popularity as an energy source is expected
to grow substantially in the future because natural gas presents many environmental advantages over
petroleum and coal.
This thesis extensively comprises the pathway of natural gas processing for removing of sour gases
using different processes and solvents, also reducing water content, reinjection CO2 for EOR or
storage purposes and LNG regasification. Based on the results obtained, MEG can be used as an
alternative to remove sour gases (CO2 and H2S) from streams of natural gas in an absorption process.
Beside, MEG can reduce the water content of natural gas to less than 0.03 mole% to meet the
pipeline specifications
A simulation work was developed using Aspen HYSYS and Peng-Robinson equation of state has
been used due to containing enhanced binary interaction parameters for all hydrocarbons–nonhydrocarbons components pairs and the high accuracy results. The simulation work achieved high
acid gases and water removal using MEG solutions at different temperatures and concentrations.
Water content was reduced from 1 mole% to less than 0.003 mole%. The total recovery of CO2 and
H2S were 98% and 99.7% respectively.
In addition, aromatic compounds have been employed for CO2 /H2S separation process. H2S needs
to be removed from CO2 before reinjecting underground for storage or for EOR purposes. Based on
the results obtained, high purity of CO2 stream has been achieved using aromatic compounds due to
increasing the relative volatility of CO2/H2S which makes the separation process easier.
Furthermore, this thesis consists a simulation study of sour gas removal from natural gas using low
temperature distillation process. The study presents a modified scheme for the separation of sour
gases based on an existing scheme of Ryan-Holmes. A great advantage of this process lies in the
production of high purity of CO2 at the high pressure required for enhanced oil recovery processes.
Importantly, the reported process produced pure methane and ethane containing <50 ppm CO2, with
high purity (>90%) of CO2 stream.
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Moreover, the removed CO2 from natural gas processes which needs to be reinjected to underground
to control the environment emissions and address climate changes. Therefore, an experimental study
has been conducted to study the effect of the porosity in the real rock in underground reservoir on
CO2 injection and examine the suitability of a particular reservoir in WA for CO2 reinjection by
studying the wettability properties of CO2/brine/Sandstone. The advancing-receding contact angles
of brine/CO2 and sandstone as a function of pressure, temperature, and salinity were investigated in
this study. The results show that the contact angle of sandstone was systematically higher than that
of pure quartz at any pressure or temperature because of the effect of pores in sandstone. The contact
angles also increased with increasing pressure and temperature and decreased with increasing the
salinity.
Finally, LNG regasification is an essential process required before it can be used as a sale gas or in
power generation plant. For this purpose, a pilot plant has been designed, constructed and operated
in order to test the efficiency of a modified ambient air vaporizer. Liquid nitrogen was used instead
of LNG for safety purposes. Twelve experiments were conducted to investigate the ability of air
vaporizer to re-gasify stream of liquid nitrogen at -169 °C and to melt the forming frost during the
regasification process. The experiments were classified into commissioning tests (1-6) and normal
operation tests (7-12). The results conclude that the vaporizer is able to vaporize LN2 efficiently and
the defrosting process was completely successful in less than 10 min during continuous vaporization
process.
8.2. Recommendations
For further academic studies, the following activities are recommended:
1. The optimisation of the sour gases removal processes should also include economic aspects
to identify the feasibility of the proposed optimisation approach. This approach permits the
actual cost sources at the equipment level to be recognized such as the capital, operating,
maintenance costs and cost linked with the energy loss.
2. Testing different solvents at different operating conditions for sour gas separation process to
optimize the energy consumption and to minimize the plant footprint.
3. Modelling the sour gases removal processes using another simulation software such as
ProMax or SIMSCI Pro-II and comparing the results with Aspen HYSYS is another option
to optimise the process efficiency.
4. Further studies can be conducted on pore rocks with different pore sizes and structures to
better understand the variations in the wettability in the presence of porosity.
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5. Considering scaling up the existing pilot plant of Ambient Air Vaporizer and using LNG to
test the vaporizer efficiency for both vaporization and defrosting process.
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Appendix 2 :Equipment used in LNG vaporization (Chapter 7)
Liquid Nitrogen Dewar and phase separator
Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) was used as an alternative for LNG for safety purposes. In this project, LN2
Dewar with 240 L capacity and 16 bar pressure was used to supply LN2 to AAV as shown in Error!
Reference source not found.. LN2 was supplied to the inlet of the finned tube from Dewar where
the Dewar pressure was maintained by a pressure regulating device. Because of the temperature
difference between LN2 and ambient temperature, and low nitrogen flowrate, LN2 may be vaporized
in the process line before reaching the AAV inlet which may not be able to provide enough cooling
load for AAV operation. Thus, a double-jacketed and super-insulated vacuum line combined with a
phase separator was used as described in Fig 1. The phase separator can be described as a shell and
tube exchanger, connecting the LN2 Dewar to the AAV inlet in order to ensure the nitrogen supply
in liquid phase. . The process line of LN2 is shut off by switching off the globe valve in order to fill
up the cooling jacket with LN2 bath as shown in Fig 2. The phase separator was designed by BOC
team and manufactured in UK.

Figure 1. Liquid Nitrogen Dewar
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Fig. 2. Phase Separator

Ambient Air Vaporizer (AAV)
An innovative ambient air vaporizer has been designed in this project based on Woodside Patent
(The AAV is basically similar to the conventional AAV which comprises a central single finnedtube (2m height, tube diameter 25mm, 8 fins). An intrusive defrosting concept was involved by
applying a minor channel (19mm OD) to allow hot fluid (defrosting stream) to flow through (shown
in Fig. 3). The reason behind choosing a tubular channels for defrosting instead of rectangular
channels (as described in the Patent [9] is to hold high pressure as the rectangular channel has a
week points for high pressure flow particularly at the edges. In addition, the vaporizer was mounted
on a square base frame (1m height) which was bolted on the ground as shown in Fig. 3. The
vaporizer also consists a dome-shaped MEG distributor at AAV bottom and a ring-shaped MEG
collector at AAV top.
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AAV

AAV Stand

Fig. 3. Fin design
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This AAV is manufactured by QSM Fabrication Company. The vaporizer has been tested to hold
high pressure up to 24 bar (operating pressure 10 bar) by QSM in present of our team before using
it for operation.

MEG Heating System
In the process, frost can be formed due to condensing of water vapour in the air on the fins surface.
A solution of MEG and water is used as a hot fluid to perform defrosting to realise continuous
evaporation without shutting off LN2 flow. However, MEG is only switched on when heat transfer
is reduced up to a certain point (e.g. nitrogen outflow temperature is lower than -150oC). In order to
maintain the MEG temperature as 50oC, an insulated storage tank (FV-300, capacity 150L) with an
integrated heater (E-301, power 970W) is applied. A mixture of MEG (60 % by volume) and water
at 50o C is pumped by a gear pump (P-301) through Line 9 to the defrosting channels. MEG to water
percentage was selected based on the low freezing point of this mixture (≈ -52.8°C) to prevent MEG
freezing during the defrosting process. The flow rate and temperature of MEG solution were
designed as 200~600L/hr and 50oC, respectively. While flowing through the ducts in fins, MEG
heats LN2 and frost simultaneously. Once the system is completely defrosted, the glycol flow is
stopped and return to the vessel through line 10 by gravity or nitrogen pushing provided by nitrogen
cylinder (NC-301) as illustrated in Fig. 4. All parts need to be suitable for outside weather
conditions.
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Fig. 4. MEG heating System

Nitrogen blanketing
Nitrogen blanketing is required for the MEG storage drum to avoid any interaction with air and thus
cause MEG degradation. Nitrogen Cylinder, NC-301 is used to supply nitrogen for the purpose
through line 12 as shown in Fig. 4. Another use for Nitrogen cylinder is to purge glycol solution out
of the AAV thought line 13 at the end of defrosting cycle. The pressurised nitrogen is contained in
an open water column, WC-303 connected at one end of MEG storage drum.
Air Blower and Air Duct
As mentioned above, ambient air is supplied through an air duct to the top of AAV by an air blower
(AF-202), shown in Fig. 5, which could supply variable air flow rate. Air filter is also attached to
the back of the air blower (sanction part) to avoid entry of any big particles which might damage
the air blower. The air blower was covered by an enclosure base plate to protect the air blower from
weather conditions.
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Air Blower enclosure

Fig. 5 Centrifugal Air Blower

Equipment data and control system


Data Logger

A data logger has been used to record all the measurements in the system over the time, such as
temperatures, pressures, relative humidity, flow rates and more as described in Error! Reference
source not found. 6 Data loggers could continuously monitor conditions remotely without having
people to be on site. Environmental consultants, building managers, energy auditors, research
scientists, and many more professionals all rely on data loggers because of the low cost, easy use
and reliability. All instruments in this project such as thermocouples, sensors and flowmeters was
connected to the Data Logger.
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Fig. 6. Data Logger (DT80S2)



Thermocouples and relative humidity sensors

Series of thermocouples and humidity sensors have been located at different heights in the AAV
system (shown in Fig. 7) to record the temperature and humidity with time. The relative Humidity
sensors with the type of HMP110 have been used to measure the relative humidity of the heating
air. This type of sensors are able to measure the relative humidity between 0-100 % and the
temperature between -40 to 80 °C. Some other thermocouples and humidity sensors are located at
different places outside the vaporizer, for instance, the outlet of liquid nitrogen Dewar, inlet and
outlet the phase separator, the outlet of the vaporizer.
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Flowmeters and Other instruments

For the liquid and gas flow rate, flow meters have been used for this purpose. MEG flow meter has
been recorded using FMG-Oval Gear Pulse Flowmeter size (1/2") which can read the flow rate
between 15 L/hr - 750 L/hr in temperature range 0 °C to 80 °C. In order to measure the liquid
nitrogen flow rate that enters the vaporizer, ‘Azbil In-Line Multi parameter Vortex Volumetric Mass
Flow Meter’ has been used. This flow meter is able to measure the flow rate between 0.5 m3/hr –
10 m3/hr and comes with a digital display and works with a temperature range 80 °C to -200 °C. In
addition, other instruments used in this project such as MEG level indicator and differential pressure
transmitter. For MEG level in MEG vessel, Magnetic Rotor Level Indicator was used to indicate the
MEG level. The differential pressure transmitter (Magnesense MS2) is used to measure the air flow
rate in the air duct. Fig. 8 shows all flowmeters and level indicator instruments.
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Fig. 8. Flowmeters and level indicator
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Insulation
Insulating is the important procedure in such process in order to minimize the heat leak and maintain
the temperature at a certain point of different fluids and also prevent the probability of any injury
for the site workers as the system works at very low temperature (-170 °C). Different insulation
materials have been used to insulate different parts of the system. MEG vessel was insulated to
maintain the temperature inside the vessel at 50 °C, Earthwood insulation (Earthwool R-4.0 195 x
430mm 8.98m2 Ceiling insulation batts, was used for this purpose and the insulation material then
was wrapped using Aluminium tape to hold the insulation material around the vessel as. All tubes
in the system have also been insulated using different types of insulation material. Ormonoid 10 x
75mm x 6m Abelflex Expansion Joint Filler was used to insulate the MEG system pipelines. The
most important part of insulation process is the cold lines. All tubes in the cold line should be
insulated properly by using efficient insulation material as it was a challenge to maintain Nitrogen
entering the vaporizer in a liquid phase due to the huge temperature difference between ambient air
and liquid nitrogen. Cryogel Z insulation material was used to insulate the cold section of this project
as shown in Fig. 9. Cold line insulation was selected based on the a unique specification such as
wide temperature range ( -265°C – 125°C), extremely low thermal conductivity (55 W/m at 23°C),
high flexibility, compression resistance, and easily use[12]. Many LNG facilities has turned to
Cryogel Z for the ability of solving the difficult insulation problems[12].
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Fig. 9. Insulation Material

Safety Precaution
Due to the high operating pressure (up to 15 bar) and cryogenic temperature (-170 C), safety
precaution should be taken in consideration. Many safety procedures were applied in this plant.
Firstly, a back pressure control valve was installed to control the pressure in the system at a certain
pressure (operating pressure). Secondly, an auxiliary heater (E-202) was installed at the AAV outlet
to heat up the outflow nitrogen in order to prevent the instruments such as back pressure control
valve and LN2 flow meter from any possible damage due to low temperature. In addition, nitrogen
outlet stream is released in a flush vessel (FV-201) at atmospheric pressure in case of existing
nitrogen in a liquid phase and then passing through another heater (E-201) installed at the top of
vessel (FV-201) to heat the outlet stream up to 5 C and the heated nitrogen is then released to the
atmosphere. Several safety valves was installed in the system to prevent any unexpected increase in
pressure, as shown in Fig. 10.
For the operators when operating liquid nitrogen, cryogenic gloves, face shield, lab coat and
enclosed shoes (Fig. 11) are required to prevent frost bite and cold burn.
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Fig. 10. Safety heaters and Back pressure control valve.

Fig. 11. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
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